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Introduction

Welcome to RUN's Productivity Pak II, 1986

Well, here it is—our second an

nual Productivity Pak disk! Last

year's edition was a huge suc

cess, so we decided to give you

another special ReRUN disk de

voted specifically to productive

application uses for your C-64

and C-128. This Productivity Pak

disk is packed*.

If you're a regular reader of

RUN magazine, you may rec

ognize some of the filenames on

the directory page. We asked

some of our best programmers,

who have in past years written

top-notch applications for HUN,

to update and improve their cre

ations for this ReRUN disk. You

should be pleased with the work

that they've put into these new

versions. Of course, Productivity

Pak II also includes new pro

grams that have never before

been published.

Let's begin by taking a look

at RUN Script 2.40, by Robert

Rockefeller. He has added doz

ens of new features to his C-64

word processor, and, by special

request, has written a C-128 ver

sion for us. C-128 users will like

the 80-column display and faster

loading times from the 1571 disk

drive, as well as the graphics

capabilities. Both C-64 and

C-128 versions have powerful

features that will keep you hop

ping for months to come.

The C-64 database manage

ment system, Datafile, has been

completely updated and im

proved for this ReRUN disk by

author Mike Konshak. Ever since

RUN published the prograrr^ in

1984, Mike has been busy pro

viding excellent quality updates

and service for Datafile users,

and now he surpasses himself.

RUN's telecommunications

program for the C-64, Runterm

Plus, has become very popular

with 64 users. Written by Robert

Sims, this powerful and easy-to-

use terminal program makes

telecommunicating a breeze. For

this ReRUN disk, we've tapped

the resources of RUN's new

telecommunications columnist,



David Bradley, to write autodial-

ing routines that give Runterm

Plus even more flexibility.

C-128 users will be interested

in Reminder 128, a new program

that serves as a useful desktop

accessory to help you keep track

of your appointments. This pro

gram creates a separate file on

disk, so be sure to copy Re

minder 128 to another disk be

fore running it!

Gradebook 128 is a never-be

fore-published classroom man

agement tool for teachers that

received lots of applause as a

bonus program on our March/

April ReRUN disk. It's one of the

best programs available any

where for handling your grade-

keeping and analysis chores.

Education is one of the top

home applications for C-64

users, and we at RUN provide

strong support in this area.

Youngsters will enjoy learning the

basic principles of LOGO pro

gramming with this expanded

version of Turtle-Tutor for Tykes,

otherwise known as Elmer.

For you adventurers in pro

gramming who have lacked the

expertise to create multiple

graphics screens that can be ac

cessed and scrolled at will, take

a look at Construction Set, mak

ing its debut on this ReRUN disk.

This graphics construction tool

gives you the ability to create

high-quality, sophisticated scroll

ing graphics screens for your

own programs.

Productivity Pak II has pro

grams and applications that you'll

be using over and over again.

Not only are the applications of

superior quality, but they're also

those that you are most likely to

use on a daily basis. Further

more, we've included some utility

programs, such as Menu 64,

Menu 128 and Disk Backup,

which will make all of your com

puting activities much easier.

Menu 64 and Menu 128 can be

copied onto your disks for easy

and quick access to your favorite

programs. Disk Backup will let

you make backup copies of your

noncopy-protected disks, such as

this ReRUN disk.

We hope you have fun with

Productivity Pak II, and, as a

wise man once said, "Don't work

too hard!"

Margaret Morabito

Technical Manager

RUN magazine
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When DFCALC is performing calculations, it will Iry to catch as many mathematical

errors as possible. Some errors caused by calculations may force the computer to crash,

while others may just produce inaccurate results. Syntactical errors {which cause the

premature termination of the program) have, to the best of my knowledge, been ac

counted for.

The following produce an error condition, resulting in a value of 0 for the particular

row/column cell, or an ??error?? flag.

1) Dividing by zero: X/0.

2) Taking the square root {or any even root) of a negative number: sqr(-X).

3) Taking (he CSC or COT of zero: cot(O).

4) Taking the natural log of a number less than or equal to zero.

5) Raising the mathematical constant e to a power greater than 87; exp(87).

6) Using an invalid or illegal operator or operand.

7) Using an operator in an equation where an operand should be {and vice versa).

8) Using a numerical constant outside the range of the computer.

a) Integers (whole numbers without decimal places) must be within the range of

-32768 to +32767.

b) Floating-point numbers, in scientific notation, must be within the range of

+ 2.93873588e - 39 to + 1.70141183e + 38.

Note: A calculation that tries to produce a result outside the legal range of the computer

will result in an 7OVERFLOW ERROR and will definitely crash the program. There's no

simple way !o test for this, so stay away from galactic calculations. Since DFCALC uses

a buffer for each column to keep track of column totals and values for calculations within

a row, it's possible Ihat your field data may inadvertently cause an 7OVERFLOW ERROR.

To help prevent what is intended to be printed as text from being interpreted as a

number, you should precede suspect record-field items with an alpha character, such

as # or P. This will always return a value of 0, since numbers after alpha characters

are ignored.

Table 3. Causes of Error

Directory

Page

1

3

25

27

32

3

34

43

40

56

59

Article

C-128

C-128 AutoMenu

RUN Script 128, Version 2.40

Reminder 128

Gradebook 128

C-64

AutoMenu (64)

RUN Script 64. verison 2.40

Runterm Plus

Turtle-Tutor for Tykes

Construction Set

Disk Backup

Datafile 3.6

Disk Filename

PROGRAMS

MENU 128

RS128

OB.RS128 2.40

C128 CHAR SET

OB.RS NMI

REMINDER 128

GRADEBOOK 128

PROGRAMS

MENU 64

RS64

OB.RS64 2.40

1650 AUTODIAL

1670 AUTODIAL

RUNTERM PLUS

LOGO FOR KIDS

CONSTRUCTION SET

BACKUP

DATAFILE

DFPRINT

DFCALC

DP] SSORT

DP] DOS5.1

DF] MAIL LIST

RP] MAIL LIST

ML] MAIL LIST

DF] INVENTORY

File Type

BASIC

BASIC

ML

ML

ML

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

ML

BASIC i

BASIC

ML

BASIC

ML

ML

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

ML

ML

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

1

NOTE: All indented file names are loaded from within other programs. Do not load these

as stand-alone programs!

I
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How To Load
Loading from Menu

This ReRUN disk provides menu programs for both C-64 and C-128 users.

These menus will display all of the programs on the disk and let you run

them with a single key press.

To get started, C-64 users should type LOAD "MENU 64",8 and press

the return key. When you get the Ready prompt, the menu is loaded and

you should type RUN to see a list of the programs on your disk.

Commodore-128 users can simply press the shift and run/stop keys to

load and run MENU 128.

Loading from Keyboard

If you do not wish to use the menu programs, follow these instructions.

C-64:

1 To load a C-64 program written in Basic, type:

LOAD "DISK FILENAMES

and then press the return key. The drive will whir while the screen prints
LOADING and then READY, with a flashing cursor beneath. Type RUN and

press the return key. The program wili then start running.

To load a C-64 program written in machine language (ML), type:

LOAD "DISK FILENAME",8,1

Some ML programs will run automatically when they are loaded. If not,

then you should refer to the article in this booklet for exact instructions.

RAD .RADX

DEG

MMS

INS

KMS

MLS

DFR

DCG

GMS

OZS

KGM

LBW

NWF

LBF

MPS

FPS

NSM

PSI

>

< >

or

and

.DEGX

.MMSX

.INSX

.KMSX

.MLSX

.DFRX

.DCGX

.GMSX

.OZSX

.KGMX

.LBMX

.NWFX

.LBFX

.MPSX

.FPSX

.NSMX

.PSIX

X<Y

X>Y

X<>Y

XorY

XandY

Converts the angle X from degree measure to RADIAN

measure.

Converts the angle X from radian to DEGREE measure.

Converts the distance X from inches to MILLIMETERS.

Converts the distance X from millimeters lo INCHES.

Converts the distance X from miles to KILOMETERS.

Converts the distance X from kilometers to MILES.

Converts the temperature X trom degrees centigrade (Celsius)

to degrees FAHRENHEIT.

Converts the temperature X from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees

CENTIGRADE (Celsius).

Converls the weight X from ounces to GRAMS.

Converts the weight X from grams to OUNCES.

Converts the mass X from pounds to KILOGRAMS.

Converts the mass X from kilograms to POUNDS.

Converts the force X, in foot-pounds, to NEWTONS.

Converts the force, in newtons. to FOOT-POUNDS.

Converts the velocity X from feet per second to METERS PER

SECOND.

Converts the velocity X from meters per second to FEET PER

SECOND.

Converts the pressure X from pounds per square inch to

NEWTONS PER SQUARE METER.

Converts the pressure X from newtons per square meter to

POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.

If X equals Y then True (res= I). else Faise (res = 0).

If X is less than Y then True.

If X is greater than Y then True.

If X is not equal to Y then True.

If either X or Y is True (greater than 0) then True.

If both X and Y are True (greater than 0) then True.

IV
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Op

+ +

+

-

•

/

1
1
t

SGN

SQR

INV

ABS

INT

LOG

Func

CX+ +CY

X + Y

X-Y

X'Y

X/Y

XIY

.SGNX

.SQRX

.INVX

.ABSX

INTX

.LOGX

Description of Operation

SUM Ihe columns X through Y.

ADD the values X and Y.

SUBTRACT the value Y from X.

MULTIPLY the values X and Y.

DIVIDE the value X by Y.

Raise the value X to the POWER indicated by the EXPONENT

Y. Y may be positive, negative or fractional.

Changes (he SIGN of X from + to - or - lo +.

Returns the SQUARE ROOT of X.

Returns the RECIPROCAL of X (1/X).

Returns the ABSOLUTE VALUE of X.

Makes a fractional X into an INTEGER.

Returns the NATURAL (base e) LOG of X. To convert to log

base 10, divide by .Iog10.

Returns the value of the mathematical constant e (2.71828....)

raised to the power of X.

Returns the SINE of X. where X is measured in RADIANS.

Returns the COSINE of X.

Returns the TANGENT of X.

Returns the SECANT (1/COS) of X.

Returns the COSECANT (1/SIN) of X.

Returns the COTANGENT (1/TAN) of X.

Returns the ARCTANGENT (inverse tangent), or angle, in

radians, whose langent is X.

Returns the ARCCOSINE (inverse cosine), or angle, in radians,

whose cosine is X.

Returns the ARCSINE (inverse sino), or angle, in radians, whose

sine is X.

Returns the ARCSECANT (inverse secant) of X.

Returns the ARCCOSECANT (inverse cosecant) of X.

Returns the ARCCOTANGENT (inverse cotangent) of X.

EXP .EXPX

SIN

COS

TAN

SEC

csc

COT

ATN

ACO

ASN

ASC

ACS

ACT

.SINX

.COSX

.TANX

.SECX

.CSCX

.COTX

.ATNX

.ACOX

.ASNX

.ASCX

.ACSX

.ACTX

Table 2. List of Legal Operators
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C-128:

AH C-64 programs can be run on the C-128 as long as your computer is

in C-64 mode.

All C-128 programs are clearly labeled on the directory page. Your C-128

must be in C-128 mode to run these programs.

To load a C-128-mode program, press the F2 key, type the disk filename

and then press the return key. When the program has loaded, type RUN.

Making Copies of ReRUN Disks

Many of the programs on your ReRUN disk have routines that require you

to have a separate disk onto which the program writes or saves subfiles. In

order for you to use these programs, you will first have to make a copy of

the original program onto another disk that has enough free space on it to

hold these newly written subfiles.

If the program is written in Basic, it is simple to make a copy of the

program. Just load the program into your computer following the procedures

outlined above, and then save the program back onto a separate disk that

has plenty of Iree space for extra files.

If the program is written in ML, copying is not so simple. You cannot simply

load and save an ML program. In this case, you'll need to use a disk backup

utility program, such as the one on your Commodore Test Demo disk.

For your convenience, this ReRUN disk contains a backup program that

will copy all of the programs for you. You should plan on making a couple

of backup copies of your ReRUN disk and then put away the original in a

safe place. Once you've made your copies, you can always free up disk

space on one of your copies by scratching (erasing) certain programs. See

the article, "Disk Backup," elsewhere in this booklet for further instructions.

V
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Operands are variables (data) being operated on by operators, such as *, /. +. -.

sqr and int. Operands are denoted in the List of Legal Operators (see Table 2) as X

and Y. The value created by a calculation is called the resultant. To help clarify and

define these terms, I'll use the following simple equations as examples:

A = B*C Z = X + Y RES = .SINX RES wXtY RES - RES/200

In these equations, anything to the left of the equals sign is the resultant of the

equation. The variables A, Z and RES are. therefore, resultants. In all the equations

that you'll define using DFCALC, RES will be your resultant.

The items to the right of Ihe equals sign will always consist of Iwo operands and

one operator, the middle term being the operator. B, C, X, Y, RES, 200 and the

period are all operands. *, +, SIN, t and / are all operators. The following is an

expanded and more detailed description of what you can use as legal operands:

Record fields. An equation using record fields (F1, F4, F12, etc.) can take any of

the following forms: RES =

F2*F3; F4IF2; F4t3; 1OO'F5; C3 + F3; .ABSF1: SINF4; RES"F2; F4 + F5

The following conditions apply:

1) The number ol the field defined must exist in the record file being printed.

2) The same field may be used more than once in any one column or in a num

ber of column equations in either operand position.

3) Fields may be used In an equation with any operator except the sum through

(+ +) operator.

4) The field referenced must contain numeric data. Alpha (non-numeric) characters

such as A through Z, $, %, etc., in the data will produce a result of 0, an unreliable

result, or an error condition when used in a calculation. If Ihe equation cannot be

resolved, "??error??" will be printed as a result or the program may crash.

Columns. An equation using columns may take the same kinds ol lorms as those

involving fields, subject to the following condition: The column number referenced '

must be less than the number of the column containing the equation. If, for example,

you're defining an equation for column C6, you can't use C6, C7, C15. etc., as

operands.

Constants. Constants used in an equation may occupy either operand position and

may have a positive or negative value, but must be within a range operable for the

computer. Pi (3.14159265....) is the only predefined constant.

Other operands. The period is used as (he first operand when there is only one

operand being operated on. This is usually the case when a higher level operator

(identified by a three-letter code) is being used. For example: .SIN 30; .INV F1; .DEG

45; .SQR 4; and so on.

RES. The resultant (RES) of a previous calculation within the current column must

be used as an operand if more than one operator is used. Up to three operators or

equations may be used to complete a calculation within a column. The first operator

may use any two legal operands, but the second and third operators must have RES

as one of the operands in either position.

Table 1. Rules for Legal Operands



report. Then it will start at the

beginning of the sequential file

and commence reading the rec

ords. After every record, the

equations for each column will

be calculated and the results

printed in the current row on the

report. Then the next record will

be read, and so forth. When all

the records have been read, the

end-of-column information will be

processed and printed. Finally,

at the bottom of the report, the

name of the record file will be

printed, along with the number

of records reported. [nl
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C-128 AutoMenu

By David Darus and Louis Wallace

RUN It Right

CI28 lin!28 mode; 40/80 columns)

1541 or 1511 disk drive

The C-128 AutoMenu is de

signed to make it easy for you

to load and run programs on the

C-128. It allows you to quickly

and easily look through a disk's

available program files and load

and run them by simply pressing

a key.

You can save C-128 Auto

Menu to any of your frequently

used disks to save time later. In

fact, by using the C-128's auto-

boot capability, you can set up

each C-128 disk so that AutoMenu

is automatically booted at pow-

erup. (For a program that allows

you to make self-booting program

disks, see "Disk Commands on

the C-128" in RUN's December

1985 issue.)

When you run or autoboot

C-128 AutoMenu, it first checks

to see if you are in 40- or 80-

column mode, then formats its

output accordingly. It will go to

the disk for a minute and read

in all the names and sizes of the

program files on the disk. It will

ignore sequential, user and rel

ative files, since they are not ex

ecutable programs.

Once the program names are

in memory, it will list them in a

window on the screen, with the

program size on the far-right side

of the window. You can use your

cursor keys to move up or down

through the list while highlighting

the program name under the

cursor. If you wish, you can re

turn to the top of the list by press

ing the clr/home key.

Once you've found the pro

gram you want, simply press the

return key while the cursor is on

the program name, and your

choice will be loaded and run

if it is a C-128-compatible Basic

program.

AutoMenu checks the load ad

dress of the file "you choose; if

the address isn't correct for a

C-128 Basic program, AutoMenu

compares it to the load address

for C-64 Basic programs. If Auto

Menu finds that the program

loads at 2049 decimal, which is



where the C-64 Basic programs

start, it tells you that this may be

a C-64 program and asks if you

still wish to load and run it. If you

reply yes, it will load it to the

proper start of Basic for the

C-128 and run it. (Note: Not all

C-64 Basic programs will run un

modified in C-128 mode.)

' If the load address is incorrect

for C-128 or C-64 Basic, Auto-

Menu assumes the program is in

machine language and asks if you

wish to boot the program. Booting

allows machine language pro

grams to be loaded and activated

all at once. It will only work on

those machine language files

whose start address is the same as

the load address. In other words,

if the load address is 32768, boot

ing will load it to 32768 and at

tempt to start it with a SYS 32768.

Machine language files that re

quire starting from an address dif

ferent from the load address can

not be executed this way.

If the program you want is not

on the disk you're viewing, sim

ply remove the current disk from

the drive (do not remove a disk

while the drive is spinning) and

insert another disk. Then press

the stop key. AutoMenu will load

the directory of the new disk and

display it for you.

Well, that's all there is to it.

You'll find this program will add

new dimensions to the use of

your disk directory. Effl

press c r s j e

SET END-OF-COLUMN 8 OPERATION

OPTIONS: TAN

? T

SET COLUMN 8 JUSTIFICATION

OPTIONS: L R C P D

? C

PRESS C R S J E

When you've finished defining

column 8, you've completed the

entire calculated-report format.

OPERATIONS MENU

The last return you pressed

presented this screen:

CALCULATED REPORTS

OPERATIONS MENU

CURRENT DATAFILE: INVENTORY

SAVE REPORT FORMAT

LOAD REPORT FORMAT

CHANGE REPORT FORMAT

PRINT RECORDS

RECONFIGURE PRINTER

$ DISK DIRECTORY

EXIT THIS DATAFILE

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing $ displays the direc

tory of the current disk in the disk

drive, E exits and closes the file

you've been working with and

sends you back to the begin

ning, and C sends you to the

start of the format-definition rou

tines so you can change one or

all of your entries,

You can jump back to this

menu, once you've made your

corrections, by pressing J at one

of the many mini-menu prompts.

R sends you to the printer or

interface configuration menu,

where you can send printer

CHR$ commands, and S saves

the current calculated-report for

mat to the disk.

Warning! Any calculated-report

format file (shown on the disk as

CR] INV...) of the same name

will be scratched and replaced

with the current format. If you've

made changes to a format you

want to keep, and also wish to

retain the original, give the re

vised format a new name.

Make sure you save your cur

rent format before using E or L.

However, you'll be given a sec

ond chance if you happen to

forget.

L loads a format file from the

disk into the computer's mem

ory. This overwrites the format

currently held in memory.

THE FINAL PRODUCT

Let's assume you pressed A,

for all records, at the print-op

tions menu. The computer will

print the title and heading of the

83



form, followed by the mini-menu.

Press return once more to get

past the prompt:

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 7

RES =

OPERAND X? 85

OPERATOR ? -

OPERAND Y? F5

RES = 85 - F5

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? N

Since the calculation in column

7 is sufficient, we won't expand

on the equation. Enter N as

shown and press return. We fin

ish defining this column by con

tinuing through the End of Col

umn and Justification screens. A

reminder: column 7's EOC is A

and justification is R.

We are now at the beginning

of column 8, which will contain

the equation ((F4\05)*C7) + F4.

Keep in mind that we must start

at the innermost set of parenthe

ses and work out. The entire se

quence of screens for column 8

follows. (Yours should grow sim

ilarly as you keep entering data

and pressing return.)

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 8

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 8

CHOOSE F E R #

? E

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 8

RES =

OPERAND X? F4

OPERATOR ? *

OPERAND Y? .05

RES = F4'.O5

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? Y

ENTER EQUATION 2 FOR COLUMN 8

= F4'.O5

OPERAND X? RES

OPERATOR ? *

OPERAND Y? C7

RES = F4'.05"C7

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? Y

ENTER EQUATION 3 FOR COLUMN 8

RES = (F4".05)"C7

OPERAND X? RES

OPERATOR ? +

OPERAND Y? F4

RES = ((F4\05)'C7) + F4

RUN Script 128 and

RUN Script 64:

Version 2.40

By Robert Rockefeller

RUN It Right

C-64 or C-128; disk drive; printer

RUN Script 128 and RUN

Script 64 (version 2.40) are en

hanced versions of the RUN

Script 64 word processor (ver

sion 1.0), which appeared in the

March and April 1986 issues of

RUN. All the features that were

in version 1.0 are still present in

version 2.40, but many have

been improved. In addition, ver

sion 2.40 adds 18 new dot com

mands and about 30 other new

functions.

LOADING PROCEDURE

First read carefully the instruc

tions on how to load. C-64 users

must load and run RS64, a Basic

program that automatically loads

RUN Script's machine language

program. Just wait a moment

while it loads and runs. Similarly,

C-128 users must load and run

RS128.

As you're reading this docu

mentation, keep in mind that

when two names of keys are

separated by a slash, the keys

should be pressed simulta

neously. When they are sepa

rated by a comma, the keys

should be pressed one after the

other.

EDITING FUNCTIONS

RUN Script 2.40 offers many

editing functions, which I tried to

keep as intuitive as possible.

Learning to use these functions

is easy because most of the ed

iting keys work almost exactly the

way they do in Basic.

Reading your text on the

screen is also easy, since RUN
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Script contains a word-wrap fea

ture that keeps a word from

being broken when it's too long

to fit into the remaining space on

a screen line.

RUN Script uses one line at

the top of the screen to display

prompts, operation and error

messages. This leaves 24 lines

free for displaying text. About

35,000 bytes are available for

storing text in the C-64 version,

and about 68,000 bytes in the

C-128 version.

ABORTING OPERATIONS

You may abort almost any op

eration, including saving and

loading text, by pressing the

CTRL key along with the Com

modore key. About the only op

eration you can't stop is the

replace-string function, once re

placing has begun; but pressing

the CTRL/Commodore combi

nation during the input stage of

this function will abort it.

In RUN Script, the restore key

acts as a panic button, taking

you out of whatever mode you're

in and returning you to normal

Text mode.

MOVING THE CURSOR

In RUN Script 2.40. the cursor

can be moved anywhere within

the text area. Seven keys and

key combinations function as

cursor controls. These include

the four cursor keys (eight on the

C-128), the home key, the CTRL/

back-arrow combination and the

shift/return combination. To use

the CTRL/back-arrow, press the

CTRL and back-arrow keys to

gether; likewise, press the shift

and return keys simultaneously

for shift/return.

Cursor keys—By pressing the

cursor-down key or the (shifted)

cursor-up key, you can scroll ver

tically through the text area. By

pressing the cursor-right-and-left

key, you can move the cursor

horizontally.

With RUN Script's word-wrap

feature, a given screen line may

have anywhere from one to 39

spaces at the end of it. The

empty spaces appear as small

dots that don't exist in the text

area in memory, but are printed

to the screen to pad out the line.

When moving the cursor hori

zontally, you'll find it will skip

over these small dots.

Shift/return—This key com

bination moves the cursor to the

start of the next line.

Home—Pressing the home

key once moves the cursor to

the upper-left corner of the

screen. Pressing it twice moves

the cursor to the start of the

manuscript.

CTRL/back-arrow—Pressing

the CTRL key with the back-ar

row key moves the cursor to the

bottom-left corner of the screen,

OPTIONS: LEFT

RIGHT

CURRENCY ($.00)

PERCENT (%)

DECIMALS TO RIGHT

? R

L is the default prompt. Enter

R for right justification. Now,

we've just completed the defini

tion of column 1. In case you

were wondering, the End of Col

umn screen was bypassed, be

cause the column contained only

the record number, not any im

portant data. From now on. you'll

see the additional menu, and

more. The next three screens

reveal:

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 2

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 2

CHOOSE FEd Note: simplified menu

? F

WHICH FIELD # WILL BE IN

COLUMN 2

ENTER 1 THROUGH 6

? 1

SET END-OF-COLUMN 2 OPERATION

OPTIONS: TOTAL SUM OF COLUMN

AVERAGE CONTENTS OF

COLUMN

NO OPERATION

TO COLUMN

7 N

SET COLUMN2 JUSTIFICATION

OPTIONS: LRCPD

? L

That completes column 2!

Complete the same sequence for

columns 3, 4, 5 and 6, according

to our previous layout, changing

the justification and EOC as nec

essary. Stop when you get to

column 7.

Now we'll define the formulas,

or equations, for columns 7 and

8. The following display should

be on your screen:

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 7

I

ENTER CONTENTS FOR COLUMN 7

CHOOSE FER#

? E

After you enter E for equation,

a new screen will appear with

prompts for the equation:

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 7

RES =

OPERAND X? .

OPERATOR ? .

OPERAND Y? .

Note that you're prompted for

equation 1. You can define up

to three operations in one col

umn. Enter the operands and op

erator for the equation we

defined earlier for this column:

85-F5.

Press the return key after each

entry shown on the following

screen. The completed equation

will be shown in the conventional
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ber, name and length of the

fields in the record file Inventory

are displayed, so you don't have

to remember! This is why you

had to enter the name of the

record file before starting. From

now on, at least until you com-

[ilete your format definition, the
datafile references will stay on

the screen.

IMPORTANT NOTES!

1) Don't use your cursor con

trols during these processes.

DFCALC and all the Datafile pro

grams use input statements for

entering data. Consequently, if

you use your up/down cursor,

the screen editor won't know

where it is. To be safe, use DEL

to backspace.

2) Don't use commas, semi

colons, colons or quotation

marks within any input prompt,

or you'll probably lose some of

your data or accidentally leave

the program.

Pressing the return key brings

up the mini-menu (CRSJE), then

pressing return again will display

a prompt for the position of col

umn 1. Enter, as you are

prompted, the individual column

positions: 1, 5, 16, 29, 43, 52,

56 and 61. You'll notice the col

umn number (in reversed print)

incrementing each time you

press return.

The next screen asks for the

heading of column 1. Enter the

headings as shown on the ex

ample, pressing return each

time. The screen displays the col

umn currently being worked on,

as well as the width of that col

umn. Any header you type in

that's longer than the number of

characters shown will be trun

cated. The column headers, you

recall, are: 1)#; 2)ITEM;

3)DESCRIPTION; 4)SERIAL #;

5)ORGCOST; 6)YR; 7)AGE and

8)REPCOST.

At this point we'll begin to de

fine the individual columns as to

content, justification and end-of-

column operations. Continuing

with the next screen;

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 1

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 1

CHOOSE FIELD DATA

EQUATION

RUNNING TOTAL

ft RECORD NUMBER

? #

F will always be preprinted on

the input until the fields have

been defined. Remember, we

want to use the record number

for column 1, so press #. You'll

then see this screen:

SET COLUMN 1 JUSTIFICATION

and pressing this combination

twice moves the cursor to the

end of the text.

INSERTING TEXT

There are three ways to insert

text with RUN Script:

Shift/INST—Simultaneously
pressing the shift key and the

INST key inserts one space at

the cursor position.

CTRL/I-Pressing the CTRL

key and the I key toggles you in

and out of Insert mode. When

ever you press a key in this

mode, a character is inserted at

the cursor position. You'll know

when you're in Insert mode be

cause an "*ins*" message will

be displayed on the status line.

Run-stop—When you need to

insert text at the start of a long

document, CTRL/I and shift/INST
are too slow, since either one has

to move the entire text area to

insert each character. To circum

vent this problem, press the run-

stop key to insert a block of 200

spaces. To insert more than 200

spaces, press the run-stop key

continuously until the insert block

is large enough to suit your

needs.

Shift/run-stop—This key com

bination is the functional opposite

of the run-stop key, deleting a

block of inserted spaces. Just po

sition the cursor at the begin

ning of the block and press shift/

run-stop.

DELETING TEXT

The four methods of deleting

text with RUN Script are detailed

below:

DEL—Pressing the key that's

marked DEL deletes the charac

ter to the left of the cursor and

moves the cursor left one column.

F7—Pressing F7 also deletes

one character, but it's the one

under the cursor, and the cursor

does not move.

F8—Pressing F8 deletes a

block of text. Position the cursor

over the first character of the sec

tion of text you wish to delete

and press F8. A "delete block"

message will appear on the sta

tus line at the top of the screen.

Then move the cursor to the last

character of the block you want

deleted and press the return key.

The block of text will be re

moved, but not yet lost, in case

you change your mind.

The deleted block is copied to

a buffer at the top of memory.

To retrieve the block, press F6

twice, quickly, before pressing

any other key. A "select insert

point" message will then appear

on the status line. Move the cur

sor to where the text was deleted

and press the return key again.

The text will be restored exactly

as it was.

F8,F8—Pressing F8.F8 will de

lete all text from the cursor po

sition to the end of the text area.

You will be prompted to answer
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y/n before erasing is performed.

You can abort both F8 key func

tions without deleting any text

by simultaneously pressing the

CTRL and Commodore keys.

MOVING AND

COPYING TEXT

F5—To move a block of text,

position the cursor over the first

character of the block and press

F5. A "move block" message

will appear. Then move the cur

sor to the last character of the

block and hit the return key. The

text will be deleted and a "select

insert point" message will now

appear. Position the cursor

where you want the text inserted,

press the return key, and the

block of text will appear in the

new position.

F6—To copy a portion of the

text in memory to another posi

tion, press F6 once after posi
tioning the cursor over the first

character of the block to be cop

ied. A "copy block message"

will appear on the status line.

Next, move the cursor to the last

character of the block to be cop

ied and hit the return key. A "se

lect insert point" message will be

displayed. Move the cursor to

the position where you want the

block inserted, hit the return key,

and the block will appear in the

new location.

F6.F6—To insert the contents

of the text buffer into your doc

ument, press F6 twice. After a

"select insert point" message

appears, move the cursor to the

insert point and press the return

key. The contents of the buffer
will be inserted. This feature al

lows you to make multiple copies

of the same text block or to re

cover a deleted block as ex

plained above.

SEARCH AND

SEARCH-AND-REPLACE

(Note to RUN Script 1.0 users:

Unlike RUN Script 1.0, RUN
Script 2.40 does not require a

null element for the first and last
characters in search-and-replace

strings.)

F2—To search for a string be

tween the cursor position and the

end of the text, press F2 once

and a "search string?" prompt

will appear. Type in the string

you wish to find, then press the
return key. If a match is found,

the cursor will appear over the

match. If no match is found, a
"string not found" message will

be displayed. After entering a

search string, you can search for
multiple occurrences of the string

by pressing F2 twice in rapid

succession.

F4—Use F4 to replace strings

within the text area. A search
string and replace string will be

requested as above, but at each
occurrence of the search string,

the string will be displayed so
(

TITLE #2

? MAY 31 1985

PRESS CONT REDO START JUMP

EXIT

After you press the return key

following the second title, the

mini-menu PRESS CRSJE will

appear. You'll see this menu

often throughout the defining se

quence. It lets you change your

mind as often as it appears.

Here's a description of what

each choice does.

C—Continue on to the next

step. (You're satisfied with what

you've done so far.) Actually,

pressing any key, including re

turn, will advance you to the next

step. You'll find this useful when

you're plowing back through the

format.

W—Redo the last step. This lets

you change the very last step or

column. DFCALC won't allow you

to go backwards more than one

step or to the start of a column.

S—Start over. Pressing S will

send you back to the screen

shown above, where you started

defining the format. Don't fret!

You won't have to retype every

thing. All your entries will be pre

printed on the screen for you. If

you don't want to make a

change, just press return to ac

cept the value shown. Keep

pressing the return key to walk

back through the sequence until

you get to where you left off.

A—Jump to the end of the def

inition sequence. Pressing J will

send you to the operations

menu, bypassing all further entry

or updating of the format defi

nition. J assumes you've already

been completely through the se

quence or have loaded a previ

ously defined format.

E—Exit the routine to the be

ginning of the program. This to

tally bails you out from the

definitions sequence, back to

where you first started the pro

gram. You might use this key if

you discover you're working with

the wrong record file or just want

to quit.

Now, press return or any other

key to continue. You'll get this

display:

DEFINE REPORT COLUMNAR FORMAT

CALCULATE THE TOTAL LENGTH OF

ALL FIELDS TO BE INCLUDED IN

THE REPORT ALLOWING 21 SPACES

BETWEEN EACH COLUMN.

ENTER THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS

IN REPORT. (16 COLUMNS MAX).

? 8

FIELD NAME (LENGTH) DATA

FOR: INVENTORY

1 ITEM 20 4 COST 9

2 DESC 20 5 YEAR 2

3 SER# 20 6 ROOM 10

Before you enter 8 for the

number of columns, notice the

bottom of the screen. The num-
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the number of decimal places

you want'to the right of the dec

imal point. Any number from 0

through 8 is valid. If you think a

calculation might result in an

swers being printed in scientific

notation, choose either left or

right justification. If text data is

formatted with a numerical for

mat, the value of that column will

be zero.

In our Inventory example, we

chose left justification for text

data, right for numeric and cur

rency for the two columns of

costs.

RUNNING DFCALC

Now that we have a game

rjlan (the game gets easier the

more we play), let's load

DFCALC. As I mentioned earlier,

you can load it from Datafile by

pressing P at the main menu,

and then C at the following

menu, or, from Basic, by typing

LOAD"OFCALC",8 <return>,

and then RUN < return >.

The first display you'll see re

lates to configuring your printer,

which I discussed earlier. The

display looks like this:

CALCULATED REPORTS PROGRAM

USE OLD PREDEFINED FORMAT

OR NEW FORMAT

$ DISK DIRECTORY

QUIT PROGRAM

TRANSFER TO:

DATAFILE

DFPRINT

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing Q terminates the pro

gram and $ displays the direc

tory of the disk currently in the

drive. Pressing 0 brings up the

operations menu, in case a cal

culated report format has already

been designed. Pressing N ac

cesses the define report routines

for entering all the requirements

for printing the sample file Inven

tory. Press D. When the screen

displays the following prompt,

enter INVENTORY as shown,

then press the return key.

INSERT DISK WITH THE DATAFILE

TO BE USED FOR CALCULATED

REPORTS.

ENTER THE NAME OF THE

DATAFILE:

? INVENTORY

The program will look at the

record file named Inventory and

retrieve some important file-struc

ture data that will be useful later

on. The screen will then display

the following sequences as you

enter the data as shown:

DEFINE REPORT HEADER FORMAT

ENTER WIDTH OF REPORT (136

MAX)

? 70

ENTER NUMBER OF TITLE LINES IN

THE REPORT HEADER (4 LINES

MAX)

? 2

TITLE #1

? HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY
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you can elect to replace it or

bypass it.

F4,F4—This prompts you to

input a search string and a re

place string. After you've done

this, all the occurrences of the

search string from the cursor po

sition to the end of text will be

replaced by the replace string.

CHANGING DISPLAY

COLORS

To change the colors of the

RUN Script screen display, use

the following key combinations:

CTRL/1—to change the text

color.

CTRL/2—to change the back

ground color. Changes C-128

screen color.

CTRL/3—to change the color

of the status line.

CTRL/4—to change the bor

der color (C-64 version only).

MISCELLANEOUS EDIT

FUNCTIONS

Return—Pressing the return

key when entering text signals

the end of a paragraph. When

you press the return key, a left-

arrow character with a bent-up

tail will appear at the cursor po

sition, marking the end of the

paragraph.

CTRL/x—This combination in

terchanges the two characters to

the left of the cursor—a fast

method of correcting transposed

letters.

CTRL/6—This combination

toggles RUN Script 2.40 in and

out of Shift Lock mode. When

the '"cap*" message is dis

played on the status line, all al

phabetic characters typed will be

capitalized. This enables you to

enter capital letters and num

bers, without having to use the

shift key.

CTRL/= —If you should want

to replace the line-padding dots

with some other character, press

the CTRL and equals-sign keys

simultaneously. A "*chr*" mes

sage will appear on the status

line. Then type the replacement

character, and it will automati

cally replace the dots. Once this

is done, you cannot retrieve the

dots. The closest you can come

is to repeat the command and

press the period key, or, if

you prefer blank spaces, the

space bar.

HELP—(C-128 version only).

Moves the cursor to the other

text area when the display is

split. If it's in area 1, it'll move

to area 2, and vice versa.

CTRL/z—Prints five spaces to

the screen. This function is useful

for indenting paragraphs.

CTRL/u—Enables you to se

lect a new character to be in

serted into the text area when

you press the run-stop key. Type

CTRL/u, then any character. The

default character is the space.



F1—Pressing the F1 key after

a prompt for a filename activates

a screen-read feature.

Somewhere at the start of a

document, within the first 256

characters, create a comment

with the .cm dot command. Fol

lowing the .cm command, type

the document's filename sur

rounded by double quotes, such

as .cm "O:filename".

When you save the file with

the F1,@ or F1,s command, if

you press the F1 key after the

"filename ?" prompt appears,

RUN Script will read the filename

from the screen into the input

line. This saves you from having

to type the filename every time.

THE F1 KEY

When you press F1, a "com

mand ?" prompt will appear.

You then enter the letter corre

sponding to the function (as

listed below) that you wish to

execute.

d—F1,d selects: the device

with which all saving and loading

will take place. This may be de

vice 8 or 9, the disk drive. The

default device is number 8.

s—F1 ,s saves text to the se

lected device.

@—F1,@ saves with replace.

The old file is automatically

scratched before the new file is

saved.

I—F1.I loads a text file from

the disk.

a—F1,a is an append function

for combining a text file on disk

with the one in memory. The file

coming from disk is appended

starting at the cursor position and

replaces any text that follows the

cursor. (This append function is

not intended for use with se

quential files.)

t—F1 ,t selects whether char

acters will be output and input

in ASCII or Commodore ASCII.

RUN Script 2.40 uses Commo

dore ASCII as its default mode.

When you press F1,t, the prompt

"use true ascii (y/n)?" appears.

True ASCII is used by most non-

Commodore printers, and some

of its values are different from

the ASCII values Commodore

printers use.

Also, when telecomputing with

mainframes, you may find that

the mainframe uses true ASCII.

In this case, RUN Script can do

conversions between the two

types of ASCII, using the w and

r commands (see below).

w-—F1,w writes the text in

memory to disk as either a se

quential or a user file. If you want

to save it as a sequential file, you

must append the string ,s,w to

the filename when entering the

filename at the prompt. If you

want to save the text as a user

file, it's necessary to append ,u,w

to the filename.

With the w function, you can

write the text to disk using either

l_

R -

C -

D4 -

P1

Figure

LEFT justify

RIGHT justify

CURRENCY, 2

DECIMALS, 0-t

PERCENT, RES

5.

places

) places

'100

NUMBERS

(123 )

( 123)

( 123. 00)

( 123.0000)

( 12300.0)

TEXT

(ABC )

( ,ABC)

( -00)

( .0000)

( .0)

allowed within one column,

three, to derive the replacement

value. The original cost (F4) is

multiplied by .05 (the yearly in

flation factor), and this result is

multiplied in turn by the age of

the item as calculated in C7. Fi

nally, this result is added to the

original cost (F4).

Column 8's formula could also

have been written ((C5*.O5)

*C7) + C5. Since there were no

calculations performed in column

5 (C5), the column and the field

have the same value.

TOTALS AND AVERAGES

Still referring to Figure 4, the

End of Column (EOC) operation

must be defined with one of the

following three options:

N—No operation (NOOP)—6o noth

ing with the column.

T— Total—find the sum of the con

tents of the column.

A—Average—find the average of the

contents of the column (average ■

total + number of records).

Since columns 1-4 and 6 are

just displaying field data, we

choose no end-of-column oper

ations, using N. Column 5 con

tains the original cost, so we

choose T to obtain the total of

the original cost of all the items.

Column 7 calculates the age of

all the items, so it might be in

teresting to see the average age

of all our goods by entering A

for that column. We choose T for

column 8 simply because we'd

like to know how much to ask

the insurance company for (or at

least to realize how much new

things cost nowadays).

JUSTIFICATION

OF CONTENTS

You must choose how the field

data, record number and calcu

lated result will be printed within

the column. Your choices are de

tailed in Figure 5.

Choosing either decimals or

percent results in a prompt for
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COLUMN. 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

HEADERS: REC# ITEM DESCRIP SERIAL* COST YEAR AGE REPCOST

POSITION: 1 5 16 29 43 52 56 61

Figure 3-

COL

1

2

3

4

r»

6

7

8

Figure 4.

CONTENTS

#

M

F2

F3

F4

F5

E

E

EQUATION

86-F5

{(F4*.O5)'C7) + F4

EOC

N

N

N

N

1

N

A

T

JUSTIFY

R

L

L

L

C

L

R

C

field data is longer than the width

of a column, the data will be

truncated, starting at the right.

Once you've positioned the

columns, you must determine

what contents and operations will

be part of each column. Figure

4 shows the structure of each

column, I've explained the cri

teria above.

CONTENTS OF COLUMNS

In the example, INVENTORY,

the record's number is printed in

the first column, using #. Coi-

umns 2 through 6 will contain

whatever is found in the respec

tive fields for that record number,

indicated by F1 through F5.

Columns 7 and 8 are defined

to have formulas, or equations,

denoted by E. Column 7's equa

tion involves subtracting the

value found in column 6 (F5, the

year of purchase) from the con

stant 86 (the current year). This

results in the age of the item.

Column 6 (C6) could be used in

place of F5 as notation in the

equation, since that column con

tains the field data. The formula

would then be 86 -C6.

Column 8's equation uses the

maximum number of operators
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Commodore ASCII or true ASCII,

depending on how RUN Script

is configured. (See the t function,

above.) Also, if you change file

types between a read and a

write, you need to rename the

file. Finally, you can do a save-

with-replace by inserting @0: be

fore the filename. This is not

recommended with the 1541, be

cause of its DOS bug.

r—F1,r loads a sequential or

user file from disk. Just enter the

filename at the prompt. It's not

necessary to append anything to

it. If RUN Script 2.40 is in true

ASCII mode, the file loaded must

be a true ASCII file; otherwise

upper- and lowercase letters will

be reversed. If RUN Script is

in Commodore ASCII (normal)

mode, the file must be a Com

modore ASCII file.

$—F1 ,$ lists the disk directory.

You can pause directory scroll

ing by pressing the Commodore

key and stop the scrolling by

pressing the run-stop key. To re

turn to Edit mode, press the

CTRL and Commodore keys

simultaneously.

>—F1,> issues a disk drive

command.

<—F1,< reads the disk error

channel.

f—F1,f reports the number of

free bytes remaining.

x—F1,x exits to Basic.

p—F1,p prints text. After se

lecting the print function, you'll

be asked how many copies to

make. You can choose up to 99.

Next, you'll be asked to select

the output device. Output may

be directed to device 3, the

screen; device 4 or 5, the printer;

or device 8 or 9, the disk drive.

If you choose disk, output be

gins immediately and continues

until all the text has been output.

If you don't have a printer, you

can output your text to disk and

then borrow a printer to print

it out.

If you select the printer or

screen as the output device, you

can output one page at a time.

Simply answer n for no at the

"continuous (y/n) ?" prompt. A

"next output (c/p/s) ?" prompt

will then be displayed before

each page is output.

If you enter s for screen at this

point, the next page will be

printed to the screen. If you enter

p for printer, the next page will

be sent to your printer. If you

enter c at the prompt, output

from that point onward will be

continuous, and the "next output

(c/p/s) ?" prompt will no longer

appear.

Output to the screen lets you

see where the page breaks oc

cur. I recommend that you run

through your text this way before

printing it. When printing text to

the screen, you can pause the

output by pressing the Commo

dore key.



You can terminate output at

any time, regardless of the out

put device, by simultaneously

pressing the CTRL and Commo

dore keys.

0—F1,0 loads a new character

set. In Special Graphics mode,

the business-graphics characters

of this set would be printed using

the printer's Dot Graphics mode.
1-9—F1,1 loads a new print

set number 1. F1.2 through F1,6

load new print set numbers 2-6.

F1.7 through F1.9 load new print

set numbers 7-9, but work only

in the C-128 version.
Cursor-up and cursor-

down—F1 with the vertical cur

sor controls selects the Fast

Scroll mode, which rapidly

moves the text up or down. You

leave this mode by pressing any

other key, or abort it with the

Commodore and CTRL keys.
Cursor-left and cursor-

right—F1 with the horizontal cur

sor controls selects the Page

mode. In this mode, pressing the

cursor-right key scrolls the text

upward 24 lines to display the

next screen. Pressing the cursor-

left combination scrolls the

screen downward 24 lines to dis

play the previous screen. Exit

this mode by pressing any other

key, or abort it by simultaneously

pressing the Commodore and

CTRL keys.

C_F1 ,c changes the case of

all text from the cursor position

to the document end. Uppercase

letters become lowercase, and

vice versa.

R—F1.R saves a copy of the

table of redefined characters to

the current save device. First, re

define characters with the .dc

command (see the dot com

mands, below); then print the file

to allow the .dc commands to

execute; then save the table.

Now you can load the saved

characters at a any time with the

,lr command.
o_F1,o prints a document

with one copy, output to printer

device 4 and continuous output.

Z—F1.Z (C-128 version only)

swaps text memory in RUN

Script's text area in bank 1 with

the memory in bank 0. Pressing

F1,Z again restores the original

text. You can keep one text file

in bank 1, one in bank 0, and

switch between them with F1 ,Z.

This permits up to 68000 bytes

of text to be stored in memory.

M—F1,M selects the macro

characters that should be turned

off before printing the left margin,

a header or a footer. This pre

vents problems such as underlin

ing in the left margin. RUN Script

2.40 expects the same macro let

ter to be used to activate and

deactivate printer functions. For

example, if underlining is turned

on with uppercase U, a lower

case u is needed to cancel it,

and vice versa.

At the prompt, just enter the

macro characters—up to 13 of

10

't

■ i

. .ITEM

. .COMPUTER

. .TV

. .TAPE DECK.

. .MICROWAVE

. .CAT

.DESC

.COMMODORE C64

SONY

.SHARP

.GENERAL ELEC

CRUISER

SER# ....

SOO011142

HA7788OO

LG324M01

.444TT6789

COST

. 595.00

.365.50

129 95

.435.00

YEAR

83

72 .

77 .

84. ..

.81

ROOM

DEN

FAMILY

FAMILY

KITCHEN

Figure 2.

DFCALC

INSTRUCTIONS

DFCALC will produce accu

rately calculated reports from

your Datafile record files, assum

ing you design the report format

correctly. For the purpose of

learning the program, we'll cre

ate a fictitious record file as an

example.

DECIDING ON A REPORT

Let's assume you've previ

ously created a record file called

Inventory with Datafile. It will ap

pear on the disk directory as DF]

INVENTORY. The special char

acters preceding the right

bracket identify the sequential file

as having been written by Da

tafile. The Inventory file will have

the structure shown in Figure 1.

The five records in the sample

file appear in Figure 2.

Except for REC#, this report

could have been designed and

printed with DFREPORT.

Now that you have a file and

know what the structure is, let's

determine what to do with the

data when you enter DFCALC.

The records in Inventory will be

used to keep a file of valuables

for insurance purposes. Besides

the actual records in Inventory,

it might be useful to determine

the replacement cost of each

item. This would require adjust

ing the original cost by the age

of the item and the yearly infla

tion rate, thus introducing two

additional data fields, each con

taining a formula.

REPORT LAYOUT

Figure 3 suggests the layout

of the report, which is 67 printout

columns wide. Regarding the
fields as "columns," they are

numbered 1 through 8. The field

descriptions, or column headers,

are below the column numbers,

and the bottom line, labeled "po

sition," gives the printout column

in which each report column be

gins. There are two spaces be

tween columns. If your record
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columns in your report. The num

ber of columns possible will de

pend on the width of each

column and the number of char

acters your printer can fit across

the page.

3) Columns can contain:

a) The record number.

b) The contents of a field or

data within a record.

c) The contents of another

column within the current row.

d) An equation, the results

of which will be printed within the

column.

e) A running total of the

data found in a previous column.

4) Equations will perform

operations using the following

operands:

a) Numerical content of a

field within a record.

b) Numerical content of a

previous column within the row.

c) Numerical constants or

values, such as 100, 3.14159

. . ..(pi), 469.65, 2.6769E-3,

8.965E10, and so on.

5) Equations can perform op

erations employing up to three

of 47 operators, such as + , -,

x , +, t. sin(), log() and sqr().

Included among these are con

version operators that will con

vert inches to millimeters, de

grees to radians, and so on.

6) End-of-column (EOC) op

erations can be defined as

follows:

a) No operation (NOOP).

STRUCTURE OF DATAFILE"' INVENTORY * *

# RECORDS POSSIBLE IN FILE: 253

# RECORDS IN CURRENT FILE: 5

# FIELDS IN EACH RECORD: 6

ft TITLE OF FIELDS LENGTH

1 ITEM 20

2 DESC 20

3 SER# 20

4 COST 9

5 YEAR 2

6 ROOM 10

Figure 1.

which doesn't print any values at

the end of a column.

b) Calculate the sum of all

the data printed in the column.

c) Calculate the average of

all the data printed in the column

(the total divided by the number

of records printed).

7) Column justification can

take the following forms:

a) Left (for alphanumeric

data).

b) Right (for alphanumeric

data).

c) Currency (numeric data,

right-justified, two decimal

places).

d) Decimal (numeric data,

right-justified, zero to eight

places).

e) Percent (multiplies con

tents of column by 100).
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them—that need to be cancelled.

Only enter the macros that acti

vate functions.

m—F1,m loads a set of mac

ros as defined with the Define

Macros program (see discussion

of this below). If you're using a

C-128, you must run Define Mac

ros in C-64 mode, not 128 mode.

However, the macros table it cre

ates can be used with the C-128

version of RUN Script.

g—F1,g enables and disables

the Special Graphics mode.

G—F1.G selects the type of

printer. If you have a MPS-803

or compatible, MPS-801, 1515,

1525 or MPS-1000 (Commodore

mode), you answer yes at the

prompt. Answer no if you don't

have one of these printers. This

function determines how RUN

Script will print dot-graphics

characters.

C—F1 ,C selects the secondary

address used to print dot graph

ics and sends macro command

strings to the printer. Unlike the

.ca dot command, this function

changes the permanent second

ary address inside RUN Script.

S—F1.S splits the RUN Script

text display into two separate

areas. Type F1 then S, and the

prompt "how many text areas

(1/2) ?" will appear. If you an

swer 1, RUN Script will remain

unchanged.

If you enter 2, the prompt "size

of area two ?" will appear. You

may choose any number from 1

to 18, and text area 2 will be

allocated that many kilobytes of

memory. Since all of the current

text is erased before the splitting

occurs, there is a third prompt in

this function, "erase text (y/n) ?". If

you enter y for yes, the text area

will split, and the cursor will appear

at the start of text area 1.

RUN Script can automatically

load a text file into text area 2—to

display a help file, for instance-

when you first boot up the pro

gram. Another possible applica

tion is to load in a list of items,

from which you could quickly lo

cate items with the fast scroll.

You'll have to create your own

help file, but if you want to make

use of the auto-load feature, just

split the text area with F1.S, ex

ecute any other configuration

commands you want, then save

RUN Script with the F1,q com

mand. Make sure you name the

file OB.RS128 2.40. Then set the

string variable HLP$ in the boot

program equal to the name of

your help file.

A—F1 ,A provides movement

between the two text areas. At

the prompt, enter either 1 or 2,

depending on which area you

wish to access.

T—F1,T selects the secondary

address used to print text to the

printer. Unlike the .ta dot com

mand, this function changes the

permanent secondary address in

side RUN Script.

L—F1 ,L specifies whether a

11



line-feed character should be

printed after each carriage-re

turn character. Unlike the .If dot

command, this function changes

a permanent flag inside of RUN

Script.

q—F1,q saves a copy of RUN

Script, including any printer mac

ros, the current color settings, the

current settings from the F1,S;

F1.T; F1.G; F1.C; F1.L; F1.M;

F1,d; F1,t; F1.g; CTRL/= and

CTRL/u commands, and the set

tings from the .gc, .gb, .ge, .bs

and .ff dot commands. To cus

tomize RUN Script 2.40, use

these commands to configure it,

then save it with F1,q.

DEFINING PRINTER

MACROS

Note: The following discussion

refers to a Basic program called

Define Macros, which is not on

this Productivity Pak II disk. If

you are interested in the features

it makes possible, you can obtain

the Define Macros program from

the April 1986 issue of RUN

(p. 46) or the March/April edition

of ReRUN.

Many Commodore owners use

non-Commodore printers such

as the Okimate 10 or Epson MX-

80. These printers often have de

sirable features, like italic char

acter sets and the ability to do

underlining. The printer-macro

feature of RUN Spript enables

you to customize your copy of

this word processor so you can

take full advantage of whatever

capabilities your printer may

possess.

Printer macro character strings

are always sent to the printer

when output is to the screen,

rather than being ignored. This

is necessary when output is

being switched between the

screen and printer. An idiosyn

crasy of RUN Script 2.40 is that

the printer must be turned on

when output to the screen is tak

ing place, because a file is al

ways opened to the printer when

you select output to the screen.

If RUN Script ever seems to

"hang up" mysteriously during a

printout, check your printer.

You may select any upper- or

lowercase alphabetic character

to be a macro character. You

then create a table of printer

macros with the Define Macros

program. Each macro character

represents a string of user-de

fined characters. When a macro

character is encountered during

printing, this string, rather than

the macro character itself, will be

sent to the output device.

For example, let's say you own

a printer that requires the se

quence ESC X (decimal values

27 and 88) to start printing dou

ble-width characters. With Define

Macros, you can select a char

acter—D, for instance—to rep

resent this two-character string.

Then, when D is encountered

PRINTER OR INTERFACE CONFIGURATION

P, for print option, in the Datafile

main menu, then C in the re

sulting option menu; or from Ba

sic by typing LOAD"DFCALC",8

< return > and RUN < return >.

DFCALC enables you to use

your Datafile record-file data to

produce spreadsheet-like reports.

Since the program provides for

considerable flexibility in design

ing your calculated reports, many

applications are possible.

Calculations are performed on

only one record at a time with

in a row of the report. However,

the entire contents of a column

can be totaled or averaged. Vari

ous methods of justification are

provided, as well as many

mathematical tokens to expand

the capabilities of your printed

document.

The following is a more com

prehensive description of DF-

CALC's capabilities:

1) A header consisting of up

to four title lines can be printed

at the top of the first page of

your report.

2) You can define up to 16

12
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Total the last column? The only

calculation the report format will

perform is summing the contents

of the last column. The record-

field data defined for the last col

umn must be numeric and must

be entered into the first field po

sition. If nonnumeric data (like

the dollar sign) occurs at the be

ginning of the record field, the

program will produce a result of

zero for that record. The total of

the column will be printed at the

bottom of the report. The values

in the column will be printed

right-justified with two decimal

places, such as 125.50. To select

the totaling option, choose 1

when prompted at the end of the

formatting process. Entering 0

turns off totaling. If you need

more complex calculations, such

as multiplication of record fields

and columns within a row, use

the DFCALC program.

When you're finished defining

your report, you're asked if you

want to go back and review or

change the format parameters. If

you respond with N, you're

asked if you want to save the

format, ilf you've made any

changes at all to an existing for

mat, or have created a new for

mat, press Y at this time. Use

the preprinted filename or type

in a new name. Use a maximum

of 12 characters in the name of

the report-format file. If a file with

the same name already resides

on the disk, that file will be

scratched, to be replaced by the

new one.

Using the file MEMBERS as an

example, you might create a re

port format using the following

parameters:

REPORT FORMAT FILE: MEMBERS

(appears on the disk as RP]

MEMBERS)

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS (wide): 80

NUMBER OF TITLE LINES: 2

TITLE 1: CLUB MEMBER ADDRESS

LIST

TITLE 2: MAY 31 1985

NUMBER OF COLUMNS: 5

CLM 1: POSITION = 1 HEADER =

FIRST/LAST NAME FIELDS = 2 1 0

CLM 2: POSITION = 19 HEADER =

STREET ADDRESS

FIELDS = 3 0 0

CLM 3: POSITION = 41 HEADER =

CITY AND STATE FIELDS = 4 5 0

CLM 4: POSITION = 60 HEADER =

PHONE NUMBER FIELDS- 6 0 0

CLM 5: POSITION = 74 HEADER=

JOINED FIELDS = 7 0 0

TOTAL LAST CLM: 0

Enter the above values after

the respective prompts. You'll

notice that after you've entered

a value, it will be preprinted for

you when you go back to review

the format parameters.

DFCALC

DFCALC is a companion pro

gram to Datafile. You can load it

from MENU 64; or by pressing
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during printing, the decimal se

quence 27,88 will be sent to the

printer to produce double-width

characters. You could define an

other character, perhaps d, to

represent the sequence to stop

printing double-width characters.

This macro feature is most

useful for printing titles and sub

headings. To create a double-

width heading, first place the cur

sor in front of the heading, then

press the F3 key. A "*mac*"

message will appear on the sta

tus line. Next, press the upper-

or lowercase alphabetic charac

ter you've chosen to activate the

double-width capability (in my

example, D). Finally, move the

cursor to the end of the heading,

press F3 again, and press the

key you've chosen to deactivate

the double-width feature (d, in

my example). That's all there is

to it! If you press any nonalpha-

betic character, the operation will

abort.

Your table can consist of 52

different macro definitions, each

of which can be from one to 20

characters long. I've allocated

exactly 500 bytes in memory for

the complete macro table.

CUSTOMIZING MACROS

Before running Define Macros,

make a list of the alphabetic

characters you want to represent

the various functions your printer

can handle. These will be your

macro characters. Beside each

macro character, write the deci

mal values of the character se

quence that must be sent to your

printer to implement the function

each individual macro character

represents. Then run the Define

Macros program.

First you'll be prompted to se

lect a macro character. Enter any

upper- or lowercase character

from A to Z. (If you make a mis

take and wish to cancel a macro

definition, use the * key.) You'll

then be asked how many char

acters will be represented by the

macro character you've entered.

Count them from your list and

enter the total.

Next, enter the decimal value

of each character in the string,

starting with the first and contin

uing until all have been entered.

Once you've done this, you'll

have defined one macrp. The

prompt, "finished all definitions

(y/n) ?" will then appear. If you

have more macro definitions to

enter, type n and press the re

turn key.

After you've entered your list

of macro definitions, press y at

the prompt. Within seconds, the

program will create the table of

macro definitions, then prompt

you to save the table to disk and

provide the proper device number.

When you're in RUN Script

2.40, you can easily load in your

macro set by pressing F1, fol

lowed by m. (See the description

13



of this procedure earlier in this

documentation.)

DOT COMMANDS

RUN Script is a post-formatted

word processor. This means that

the text is not formatted until it's

printed, so your screen display

wilt vary from your printout. To

specify output format, RUN

Script 2.40 has about 40 dot

commands, so called because

each command must be pre

ceded by a dot (a period). These

commands are embedded in the

text to specify margin widths, de

fine headers and footers, and so

forth.

A dot command is executed

when text is printed, and only

text following the dot command

is affected. For example, if you

don't place the dot commands

to set margins until you're half

way through a page of text, the

margins in the first half will have

the default width when printed.

Four steps must be followed

for dot commands to be inter

preted correctly. First, the line

immediately preceding a line of

one or more dot commands

must end with a return. Second,

the line of dot commands must

start in the first screen column.

Third, multiple dot commands

in a string must not be sepa

rated by spaces. Fourth, each

string of dot commands must

end with a carriage return.

Following is an example of a

string of dot commands:

.pw80.pl66.lm6.rm6.trn4.bm4.lj

The dot commands are:

.Ij—Left-justifies printed text.

.rj—Right-justifies printed text.

.en—Centers printed text be

tween the left and right margins.

Your text must begin on the next

line below the .en command.

.pi—Sets the page length. This

command must be followed by

a number from 1-240, indicating

the number of lines you want to

constitute a full page. For stan

dard-size, 8!£-by-11 paper with a

printer that prints six lines per

inch, the setting would be 66.

Therefore, you would enter .pl66.

.pw—Sets the page width, de

fined as the maximum number

of characters that may be printed

on one line. Most printers print

ten characters per inch, which,

using standard-size paper, gives

80 characters per line. If your

printer has multiple character

sets with different character

densities, you'll have to adjust

the page width accordingly to
use an alternate character set.

Example: .pw80.

.Im —Sets the left-margin

width. The .Im directive must be

followed by a number from

1-240. Example: .Im8.

.rm—Sets the right-margin

width. The .rm directive must

also be followed by a number

from 1 to 240. Example: .rm8. If

record file if you wish to print the

data in an organized and well-

presented columnar report. Re

ports differ from labels in that the
record-field data is printed in col

umns instead of rows. This report

format routine is recommended

for reports containing mostly text,

although the last column may be

used for totaling numbers. Use

the DFCALC program for reports

that require a lot of calculations.

In every report, you have the ca

pability for, and must define, the

following parameters:

Width in characters. Up to 136

characters can be printed across

the page, depending on the ca

pabilities of your printer. You

might have to put your printer

into a compressed print mode to

print more than 80 characters

across the page.

Number of title lines. You can

have up to four titles printed at

the top of the page. The titles

will appear only on the first page.

The title for each title line. Titles

can be as long as the width of
the report. They may not contain

commas, colons or semicolons.

Examples of titles are: company

name, date, report information

and sources.
Number of columns. You can

have up to 16 columns, at least

one of which must be printed.
Header for each column.

Headers identify the contents of

the column and may be any

name you choose. They are

printed above every column at

the top of every page. They can

not be wider than their respective

columns, nor can they contain

commas, colons or semicolons.

Position of each column. You

must specify the starting location

of each column—a number from

1 to the width of the report. You'll

have to determine beforehand

how wide you expect each col

umn to be, based on the length

of the record-field data that will

be printed in the column. In

doing your calculations, keep in

mind that the columns will be

separated by two spaces. You

may have to go back and ad

just the width of the report

and the position of the columns

after you see your first printout.

A sheet of graph paper comes

in handy here.
Contents of each column. Up

to three record fields can be

printed in each column. The

fields within a column will be sep

arated by one space, and the

entire contents of the column will

be printed left-justified. At least

one record field must be chosen

for each column and entered in

the first field position. As in for

matting labels, enter zeros for

any unused fields. The record-

field titles will be printed on the
screen for easy reference. You

can print only one record in each

row of a report.
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For example, let's use the ad

dress record file called MEM

BERS for creating a label format.

MEMBERS is a good candidate,

since it needs to combine mul

tiple fields in several rows. MEM

BERS has the following structure:

Field Title Length

1 LAST NAME 15

2 FIRST NAME 15

3 STREET ADD 30

4 CITY ST 22

5 ZIP 7

6 PHONE 12

7 DATE JOINED 8

Knowing the record file struc

ture, we'll create a label with five

rows. The date the member

joined will be in row 1, so he or

she will know when it's time to

pay dues. We'll skip row 2, the

first name and last name will be

in row 3, the street address in

row 4, and the city, state and zip

codei in row 5. The rows would

look like the following:

Row Fieldi Field2 Fields Wilf print

17 0 0 DATE

JOINED

2 0 0 0

3 2 10 FIRST &

LAST NAME

4 3 0 0 STREET

ADDRESS

5 4 5 0 CITY ST

& ZIP

As you can see, it's not impor

tant which position the record

fields are in, because you can

rearrange them when you create

the label format. Again, let me re

mind you that the default label size

is 5 rows, 34 characters long and

one up. If you're using a different

size or type of label, you must alter

the label configuration by pressing

L at the print-options menu.

Label formats are handy if you

wish to review all your records

on the screen. Use printer option

4 and one of the multiple-up op

tions, and change the number of

characters to get as many rec

ords as possible across the

screen.

When you finish defining your

label format, you'll have an op

portunity to review and change

the format. If you press N, you'll

be asked if you want to save the

label format. You should do so

immediately, lest you forget it

later. Press Y and you'll be

prompted with the current record

filename. Either press the return

key to accept the filename as

is, or make the appropriate

changes. Use no more than 12

characters for your label-format

filename. A label format with the

same name will be scratched

and replaced with the new for

mat file. Label format files appear

on the disk in the form ML]

MEMBERS.

CREATING REPORT

FORMATS

Just like labels, a report format

must be designed around your

the sum of the left and right mar

gins is greater than the page

width, a margin error will occur.

.tm—Sets the top-margin

depth. The .tm directive must be

followed by a number from 1 to

240. Example: .tm6.

.bm—Sets the bottom-margin

depth. The .bm directive must be

followed by a number from 1 to

240. Example: .bm6. The top-

margin depth plus the bottom-

margin depth must be less than

the page length.

.hd—Defines a header to be

printed at the top of every page.

The command may be followed

by up to 255 characters and

must end with a carriage return.

This means that the carriage-re

turn character cannot be part of

the header string and that no dot

commands can follow the .hd di

rective, since they would be in

terpreted as part of the header

string. For this reason, and to

enhance readability, I recom

mend that the .hd and .ft (see

below) dot commands appear on

lines by themselves. The # char

acter following the .hd (or .ft) has

special significance. Entered just

once at the beginning of a doc

ument, .hd# automatically prints

the page number of each page.

The .Ij, .rj, .en, .pw, ,lm and

.rm dot commands have no ef

fect on the header. The header

string is printed exactly as de

fined, starting in the first column

on the page and continuing until

it has been printed in its entirety.

If, for example, you wish to cen

ter a title, the title must be pre

ceded by the correct number of

spaces.

You may embed macro char

acters (see discussion above) in

the header string if you wish. The

header will be printed at the line

position equal to the .tm setting

plus 1. So, if you set the top

margin to 6, the header will be

printed on the seventh line. Ex

ample: hd RUN Script 2.40.

.ft—Defines a footer to be

printed at the bottom of every

page. The .ft directive works ex

actly like that of the header. The

footer will be printed at the line

position equal to the .pi setting

minus the .bm setting minus 1.

Example: .ft page number.

.hs—Defines the number of

lines to be left between the

header and the main body of

text. The command must be

followed by a number. Exam

ple: .hs2,

.fs—Defines the number of lines

to be left between the footer and

the main body of text. Exam

ple: .fs2.

.Is—Sets the line spacirig. You

can print one or more blank lines

between each line of text. For

double-spacing (one blank line

between lines of text), set .Is to

1. Example: .Is1.

.1 + —Indents text from the cur

rent left-margin setting. For ex-
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ample, if the left margin is set

with .Im8 and you execute .1 + 3,

text will henceforth be indented

as though you'd set .Im at 11.

To cancel an indent, use .1 + 0

or .1-0.

.1 "Outdents" text, such as

a subheading, to the left of the

left margin. For example, if the

left margin setting is Jm8 and

.1-3 is executed, text will begin

printing at the sixth column, just

as though .Im had been set at

5. Outdents are canceled with

.1-0 or1.1 + 0.
.fp—Forces a new page. When

this command is executed, no

more text will be output to the

current page. If a footer was de

fined, the footer and bottom mar

gin will be printed, and then a

new page will be started. Ex

ample: .fp.

.fl—Links files to be printed.

The command must be followed

by a device number and a file

name, separated by a comma.

When the .fl directive is exe

cuted, the specified file will be

loaded from the specified device

and begin printing. The permis

sible device numbers are 8 or 9

for disk. If two disk drives are

used, one document could even

slightly exceed 340,000 charac

ters in length. Example: .fl8,

next file.

.p#—Sets the page number of

the next page to be output. Ex

ample: p#45.

.If—Prints a line-feed character

after every carriage return. Some

non-Commodore printers require

this. Example: .If. (In version

2.40, .If1 enables line feeds; .IfO

disables them.)

.cm—A handy dot command

that lets you leave a comment

for yourself that won't be printed.

For instance, if you're in the habit

of keeping all your old letters on

disk, you can leave comments to

yourself with dates and other in

formation. Example: .cm July 19,

1985 RUN Script 64 article.

.r + —Indents the right margin.

This code must be followed by

a number from 0 to 255. For

example, if you set the right-mar

gin width to 10 spaces with

.rm10, and then execute r + 5,

the effect is the same as if you

had executed .rm15. A right in

dent is canceled by executing

.r + 0 or .r-0. Example: .r + 5.

.r Makes a right outdent.

The command must be followed

by a number from 0 to 255. For

instance, if you've set the right

margin to 10 with .rm10, and

then execute .r-5, the effect is

the same as if you had originally

executed .rm5. A right outdent

is canceled by executing .r + 0

or .r-0. Example: .r-3.

.bj—Stands for "both justify"

and prints the ensuing text with

both the left and right margins

justified. It does this by inserting

extra spaces between words so

that each line is flush with the

left and right margins. You can-
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PRINT OPTIONS:NO FORMATS PRESENT

UNFORMATTED LIST

REPORT FORMAT

HAILING LABELS

CONFIGURE:

IIABELS: R ROWS, 34 CHKS, 1 ACROSS

ISRINTER: OPTION

U DISK DIRECTORY

I2XIT TO RESTART

:ATE KEY

label. I prefer one-up labels, but

some printers don't have adjust

able tractors, in which case you

must print the labels two (or

more) up.

After defining the number of

rows, you'll be asked which

fields you want printed in each

row. Up to three record fields

may be printed in each row and

in any order. You'll be required

to enter at least one record-field

number for the first field in each

row that will print data. If you

want to skip a row (print a blank

line), you must enter a zero in

all three fields for that row.

When asked for fields 1-3 in

each row, enter the record-field

number behind the prompt. A

zero will be preprinted for you

the first time. If you only want

one record field in a row, enter

the desired record field number

for field 1 and zeros for fields 2

and 3.
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printing stops the process after

a record is completed. You can

continue printing or exit the rou

tine, as prompted.

PRINT-FORMAT OPTIONS

MENU (DFPRINT ONLY)

Whenever you choose M for

mailing labels or R for reports at

the record-printout menu, you'll

be confronted with the following

screen:

PRINT OPTIONS MENU

CURRENT RECORD RLE: MEMBERS

CURRENT FORMAT FILE:

LOAD OLD FORMAT

CREATE/CHANGE FORMAT

SAVE CURRENT FORMAT

PRINT RECORDS

DIRECTORY $

EXIT

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

If you're accessing this routine

for the first time and no print

format is present, then two of the

options, print and save, will not

be displayed. If you have a for

mat on the disk, then you can

load it by first pressing L and

then entering the format filename

as prompted.

If you've never created a print

format for the type of printout you

want, or if you desire to change

one that's already loaded, you

must press C to enter the respec

tive format-definition routines. Cre

ating formats will be discussed in

subsequent sections.

Once a print format is present

in memory, pressing P will ad

vance you to the print-options

menu, which selects records for

printing. This menu was dis

cussed earlier.

MAILING-LABEL FORMATS

Before records from your file

can be printed out on labels, you

must define a label format spe

cifically for your file. Formats tell

the computer which of your rec

ord fields to print in each row of

the label. Besides the actual data

that's to be printed, you must

define the size of your label.

The size of a label is specified

by the number of rows and the

number of characters in each

row. Datafile defaults to a starTl

dard label size, which measures]
% of an inch wide and 3 inches!
-long. This popular label size earn

be printed with 5 rows and 34

characters.

There are various sizes and

types of labels available. By

types, I mean the number of la

bels across a page, sometimes

referred to as one up, two up,

and so forth. Datafile will print up

to 30 rows and 136 characters

per row on labels up to four

across a page (four up). You

should be able to design a for

mat around any size or type of
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eel the ,bj command by execut

ing an .Ij, ,rj or .en command.

Example: .bj.

.pr—Sends a sequence of up

to 98 bytes to the printer using

a specified secondary address.

The secondary address must im

mediately follow the command;

then the bytes to be sent to the

printer, separated by commas,

must follow after the secondary

address.

Example: .pr2,36,36,36,46,57,

57. This example will send bytes

36, 36, 36, 46, 57 and 57 to the

printer using secondary address

2. On the MPS-1000 printer, this

would set up a formatting string.

Example: .pr5,27,69. Here,

bytes 27 and 69 will be sent to

the printer using secondary ad

dress 5.

.ta—Stands for "text address,"

and must be followed by a num

ber from 0 to 31. The number is

the secondary address that will

be used to print the ensuing text,

and it lasts for only one printout.

You can set the default (perma

nent) text secondary address

with the F1,T command. The .ta

command is useful with printers,

such as the MPS-1000, that have

features that can be accessed

only through special secondary

addresses.

Example: .ta1. This example

sets the print secondary address

to 1. On the MPS-1000, text

printed using secondary address

1 is formatted according to a pre

viously-defined format string

(which can be sent to the printer

with the .pr command).

.ca—Defines a new. tempo

rary secondary address. This is

the secondary address that will

be used to send macro strings

to the printer and to print dot-

graphics characters. You can set

the default (permanent) second

ary address with the F1.C com

mand. Example: .ca5.

.dc—Stands for "define char

acter." This command takes

three forms that enable you to

redefine any character on the

keyboard except @, to a total of

127 characters, then to undefine

them. The total is enough to re

define the entire keyboard if you

wish. All redefined characters are

erased before each printout.

Example: .dca,66. To define a

character, follow the .dc com

mand with the character to be

redefined, a comma and the new

decimal value of the character.

The Commodore ASCII decimal

value for the letter "a" is 65.

Here, the value has been

changed to 66, which is the

value for "b." Therefore, at print

out time, all the a's in the doc

ument will print out as b's.

Example: .dca-. The minus

sign following the character

undefines that character. This

example would undefine the

character "a", removing it from

the table of redefined characters.
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Example: .dc@. This would

erase the entire table of rede

fined characters, effectively un-

defining all of them.

.Ir—Stands for "load redefined

characters." This command is

used only after you've performed

three steps. First, you must de
fine a number of characters with

.dc commands. Second, you

must print the current document;

third, you must save the table of

redefined characters to disk with

the F1.R command. Then you

can use .Ir to load the saved

characters during a later printout.

This is useful when you have to

redefine many characters—to ac

cess special characters on a

printer, for example. The .Ir com

mand must be followed by a de

vice number, a comma and a

filename.

Example: .Ir8,filename. This

example would load the file of

redefined characters named

"filename" from device 8, the

disk drive.

.Ic—Stands for "load charac

ters," and enables you to load

a new character set or a new

print set during printout. The .Ic

command must be followed by

a number from 0 to 9 (0-6 for

a C-64) that specifies the set to

be loaded. A 0 loads a new set

onto the screen; the numbers 1

through 9 load a new set into

the printer. After the number

comes a comma, followed by the

device number from which the

set is to be loaded, then another

comma and the filename of the

character or print set.

Example: .IcO,8,special set.

Here, the new set would go to

the screen from device number

8, the disk drive.

.el—Stands for "empty lines,"

and prints the specified number

of carriage returns. If the number

of empty lines to be printed is

greater than the number of re

maining lines on the page, a

force page is executed instead.

Example: .el10. Here, ten car

riage returns will be printed.
.st—Stands for "stop." This

command works only with the

printer or the monitor, not the

disk drive.

Example: .st. When not fol

lowed by any parameters, the .st

command terminates Continuous

mode during printout and starts

Single Sheet mode after the cur

rent page is done. The com

mand may be placed anywhere

within the text area.

Example: .st5. When followed

by a parameter, .st interrupts

continuous output at a specified

page number, anywhere from 1

to 65535, and enters Single

Sheet mode. In this example, if

continuous output has been se

lected with F1,p or F1,o, the first

four pages will print in Continu

ous mode, then at page 5 the

"next output (c/p/s) ?" prompt

will appear,

.po—Stands for "page order,"
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feREATE NEW FILE BOIT PROGRAM

EDD RECORD TO CURRENT FILE

tiODIFY RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

ISELETE RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

ISlIEW OR EDIT FILE

SORT RECORDS BY FIELD

URINT RECORDS USING DFPRINT/DFCALC

IfiEAD (LOAD) OLD FILE FROM DISK

flRITE (SAVE) CURRENT FILE TO DISK

■ DISK DRIVE COMMANDS Eg E! DIRECTORY

APPROPRIATE KK\

THERE ARE 0 RECORDS IN MEMORY

ALL RECORDS IN FILE

FIND RECORDS WITH COMMON

FIELDS

EXIT BACK TO START

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing A prints the entire file

using the current format. You'll

first be asked the starting record

number. Record 1 is the default

starting position.

Pressing F invokes a routine

that searches for records accord

ing to your entered data. After

choosing the field to be

searched, enter the data to

which the records will be com

pared. If the beginning of the

record field matches your data,

the record will be printed out.

(See the section on viewing rec

ords in the Datafile portion of this

documentation.)

Pressing the return key during
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the drive goes out, you'll see the

following menu:

RECORD PRINTOUT MENU

PRINT OPTION; NO FORMATS

PRESENT

UNFORMATTED LIST

REPORTS FORMAT Formats: RP] *

MAILING LABELS : ML] *

CONFIGURE:

LABELS. 5 ROWS. 34 CHRS.

1 ACROSS

PRINTER: OPTION 4, DEVICE* 3

EXIT TO RESTART

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

This screen lets you choose

the type of printout that best suits

your needs and reconfigure the

printer or change label sizes and

type. You can also display the

disk directory from this menu.

PRINTING

UNFORMATTED LISTS

This is by far the easiest print

out option, because you don't

have to create a format. Records

and fields will be printed in much

the same way that you might fill

out 3-by-5 cards. An unformatted

report resembles the following:

I record it 1 ]

NAME MIKE

AGE 39

BIRTHDAY 05/28

[ RECORD ft 2 ]

NAME BECKY

AGE 27

BIRTHDAY 06/27

[ RECORD ft 3 ]

NAME SARAH

AGE 11

BIRTHDAY 09/10

The name of each field is

printed along with the field data

and record number. The pro

gram will automatically skip over

the perforations by calculating

how many complete records will

fit onto one page. The dashed

line is printed across the entire

page as a guide for cutting the

paper in case you wish to attach

the record data to a card. This

type of printout uses a consid

erable amount of paper, so it's

best to define a report format for

printing large files,

If your field lengths exceed 60

characters, you'll have to put

your printer into a compressed

mode. This prevents the record

data from wrapping around to

the next line, which would throw

off the pagination count.

SELECTING RECORDS

After you've chosen the unfor

matted-list option or entered a

print format into the computer

from the disk, the disk-drive light

will turn on as the drive positions

itself at the start of your record

file. Then, using the following

screen, select which records to

print out:

PRINT OPTIONS MENU

THERE ARE 22 RECORDS IN

MEMBERS

and must be followed by three

numbers, separated by commas.

This command enables you to

print on both sides of a page or

in a number of columns, as in a

newsletter. Any number of col

umns can be printed across one

page—2, 3, 4 or even more.

The .po command requires a

little advance planning and prep

aration on your part, and it works

only when continuous output is

selected. I'll explain through

examples.

Example: .po1,2,1 and .po2,2,1.

This combination of .po settings

lets you print on both sides of

the page, with text extending

across the full width of the page

(not multiple columns).

The first setting is for the first

pass. The first parameter in this

setting sends the first page to the

printer or disk; the second pa

rameter specifies that every sec

ond page after that will also go

to the printer or disk. For ex

ample, the odd-numbered pages

might be printed and the even-

numbered pages not—a phe

nomenon I call "page cycle."

The last parameter in the first

setting indicates how many

pages will be output before the

page number is incremented. It

should equal the number of col

umns across the page.

The second setting is for the

second pass. Notice that the last

two parameters are unchanged.

The new first parameter, how

ever, now sends the even-num

bered pages to the printer. You

print on the same paper as in

the first pass, but now you use

the back side. You can even de

fine different headers or footers

for the odd- and even-numbered

pages—to place page numbers

on opposite sides of the page,

perhaps.

Example: .po20,1,1.st21. You

can combine the .po and .st

commands to print only one

page out of a document. In this

example, pages 1-19 will not be

printed, but page 20 will. After

page 20, the ,st command will

bring up the "next output ?"

prompt, at which point you can

abort the print operation.

.ff—Stands for ' 'form feed.''

The .ff command must be fol

lowed by number 0 or 1. If you

select 1, the bottom margin will

be printed by sending the form

feed character to the printer. The

Default mode, .ffO, prints the bot

tom margin with carriage returns.

Example: .ff 1.

.fc—Stands for "force condi

tionally," and must be followed

by a number from 0 to 255. If

less than the specified number

of lines remain on a page when

.fc is executed, no more text will

be printed on that page. Instead,

a force page will be executed,

printing the footer (if any) and

bottom margin immediately and

resuming text output on the fol

lowing page.
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Example: .fc20. If less than 20

lines remain when .fc20 is exe

cuted, the page will be forced.

.dg—Stands for "define graph

ics character.'' This command

lets you change any character,

in any print set or the screen

character set, without resorting to

a character-set editor. Example:

.dgO,1,255,0,0,255,0,0,255,0.

The command must be fol

lowed by ten byte numbers, sep

arated by commas. The first byte

number specifies the set in which

the character to be changed is

situated. As always, 0 specifies

the screen character set, 1-9

specify a print character set.

The second byte is the screen-

code value of the character to

be changed. The 1 in the ex

ample selects the "a" character.

The last eight bytes define the

character itself. The sample set

ting would change the "a" into

three parallel bars.

.gc—Stands for "graphics

characters." The .gc command

is followed by two parameters,

separated by a comma. The pa

rameter settings are saved within

RUN Script, and are permanent

until the computer is turned off,

or until you execute another .gc

command. Example: .gc1,6. This

is the default setting, which is

correct for the MPS-803 printer.

The first parameter is a num

ber, 0 or 1, that specifies the

orientation of dot-graphics char

acters printed when you select

either a print set or Special

Graphics mode. Only one setting

is correct for any one printer. If

you select the wrong setting, all

characters printed in Graphics

mode will be printed upside

down. The only way to determine

the correct setting for your printer

is by experimentation.

The second parameter sets the

width of Graphics Mode char

acters in dots. Standard Com

modore characters are eight dots

wide. So, if you set this param

eter to 6, only the first six dots

of each character will be printed.

If you set this parameter to 10,

ten dots will be printed—eight

dots of character and two dots

of space.

Many non-Commodore print

ers accommodate three dot

densities in Dot Graphics mode:

single density with 480 dots per

line, double density with 960

dots per line and quadruple den

sity with 1920 dots per line. If

you wanted to print 80 charac

ters per line, how many dots

wide must each character be for

each of these densities?

Single Density mode: 480 + 80 = 6

dots wide.

Double Density mode: 960-^80=12

dots wide.

Quadruple Density mode: 1920 + 80 =

24 dots wide.

Obviously, none of these are

correct. To use Single Density

20

wide or enhanced characters, or

PRINT#4,CHR$(27)CHR$(66)

CHR$(2), which invokes a com

pressed print mode (12 charac

ters per inch) on Star printers.

Commands that look like PRINT#4

,ESC"W"1 must be converted to

their ASCII equivalents, such as

PRINT#4,CHR$(27)CHR$(87)

CHR$(1).

When you're sending printer

command codes, enter only the

numbers within the parentheses,

such as 27, 66 and 2. Enter the

numbers one at a time, following

each number with a return. You

may send one to four numbers,

then terminate the sequence with

an asterisk ("). Your printer will

probably do a linefeed at this

point, indicating it has received

something.

You can test your change by

pressing T at the end of the rou

tine, and you can also choose to

send another code by pressing

A. E will return you to where you

left off in the particular program

you're in.

DFPRINT

You can load DFPRINT into

memory from MENU 64; or from

Datafile's main menu by pressing

P, then P again in the ensuing

print option menu; or, from

Basic, you can type LOAD

"DFPRINT",8 <return> and

then RUN <return >. The con

figuration menu I've already de

scribed will appear. You must

choose among options 1-4 be

fore continuing with the program.

DFPRINT will then present

these options:

DATAFILE FAST PRINT PROGRAM

OPEN RECORD FILE ON DISK

$ DISK DIRECTORY 4

QUIT PROGRAM

TRANSFER TO:

D DATAFILE

C DFCALC

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

DFPRINT assumes that you'll

be printing a record file that was

created, edited and written

(saved) to disk with Datafile and

that the record file is located on the

disk in the disk drive. It prints the

records in the order in which they

were last sorted and saved by Da

tafile. DFPRINT can only read rec

ord files, and so cannot make any

changes to the records.

Pressing $ or 4 lets you see

the disk directory, and Q quits

the program altogether. Pressing

O invokes a prompt for you to

enter the name of the Datafile to

be read. Insert the disk contain

ing your records, type in the

name of your record file, MEM

BERS, and press the return key.

The program will read the struc

ture of the file to get information

it will use later. After the light on
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directory, so you don't scratch

the wrong file by mistake.

RENAME A FILE

To rename a sequential file,
enter the old name exactly as

shown in the directory, then the

new name when the prompt ap

pears. Be sure to include the

special prefixed characters; oth

erwise, Datafile won't recognize

the newly named file and you

won't be able to load it from the

main menu.
i

VALIDATE A DISK

This option removes any cor

rupted files (splat files, with an *

beside them in the directory)

from your disk.

PRINTER-INTERFACE

CONFIGURATION

Because there are so many

printers that will attach to the

C-64 computer, Datafile can be

configured to your special sys

tem. Upon accessing DFPRINT

or DFCALC, you'll be given a

choice of four print configura

tions. The option display appears

a^ follows:

PRINTER-INTERFACE CONFIGURA

TION

CURRENT OPTION IS 4

PRESS 1 CARDCO A, C= 1525

2 PRINTERS W/ GRAPHIC

INTERFACES

3 C= 1526, C= MPS801/

802/803

4 PRINT OUTPUT TO

SCREEN OR SEND PRINTER

COMMANDS

EXIT TO CONTINUE

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Options 1-4 are for choosing

the configuration. The current

option will change each time you

press one of these numbers.

After selecting one (such as 4,

for printing to the screen), you

can choose to send commands

to your printer or exit this menu

into the next part of the program.

DFPRINT has an extra menu

not found in DFCALC, so you

must turn to the appropriate sec

tions of this documentation for

continued instructions.

SENDING PRINTER CODES

Pressing S from the printer-in

terface configuration menu will

deliver you to a routine for send

ing ASCII codes to set up your

printer for various print modes

and styles. Most Commodore

printers don't offer much flexibil

ity with compressed print and

various type fonts.

You'll have to check your

printer manual for the codes you

can send. Look for statements

that print numbers within CHR$()

commands, such as PRINT#4,

CHR$(15), which makes a Com

modore printer print all double-
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mode, you need a print set only

six dots wide. If you use Double

Density mode, you can print all

eight dots of each Commodore

character, but four dots spacing

will remain between each dot-

graphics character.

You can use double-density

with a dot width of ten if you're

using the elite (96 characters per

line) character set for printing

normal text. There'll be two dots

of space between each dot-

graphics character, but you may

find this acceptable.

Quadruple Density mode will

not work properly, regardless of

characters per line.

To make use of the full eight-

dot width of a Commodore char

acter and print 80 characters per

line, you need a printer with a

dot density of 8 x 80 = 640 dots

per line. Use a dot width of eight

if you have such a printer.

In general, use the following

formula to calculate the correct

dot width: dot width = dots per

line-i-characters per line. If the

result is a dot width of less than

eight, you'll need a print set that

uses only that many columns of

a Commodore character.

There's a problem with printing

dot-graphics characters with

MPS-803-compatible printers. As

I said, standard Commodore

characters are eight dots wide,

and they're also eight dots high.

Unfortunately, the MPS-803,

1515, 1525, MPS-801 and MPS-

1000 (Commodore mode) need

characters that are only six dots

wide and seven dots high.

There's no way around it—they

need special print sets that use

only the left six dots and trie top

seven dots of Commodore char

acters. Hopefully, RUN readers

who design such print sets will

share them with others.

.gb—Stands for "graphics be

gin," and defines the string of

bytes that is sent to the printer

to activate Graphics mode. The

string is sent before each char

acter is printed in Dot Graphics

mode. Example: .gb8.

The MPS-803 and its compati

bles require just one character,

CHR$(8), to activate graphics

mode. This character will put the

printer into Graphics mode until

it receives a byte value of less

than 128, at which point it will

return to normal Text mode.

Most other printers handle

graphics differently, however,

and require that more than one

character be sent.

Example: .gb27,75,6,0. These

four characters .will tell the printeV

to print the next six bytes in Dot

Graphics mode. Then RUN

Script will send the left six dot

columns of a character.

Remember that the string must

tell the printer how many bytes
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of graphics data will be sent. If

the dot width is set to 6, six bytes

will be sent; if the dot width is

set to 10, ten bytes will be sent.

On most printers (not the MPS-

803), if the dot width is changed,

you'll have to redefine .gb also.

Example: .gb27,76,8,0. This

example selects the Double Den

sity Graphics mode. With the dot

width set to 8, dot-graphics char

acters will print with a density of

120 characters per line.

.ge—Stands for "graphics

end." The string of bytes follow

ing the .ge command will be sent

to the printer after each dot-

graphics character. Some print

ers require this command to re

turn to Text mode.

Example: .ge15. This setting,

the default, is correct for MPS-

803 printers.

Example: ge. This is the cor

rect setting for most non-Com

modore printers. No bytes will be

sent after the graphics bytes.

ERROR MESSAGES

Macro Not Defined—An un

defined macro character has

been encountered. This usually

means that you made a typing

error when entering the macro

character. The cursor will rest on

the incorrect character.

Macro characters are a means

of customizing RUN Script to

take advantage of special fea

tures of non-Commodore print

ers. I explain macro definition

later in this documentation. How

ever, it's not necessary to un

derstand macro characters to

use RUN Script.

Illegal Quantity—A dot com

mand's numeric argument is too

large or too small. The cursor will

appear near the illegal number.

Output Error—A hardware er

ror has occurred during printing.

If output is to the printer, the

error could mean the printer is

out of paper or not turned on.

Syntax Error—RUN Script is

unable to recognize a dot com

mand. The cursor will be near

the offending command.

Margin Error—The margins

have been set to illegal values.

Check the dot commands pre

ceding the cursor position.

Text Area Full—The text area

is full. At this point, you must

save your text and erase what's

on the screen to continue.

Device Not Present—The de

vice referenced in the input/out

put operation does not respond.

Check to see if you used the

correct device number and make

sure the device is turned on.

File Not Found—The file you

attempted to load was not found

in the load device.

String Not Found—A match

was not found during a string

search.

Save Error—A status error oc

curred while the program was

attempting to save text.

Load Error—A status error oc-
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four-character prefix when you

enter a filename to be read; just

type the name to the right of the

bracket and space.

PRINTING RECORDS

The accessory programs DF-

PRINT and DFCALC print Data-

file 3.6 files you've already saved

on disk. They are completely

separate and self-contained pro

grams that can be accessed

through Datafile or loaded on

their own. You access through

Datafile by pressing P at Data-

file's main menu.

DFPRINT produces reports

and mailing labels according to

your designs. It reads data di

rectly off the disk, which makes

the printing process fast and by

passes any garbage collection

delays.

DFCALC prints reports, doing

any necessary calculations in the

process. It, too, reads the data

directly off the disk. See the

DFPRINT and DFCALC sections

later in this documentation for

instructions on how to use the

programs.

DISK COMMANDS

Datafile has five disk com

mands. You access the disk-

command menu, which contains

these options plus another that

returns you to the main menu,

by pressing the @ key at the

main menu. The disk-command

options are as follows:

FORMAT

This feature allows you to for

mat a blank disk to use for sav

ing files. Insert the disk into the

drive, then enter a disk name (up

to 16 characters long), a comma,

and a 2-character disk I.D. (any

combination of numbers and let

ters)—for example DATAFILE

FILES,D2. Follow this sequence

with a return. The drive will whir

for about 3l/2 minutes while it's

formatting the disk, then return

you to the main menu.

Make sure the disk you place

in the drive for formatting is really

the one you want to use, be

cause this process will erase the

entire disk!

DISK DIRECTORY

To list the directory of the disk

currently in the drive,'press the

4 key. After you've finished view

ing the directory, press any key

to return to the disk menu.

SCRATCH A FILE

To scratch any sequential file

on the disk, enter the filename,

including the DF]< space > pre

fix, at the prompt and press re

turn. For instance, to scratch your

sample file, you'd type DF] MEM

BERS. Be sure to type in the

name exactly as it appears in the
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memory. You can sort the file by

up to five fields, all in ascending

order, and the sort will take less

than 10 seconds.

Datafile stores all data as

strings, not as actual numbers. For

this reason, the value of each field,

when compared for sorting, is de

termined by the position of each

character. Therefore, be sure to

be consistent with the format when

you're entering field data.

WRITING FILES TO DISK

To save (write) a file to disk,

choose W at the main menu. Da

tafile will ask for the name of the

file, and save the file after you

respond. The name may be up

to 12 characters long.

When you save a record file, Da

tafile automatically adds the four-

character prefix DF]< space > to

the filename. For instance, the

name of your sample file will be

come DF] MEMBERS. This prefix

will show up when you list the

directory of the files, but you usu

ally won't need to use the prefix

yourself. The accessory programs

DFCALC and DFPRINT each add

its own prefix to the filenames as

well. This arrangement makes it

possible for each of the three pro

grams to use the filename you've

chosen and still recognize its own

version of the file.

Any time a record file is written

onto a disk where a file with the

same name resides, Datafile

makes the earlier version a

backup and assigns it the suffix

.BAK. Therefore, when your

sample file is saved the second

time, the first version will be re

tained on the disk with the name

DF] MEMBERS.BAK.

You can load the earlier ver

sion from the read-old-file option

on the main menu. To do so,

enter only your filename with the

suffix—MEMBERS.BAK here.

Don't include the prefix that

shows in the directory.

Dalafile keeps only one gen

eration of backups, so the third

time you save MEMBERS, the

first version will disappear. If, for

some reason, you want to keep

more than one generation of

backups, you must give the older

ones a different filename.

READING FILES

FROM DISK

You'll usually pick the read op

tion from the main menu at the

start of a Datafile session. It loads

a file you've saved previously.

After you've entered R, the pro

gram displays all the available

files and asks which one you

want to load. Type in its name

and press return. The file will

load and Datafile will return to

the main menu. The program will

also return to the main menu if

you press the return key without

typing a filename.

Remember, don't type in the
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curred while the program was

attempting to load a text file.

PRINTERS

RUN Script is set up to expect

a Commodore printer connected

to the serial bus. A combination

of a non-Commodore printer and

an interface that emulates a Com

modore printer will also work.

If your system includes neither

of these, you can still use RUN

Script by putting the printer in

terface into Lock mode and us

ing the RUN Script F1,t function

to output true ASCII. Another

method is to use the Define Mac

ros program (see previous dis

cussion) to create a customized

set of macros that RUN Script

can use to control your printer.

Note that you cannot use an

RS-232 printer with RUN Script.

If you have such a printer, you

must output your text to disk and

then use a Basic program to

print it.

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

RUN Script 2.40 can do un

derlining and double-strike char

acters with daisywheel printers

that recognize the back-space

character. Type F3, then the (

character to start underlining;

type F3, followed by ) to end

underlining. Type F3, then [ to

start double-strike; type F3, fol

lowed by ] to end double-strike.

(See also the .bs command.)

To change the print wheel,

type F3, then V When RUN

Script encounters the reversed *

character, it will stop until you

press a key.

GRAPHICS MODE

Most dot-matrix printers can

print dot-addressed graphics

and ordinary text on the same

line, and RUN Script 2.40 takes

advantage of this feature. When

you put RUN Script into a graph

ics mode, instead of outputting

normal text, it uses the printer's

dot-graphics capability to print

each character. This allows print

ers such as an MPS-803 to print

italics, boldface or underlining,

and print foreign character sets

such as French, Russian or

Greek—in fact, almost any kind

of text.

There are two ways to create

graphics with RUN Script. One

is through a "print set," which is

half of a normal character set. A

character set contains 256 char

acters, 128 non-reversed and

128 reversed, so a print set con

tains 128 characters. How does

it work?

You select a print set with the

F3 key, the same key that se

lects macro characters. After you

press F3, choose a numeral from

0 to 9. The numeral will appear

at the cursor position in the text,

in reverse field.

Pressing 0 selects normal Text

mode, which is the default; press

ing 1 -9 enables the Graphics
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mode. Within that mode, 1 spec

ifies the first print set, 2 specifies

the second set, and so on, up

to the maximum number of sets

your computer can have (six for

the C-64, nine for'the C-128).

For example, say you chose

print set 3 and the next character

to be printed is an a. The letter

a is the second character in the

standard Commodore character

set (see the C-64 Programmer's

Reference Guide, page 376, for

a listing of the character set), so

RUN Script will go to set 3, take

the second character of that set,

and print it using dot-addressed

graphics.

Only six print sets are available

in the C-64 version of RUN Script

2.40, but you can still press the

7, 8 or 9 key after the F3 key.

If you press 7 or 8, RUN Script

will use the non-reversed char

acters of the character set as a

print set; if you press 9, it'll print

the reversed characters.

Print sets and the character set

are loaded into memory by the

boot program, which also loads

the RUN Script machine lan

guage program and initializes the

RUN Script system.

You also can print graphics

with the Special Graphics mode.

It's activated by the F1 key, then

g, then answering y at the

prompt "enable special graphics

(y/n) ?". You disable the Special

Graphics mode by answering n.

When the Special Graphics

mode is functioning, the busi

ness-graphics characters of the

character set, which are ac

cessed by simultaneously press

ing the Commodore logo key

and any other key, will be printed

using the printer's Dot Graphics

mode. This occurs only when

normal Text mode is selected. All

other characters will be printed

as normal text characters.

Since RUN Script's character

set is used to display text on the

screen, this mode has the ad

vantage that characters will ap

pear on the screen exactly as

they will be printed. Of course,

to get characters other than the

Commodore business-graphics

characters, you have to alter the

relevant characters with the .dg
command or with a character-

editor program.

Printing RUN Script graphics

requires an MPS-803, 1515,

1525, MPS-1000 in Commodore

mode, or other compatible

printer. RUN Script 2.40 is de

signed to be used with these

printers. However, a 1526 or

MPS-802 printer won't work with

RUN Script graphics.

If you have a non-Commodore

printer that's not compatible with

the MPS-803, you'll have to cus

tomize RUN Script 2.40 to the

printer with the various customi

zation commands available. (See

the F1,q command, above.)

For more information about the

Graphics mode, see the .gc, .gb,

.ge and .dg dot commands I

mentioned earlier. El
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also copy a field's data by press

ing the = key. At the end of
each record, press N to advance

to the next record or E to exit.

Unless you know the record

number or have changes to

make on every record, it's more

convenient to use the alternative

method of modifying records

available through the view-or-edit

option on the main menu.

DELETING RECORDS

When you press D for deleting

records, you once again have to

designate a record or press A to

go through the whole file. If you

can't remember the record num

ber, go to the view-or-edit option

on the main menu and delete

the record from there.

Before Datafile will delete a

record, it displays the record's

entire contents on the screen. If

you're sure you want to delete

it, press shift/D.

As the deletion occurs, the

count of records in the file de

creases and all the records after

the deleted one are renumbered

accordingly. To put all your rec

ords back into order, you have

to use the sort option in the main

menu. Remember to save your

revised file to disk.

VIEW OR EDIT FILE

This option offers the most flex

ibility for viewing, scanning and

editing the current file. As each

record is displayed, you'll be
given the following eight choices:

NEXT

MODIFY

LAST

DELETE

JUMP

PRINT

FIND

EXIT

Next makes the screen step to

the next record, Last steps it
backward to the previous record

and Jump takes it directly to a

particular record number, in

stead of stepping one by one.

Print sends the record currently

on the screen to your printer.

Find lets you locate records

having common data within a

certain field. Then you can mod

ify or delete each record. When

you're using Find, the screen dis

plays a list of the field names in

your current datafile and asks

you to enter the number of the

one you wish to search. The field

name is then displayed and you

must enter the common item.

Type in the string of text you're

looking for and press 'return.
For example, if you choose a

first-name field, you might enter

the string JIM. The computer

would search out all the records

that begin with JIM in the first-

name field. Not only would JIM

come up, but JIMMY, because

it begins with JIM.

SORTING

When you pick the sort option

at the main menu, the screen

displays the names and numbers

of the fields in the file that's in
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Choose the menu options by

pressing the key for the first letter

of the option. If your program

ever crashes or locks up be

cause of a disk drive or printer

error, just type GO 68 < return >

to get back to the main menu

without losing any record data.

CREATING A NEW

RECORD FILE

Now you need to create a da-

tafile, so enter C for the create

option. When you create a rec

ord file, you're defining the struc

ture to which all its records must

conform, so evaluate carefully

the needs of your application. It's

rather difficult to change your

mind later, although it's possible

by using Datafile utility programs.

(See RUN, November 1985, for

the DFRESTRUCTURE utility.)

The rules for creating record file

structures are as follows:

1. It's advisable to have no more

than 15 fields.

2. As indicated above, field titles

cannot contain quotation marks,

commas, colons or semicolons.

3. Field length, including the field

title, cannot exceed 80 characters.

Now let's create a sample rec

ord file for keeping track of club

members. The file MEMBERS

will have the following structure:

FIELD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TITLE

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

STREET

CITY ST

ZIP

PHONE

DATE JOINED

LENGTH

15

15

30

22

7

12

8

Enter this information and then

watch for the display that tells

you how many records the struc

ture can hold. If the structure is

a good size and otherwise sat

isfactory, press A to accept it.

We'll assume this sample struc

ture is all right. You now have a

current file in memory.

MODIFYING RECORDS

Now, type about ten records

into your file for some data to

experiment with. When you press

M, for modify, on the main menu,

Datafile will ask which records

you want to change. If you want

to change just one and you know

its number, type the number and

press return. If you don't know

the number or you want to

change a number of records,

press A to view all the records

in the file, one at a time.

The current data in each field

in each record will be displayed

in turn. If you want to leave the

field as is, press return. If you

want to erase its data, press the

> key. {The > will stay within

that record until the file has been

saved and reloaded.) You can
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Reminder 128

By Bob Guerra and Jim Richards

RUN It Right

G12S (in 80-eolumn mode); disk drive

If you have a lot of important

dates to remember, you know

how useful a desk calendar or

pocket date book can be. Re

minder 128 is an electronic desk

calendar that improves on the

pencil-and-paper versions. It

eliminates thumbing through

pages by letting you store up to

100 dates and then search for

upcoming events by typing in the

current date.

The first time you boot Re

minder 128 and type in the

current date, the program auto

matically creates a relative file

called REMFILE for storing your

reminders. Once this has been

done, you can press any key to

access the main screen and

search the file. Since the file will

be new at this point, the

program will say you have no

messages. A menu above the

message area will display your

options: Add, Delete, View, Sort,

Print and Exit.

To make a selection, use the

left and right cursor keys to move

the highlight onto the option you

want and press the return key.

The highlight even wraps around

from one side to the other.

ADDING REMINDERS

The first thing you'll want to do

is add some reminders to the file.

Select Add from the menu and

enter the event date at the

prompt. To help prevent typing

in invalid information, the pro

gram accepts at this point only

numeric input and real dates. For

example, you can't list the date

of someone's birthday as 11/31'/

86, since November has only 30

days; or if you try to schedule

an appointment for February 29,

1987, the program will remind

you that February has only 28

days in 1987. Try making it 1988

(a leap year), however, and it'll

work fine.

After you type in the event date,

you must specify the number of

days in advance that you want to

be alerted to the event. Each time

you use Reminder 128, the pro-
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gram retrieves only those events

that are upcoming within the spec

ified number of days.

Next, type in a message of up

to 56 characters (with no com

mas or colons). Messages can

be either one-time reminders that

are automatically deleted once

the date has passed, or annual

reminders, for birthdays and

such, that are automatically up

dated for the next year and writ

ten back onto the disk. To

designate a reminder as annual,

all you have to do is begin the

message with an asterisk.

Once you've typed several re

minders into your file, you can

check to see if they're really

there with the View option on the

main menu. This displays all the

reminders in your file along with

their record numbers. It's a good

idea to keep your reminder file

on a backup disk.

OTHER OPTIONS

If you decide to eliminate a

reminder, do it with the Delete

option. Once you've typed in the

record number to tell the pro

gram which reminder to erase,

that reminder will appear on the

command/menu line at the top

of the screen. To proceed with

the deletion, press the return

key. However, if you have sec

ond thoughts you can abort the

operation by pressing the es

cape key. To use file space ef

ficiently, record numbers that

have been freed by the delete

process are the first ones filled

when you add more reminders.

The Sort option arranges all

the reminders in REMFILE in as

cending chronological order. Al

though the program can (ind the

reminders for any given day re

gardless of their order in the file,

I find it reassuring to see them

printed out in chronological or

der. If you don't care, you can

forget about the Sort option.

If you want a hard copy of

your reminders, select Print from

the menu. A small pull-down

menu will appear, offering the

choice of "Today's," for a print

out of today's reminders only, or

"All" for a listing of your com

plete reminder file. To move the

highlight from one selection to

the other, use the up-and-down

cursor key, and then press the

return key to begin printing.

When you're done using Re

minder 128, leave the program

by selecting Exit from the menu

and answering Y to the prompt,

"Leave Program, Are You

Sure?" If, at the last instant, you

remember an upcoming appoint

ment you forgot to add, enter an

N to return to the menu. (B
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Datafile 3.6

By Mike Konshak

RUN It Right

C-64; disk drive; printer

Datafile 3.6 is the newest ver

sion of the Datafile database-

management system for the

C-64—a memory-based system

that uses sequential files. With

Datafile, you can create your

own database, choosing the

number and length of fields, as

well as their titles. After you've

created a record file and entered

your data, the program will

search, sort, delete, modify and

print the records.

Datafile's accessory program

DFCALC will mathematically ma

nipulate your file as it produces re

ports, and its other accessory

program, DFPRINT, will create

mailing labels and reports accord

ing to your customized formats.

As you work with Datafile,

keep in mind that it will accept

only non-shifted characters when

you're inputting data, and that

commas, colons, semi-colons

and quotation marks are not

allowed.

If you're adding a large num

ber of records to a file at one

sitting, be sure to save the file
often, just in case the power

goes out unexpectedly.

DATAFILE INSTRUCTIONS

It's a good idea to experiment

with a small database file at first,

to get to know the program's

capabilities. You can load Data-

file into memory from MENU 64,

or, from Basic, type LOAD

"DATAFILE",8 <return>. When

the drive stops, type RUN and

press the return key. The screen

will display the main menu:

CREATE NEW FILE

QUIT PROGRAM

ADD RECORD TO CURRENT RLE

MODIFY RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

DELETE RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

VIEW OR EDIT FILE

SORT RECORDS BY FIELD

PRINT RECORDS USING DFPRINT/

DFCALC

READ (LOAD) OLD FILE FROM DISK

WRITE (SAVE) CURRENT FILE

TO DISK

@ DISK DRIVE COMMANDS

$ 4 DIRECTORY
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number of both disks, and it won't

let you mix them up. If the ID of

the disk you insert doesn't match

the one the program is looking for,

it'll prompt you again.

Now the screen clears and

copying begins. The screen

color will change every eight

blocks to let you know the pro

gram is working properly. If

you're using two drives, the

screen display won't return until

the copying is done.

If you're using one drive, the

display will return and chimes

sound when it's time to change

disks. Change them and press

the return key to continue,

When the entire disk has been

copied, you'll be instructed to re

move it from the drive. However,

first check the screen messages

to be sure the program didn't

stop because of a disk error. If

it did, your copy will be unusable

and you'll have to start over. The

words BACKUP FINISHED indi

cate that the copy is good. Fi

nally, run Backup again to copy

another disk, or press any key

to leave the program. 0
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Gradebook 128

By Frederick Goddard

RUN It Right

C-128 (in 80-ahmn mode)

Gradebook 128 is a class

room-records management pro

gram for teachers that makes

extensive use of screen windows

for menus, help messages and

prompts. As a result, you needn't

refer to a user's guide, nor know

much about computers.

This program probably has

more features and is more user

friendly than any other similar

program available. It is written for

the C-128's 80-column mode, but

you don't need an RGBI monitor;

any monochrome monitor will do.

Gradebook 128 allows you to

enter up to 250 student records

per file and up to 99 grade col

umns per student record. Once

entered, the files may be saved

to or retrieved from disk. Other

features let you:

• Print out your grade files, class

rolls or analysis of grade distri

bution on any letter-quality or

dot-matrix printer.

• Correct or edit a student record.

• Add or delete records.

• Sort files by name or grade

average.

• Enter new grades by number

or letter.

• Average grades using a

straight or weighted average,

with the option of including or

ignoring zero grades.

• Modify a grade column by

adding, subtracting, multiplying

or dividing by. a constant. Ydu
may use the results of the mod

ification to create a new grade

column, to replace an existing

column or to add the results to

an existing column.

• Delete one or more of the

grade columns.

• Perform an analysis of grade

distribution and get a screen dis

play showing the mean, the stan

dard deviation and a bar graph

of the distribution. This analysis

may also be printed (including

the bar graph) as a hard copy

on any printer.

• Change numerical values of

letter grades and assign letter
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grades based on numerical av

erage for each student.

After you load and run Grade-

book 128, the program asks you

to select one of four printer op

tions: Commodore 1525; Epson/

Graftrax; Smith Corona TP1; or

Other. If you have a Commodore

or Epson-compatible printer,

choose one of the first two options.

For all other printers, the last option

generally gives the best results.

(Some printers, such as the TP1,

do not have the full set of 95 ASCII

characters; the TP1 selection is for

these printers.)

Next, the program asks you for

a secondary address. Some

printer interfaces, such as Cardco,

require secondary addresses; if

this is the case with your printer,

enter the required address. Oth

erwise, press the return key

to default to a zero secondary

address.

Finally, the program asks if you

are using continuous form-feed

paper. Answer y or n. If you select

n, the program will pause output

before each page to allow you to

position the paper, and will pro

vide for a one-inch margin at the

top of each page.

Once the printer selection is

complete, the main menu is dis

played at the top of the screen.

MENU OPTIONS

EXPLAINED

To select any of the menu's

15 options, press the indicated

key. You'll then be provided with

prompts that correspond to that

function. To scroll through your

students1 names and grades,

use the cursor keys. The F7 key

is the stop-and-return-to-menu

key. Pressing F7 whenever you

are prompted for input will return

the program to the main menu.

If you select menu option N to

start a new file, you'll be asked

for a filename and size. For size,

enter a number between 20 and

250. This number does not have

to be exact, but should be large

enough to allow for all the stu

dents whose records you expect

to enter into the new file.
Gradebook 128 is designed to

use all the available memory for

your file, and the number of

grade columns available de

pends on the number of student

records in the file. For files with

fewer than 60 students, the max

imum number of grade columns

is 99. For larger files, the number

of grade columns is less; with

250 students, you wilt have only

25 grade columns available.

When you save a file to disk,

in addition to the names and

grades, Gradebook 128 also

saves the actual number of stu

dents and grade columns used,

along with the numerical values

for letter grades you have se

lected. Each time you load a file

from disk, Gradebook 128 re

allocates memory so that space

is allowed for the number of stu

dents in the file plus 5; the re-
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Now load Backup by typing in

LOAD "BACKUP",8 and run it.

To stop the program before it's

finished, press the run/stop key

or, if the screen is blank, the run/

stop-restore combination. If you

stop the program before copying

is complete, your original disk will

be fine, but the copy will be

unusable.
Put the disk you want to copy

in drive 8 and select the device

number of the drive you'll use

for the new disk. If you have only

one drive, the number will be 8.

Press the space bar until the

large cursor rests on your

choice, then press the return

key. If you reach the end of the

list without making a selection,

press the space bar to send the

cursor back to the first choice.
Next you have to choose be

tween active and total backup.

Most of the time you'll want ac

tive, which copies only those

blocks that the disk BAM indi

cates are being used. The total-

backup option copies every

block, whether or not it's in use.

You'd need this mode for copy

ing a data disk from a program

that doesn't mark its file blocks,

or if you planned to use the copy

to try restoring a scratched file.

The program instructions will tell

you, as a reminder, that you

can't put anything but the file on

the disk.

Type in a name, up to 16 char

acters long, for the new disk. If

you try to enter more than 16

characters, the computer will

stop accepting them and you'll

have to use the delete key to

make room for changes. The

special input routine screens out

the cursor keys and most of the

graphics characters. It also re

fuses to accept the quote mark,

which wreaks havoc in a file

name. Press the return key when

you're satisfied with the name.

Then, on the same line as the

disk name, type in a two-char

acter disk ID that's different from

the ID of the disk you're copying.

The same characters that are un

usable in the disk name are un

usable here. When you're happy

with the ID, press the return key.

Next, place a blank disk in the

drive you picked when you

started running the program.

Make sure it's a blank one, be

cause if it isn't, all the data on it

will be erased. When the disk is

ready, press the return key to

start formatting. When the job is

done, chimes will sound.
Then insert the disk you want

to copy in drive 8 and press the

return key. The name and ID of

the disk will appear on the

screen. If this is, indeed, the disk

you want to copy, press any key

but N. If you got your disks

mixed up, press N to try another

one. This time you don't have to

press the return key after enter

ing your choice.

The program now knows the ID
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Disk Backup

By C. J. Mohler

RUN It Right

064; pne or two disk drives

Backup is an easy-to-use pro

gram that copies unprotected

disks with either one or two disk

drives. It's particularly good for

copying data disks, because it

doesn't override the verification

the disk operating system per

forms to assure correct reads

and writes. Most fast-copy pro

grams get some of their extra

speed by rewriting the disk op

erating system to skip this

safeguard. As an additional pro

tection for your disks, Backup re

quires different ID numbers for

the disk and its copy, so you

can't ruin the copy by mixing

them up.

As a machine language pro

gram, Backup is slightly faster

than a Basic program, and its

much larger buffer holds more

than a fourth of a disk on each

pass. Thus, you can copy a disk

in no more than four passes. A

chime sounds when it's time to

change disks, so you can do

other things while the program is

running.

If you have two drives, Backup

copies an entire disk without

stopping. In fact, I often use it

instead of my fast-copy program,

because I don't have to sit and

change disks while it runs, and

I don't have to unplug my

printer.

Backup uses Commodore disk

commands exclusively. I tested it

on 1541 drives, but it should work

with any drive that recognizes

these commands. Attach one

drive to the serial port as device 8.

A second drive may have a device

number from 9 to 11.

USING THE PROGRAM

If you've been working on the

computer, turn it off and on

again to clear the memory. Then

keep the memory empty, be

cause Backup uses it all and will

wipe out anything that's already

there. Also, make sure there's no

cartridge in the cartridge port,

and, as always, don't plug in or

unplug a cartridge while the

computer is turned on.
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maining memory is allocated to

grade columns.

After you determine the file

name and size, you are prompted

to enter each student's name in

a last name-first name format,

separated by a comma. When

you've entered all the names,

press the F7 key.

After you create a new file, it

is displayed below the main

menu in 15 rows, with seven

grade columns. Each student is

assigned a number according to

his or her order in the file. You

may scroll the display up or

down using the cursor keys.

When you have entered more

than seven grade columns, you

may scroll through them horizon

tally. Holding down the cursor

key causes a fast scroll.

Also, you may use menu option

G to go to a particular row or grade

column in a large file. Press G,

then enter R and a row number,

or C and a column number, and

press the return key.

When entering a student's

grade with menu option E, you

may enter it as a number or a

letter. If you enter a letter grade,

the program will assign to that

student the numerical equivalent.

You may change the values of

the numerical equivalents for

each letter grade by using the

letter grade Values function. The

same function allows you to as

sign letter grades based on the

numerical values you have en

tered and each student's aver

age grade.

Each student is assigned the

highest letter grade consistent

with his or her numerical aver

age, (If a student has a zero av

erage, he or she will not be

assigned a letter grade, and if a

particular letter grade is given a

value of zero, that letter grade

will not be assigned to any stu

dent.) These letter grades will be

displayed and printed out with

the student's numerical average.

After you've entered the stu

dents' names and grades, you

may correct or edit a name or

grade by selecting menu option

C. Menu options + and - let

you add or delete a student rec

ord. (If you want to add more

than five records, you must save

the file to disk after adding the

first five; then reload it, add the

next five, and so on. This is be

cause the memory space allo

cated to student records allows

for only five more than the num

ber you entered when Ihe file

was first loaded or created.)

The R (reorder) menu optidn

allows you to sort your files in

several ways. When you enter R,

the screen prompts you to enter

either a number from 1-20 or

the letter G. Entering the default

value of 1 will alphabetize the file,

beginning with the first letter in

each name field. This is the sort

most often used. Entering G

causes the file to be sorted by
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average grade, with highest

grades first.
It is possible to sort alphabet

ically, but beginning with a char

acter other than the first in the

name field. For instance, I often

enter a student's name as a four-

digit student-registration code,

followed by the last name, then

the first name. Thus, I can sort

according to student code by en

tering a 1 to define the sort field;

or I can sort the names alpha

betically by entering a 5 to define

the sort field.
Menu option A allows you to

average grades using a straight

average, a weighted average or

an average with the lowest grade

dropped. You may also elect to

include or ignore any zero grades.

If you select a weighted average,

you'll be prompted to enter the

weight for each grade column.

These weights will be proportion

ately adjusted in the case of zero

grades if you've chosen to ig

nore them.

If you choose menu option M,

you will first be asked whether

you wish to modify or delete a

grade column. If you choose the

latter, you'll be prompted for the

number(s) of the column(s) you

wish to delete. You enter these

numbers in the same way you

enter line numbers to list a Basic

program. For example, entering

4-7 deletes these columns, and

column 8, if there is one, be

comes column 4, and so on.

If you want to modify a grade

column, you'll be asked which one

and the type of modification. You

can modify any grade column by
adding, subtracting, multiplying

or dividing by a constant. Once

you've selected one of these math

ematical modifications, you're

prompted to determine its use.

You may choose to put the re

sults in a new grade column, re

place an existing column or add

the results of the modification to

an existing column.

This function allows you to en

ter raw scores and then use the

Modify option to calculate the ad

justed grade according to your

formula. (Gradebook 128 limits

grade values to the range be

tween -99 and 999.)
The grade-distribution function

(menu option D) allows you to

calculate the mean and standard

deviation of any grade column

and to display a bar graph of
the distribution. For the bar

graph, you must enter the grade

column, the grade interval and

the top grade.
Menu option P allows you to

print either grades or class rolls.

If you elect to print rolls, Grade-

book 128 will print the names

from your file followed by 12
blank grade columns. You may

use these rolls for recording at

tendance, and so on. If you se

lect to print grades, the program

will print the students' names fol
lowed by the average grade,
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Although Construction Set sup

ports Multicolor mode in the ed
itor, within your programs you

must switch this in yourself. This

can be done by using POKE
53270,PEEK(53270)ORT6. Back

ground colors 1 and 2 must also
be set, using decimal locations

53282 and 53283, respectively.

If you plan to create several

disk files with different back
grounds on each file, then those

files must be kept on a separate

disk. The reason is that the pro

gram always overwrites the old

screen-file information with new

file information. The names of the

files created are .MAPS, .DATA

and .COLS.

Whether or not you use a re

defined character set, the pro

gram transfers the Commodore

graphics set to location

12288-14300 decimal. If your

Basic program is very large, you

may have to protect this area.

For machine language pro

grammers, Construction Set oc

cupies memory from $C000 to

$CECB, so DOS support can't

be used while it is in memory.

Also, Basic ROM must not be
switched out in favor of a RAM
configuration. The data for

screen and color is stored un

derneath the ROM, and Basic is
switched in and out as the infor

mation there is needed. Con

struction Set also uses many

ROM routines.

Well, good luck with the pro

gram; and have fun! Dal
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0

1

2

3

4

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

not moved

up

down

right

left

Table 2. Joystick values

returned by command 7.

(See Table 1.)

You can also Peek location

821 to see the status of the fire-

button. If the value in 821 is 0,

then the button is not down; if

the value is 1, then the button is

down. Try running the follow

ing program with the fire-button

held down:

100 POKE 820, 7: REM READ

JOYSTICK

Wo SYS 52800
120 JOY = PEEK(820):REM JOY VAL

130 FIRE = PEEK{821):REM FIRE

STATUS

140 IF JOY=1 THEN GOTO 1000:

REM BRANCH IF JOYSTICK

GOING UP

150 :

1OO0 IF FIRE-0 THEN 100: REM IF

BUTTON NOT DOWN THEN

RETURN

To use the scroll feature,

choose command 8 or 9, de

pending on the direction you

wish to scroll. Each time this fea

ture is accessed, the entire

graphics screen scrolls one col

umn left or right. To move from

one screen to another, the scroll

feature must by accessed by the

SYS command 40 times: to scroll

Iwo screens, say from screen 1

to screen 3, it must be accessed

80 times. Try the following short

routine, which scrolls left from

screen 6 to screen 3:

100 POKE 820,9;REM WE ARE

SCROLLING LEFT

110 FOR J=1 TO 120: SYS

52800:NEXT :REM SCROLL 120

COLUMNS-3 SCREENS

Command 10 in Table 1 clears

the graphics screen, while leav

ing untouched the lower portion

of the screen. This area, which

was the inlormation screen in the

Editor mode, is for your own use

while in Program mode. It's a

good place to keep scoring in

formation, help menus or any

thing else your program requires.

HINTS AND TIPS

As I mentioned, Construction

Set will print a character only in

the last color assigned to it.

If, after constructing several

screens, you find that a certain

character color is not working

out, don't select a different color

and redo all the screens by

hand. Just choose a different

color for the current offending

character. Then, the next time a

screen is recalled, that character

will appear in the last color you

chose for it.
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ORADEBOOK—QR*

STUDENT NAME

1 ABBOTT. LOUIS

2 ADAMS, BETTY

3 ALBERTSON, EDWARD

4 APPLEBEE, ELLEN

fi BAKER. DARLENE

6 BJORNSEN, HAROLD

7 BLAKEMAN, KEN

8 BOYD, DENNIS

9 CANTERBERRY, FRED

10 CLEAVER, THEODORE

AUGUST 8, 1986

73.6

72.3 I

71.7 C 56 381

80.G A- 100 68

49 59 1

79 79 69 79:

59 29 63 60 j

38 96 59 25

60 86 98 59

49 49 79 49

EM 66 89 58

77 85 79 78

98 100 88 98

66 59 48 48 SB 93 68 68

79.3 C+ 26 76

79.6 C+ 93 29

79.4 C+ 96 46

7B.3 C+ 56 98;

49 94 99 49

92 94 67 68

89 68 67 95

96 49 59 68

06 99 67 96

66 98 69 66

22 97 81 72

37 66 95 94

letter grade, and ten grade col

umns. You'll then be prompted

to select the grade columns you

want printed.

Enter column number(s) in the

same manner you would select

Basic program lines to be

listed—for example, 5, 1-, 8-16

and -25 are all legal entries. Only

ten columns can be printed at a

time, since no more will fit on stan

dard eight-inch-wide paper.

Gradebook 128 also allows

you to choose between printing

from memory or disk. If you elect

to print from memory, the file cur

rently resident in memory is

printed. If you elect to print from

disk, you're prompted to enter

the filenames of those files to be

printed. After you've done this,

Gradebook 128 will load each

file in turn and print out the

grades or rolls—go have a coffee

break.

I hope you enjoy using Grade

book 128. I'm sure you'll find

that it saves you a lot of time in

handling your class records. IH
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Auto Menu

By Joe W. Rocke

RUN It Right

064; 0128 (in 064 mode)

Auto Menu is a disk-based util

ity that takes the hassle out of

loading a program. The Load

and Run commands become a

rrfenu-driven operation. With a

single keystroke, you select the

program to be loaded. Your

C-64 then takes over, automati

cally loading and running the se

lection. Even the most inexperi

enced newcomer can load a

program.

The C-64 wedge and similar

utilities provide shortcuts in typ

ing the Load command. How

ever, it's still up to you to

remember and correctly type the

program name. Everyone who

uses a disk system has been

confronted with a File Not Found

message because of a typing er

ror. Most of us have to load and

read the disk directory unless a

crib sheet of program names is

handy.

SIMPLIFIED OPERATION

Auto Menu lists the disk direc

tory in menu format. The disk

directory is read automatically

and listed in double-column lorm,

which prevents all but the long

est listing from scrolling off the

screen.

Each filename is preceded by

a letter that is assigned by Auto

Menu. The letter serves as an

identifier for program selection,

and filenames are listed in the

order the programs are stored

on the disk. To load a program,

press its filename's correspond

ing letter. This will also clear the

screen and display a loading

message. A typical message dis

play is as follows:

LOAD "PROGRAM NAM"",8.1

SEARCHING FOR PROGRAM NAM"

LOADING

No further keyboard input is

necessary after the initial menu

selection. The loading operation

takes place automatically, and,

upon its completion, the com

puter automatically initiates a

Run command. Finally, the menu

program is removed from mem

ory with a New command.

To facilitate the auto-run op

eration, the asterisk (*) pattern-

matching format is used in Auto
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Command Function

0 Load BCS files

1 Call screen #1

2 Call screen #2

3 Call screen #3

4 Call screen #4

5 Call screen #5

6 Call screen #6

7 Read joystick #2

8 Scroll right

9 Scroll left

10 Clear graphics

screen

Table 1. Commands for control

ling Construction Set from

Basic programs.

the save is complete. In any

case, make sure the main Con

struction Set program is on the

same disk you're saving to if

you're using that disk for con

structing screens.

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

Eventually you'll have con

structed your backgrounds and

will want to incorporate them into

your programs. This is where the

ease of using Construction Set

shines through, as there are no

special formulas, language ex-

tentions or overlays to remem

ber. You control Construction

Set's functions from a Basic pro

gram by Poking location 820

with a command number, then

going to location 52800 with a

SYS command. The command

numbers and their functions ap

pear in Table 1.

For these commands to work,

the first couple of lines in your

program must contain the follow

ing code (line numbers optional,

of course):

10 IF X = 0 THEN X=1:LOAD

"CONSTRUCTION SET",8,1: REM

LOAD IN MAIN CONSTRUCTION

SET PROGRAM

20 POKE 820,0: SYS 52800: REM

LOAD IN CONSTRUCTION SET

FILES FROM DISK

These lines load in the main

program and your saved screen

files. The Construction Set pro

gram and the files must be pres

ent on the same disk as your

own program, or a File Not

Found error will occur.

TRYING IT OUT

Now for some examples of us

ing Construction Set from Basic

programs. The following one-line

program will print all of your

backgrounds to the screen:

100 FOR T=1 TO 6 POKE 820.T: SYS

52800: NEXT

Use command 7 (Table 1) to

read joystick 2, then Peek loca

tion 820 to see what the joystick

value is. Table 2 lists the five

possible values.
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The last two labels on the com

mand line, CRAM and S.RAM,

stand for color RAM and screen

RAM, respectively. Each time

you move the cursor, these two

labels are updated to reflect the

precise screen addresses you're

working at.

SCROLLING AND

COLOR OPTIONS

One of the more powerful op

tions available is a rapid scroll

from one screen to another. This

background scrolling is funda

mental to many arcade games

today. Press F3 to enter the

Scroll mode. After the cursor dis

appears,' move the joystick either

left or right to scroll the entire

graphics screen left or right. This

mode includes a "wrap" feature

so you can scroll continuously.

Since this Scroll mode is avail

able to you in your own pro

grams, the scroll function in the

Editor mode is just a way to let

you preview the effect.

The default colors for the

screen and border are black and

red, respectively. These can be

changed by pressing the S key

for screen color or the B key for

border color. If you're using mul

ticolor character graphics, you

can toggle between standard hi

res and multicolor by pressing

the M key. In Multicolor mode,

the 1 and 2 keys control color

values for background colors 1

and 2.

Construction Set uses colors

0-7 in Hi-Res mode and colors

8-15 in Multicolor mode. Each

character appears only in the

color you last chose for it.

SAVING SCREENS

There are two ways to save

your work using the editor. With

the F1 key you can periodically

save your screens and character

data to disk while you're working

on them (handy in case of a sud

den power outage). No input is

needed from you—the save be

gins automatically after you press

F1. Once the save is complete,

you're free to work on your cre

ation again.

If you want to save your work

and then exit, press the X key.

This save process is exactly the

same as if you'd pressed the F1

key, except once the save is

complete, the program performs

a system cold-start, resetting the

computer and leaving you with

the familiar Commodore start-up

message. This does not erase

Construction Set from memory,

however, and you can re-enter

the program by typing SYS

49152 and hitting the return key.

If, on the other hand, you have

a Basic program in memory

while using Construction Set, the

Save and Exit option will erase

it from memory. You can get

around this by saving your work

with F1, then pressing the run/

stop-restore combination when
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1
1
1
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]

(

*

\ MENU 128
3 RS128

: OB.RS128 2.40

D C128 CHAR SET

E OB.RS NMI

F REMINDER 128

G GRADEBOOK 128

H MENU 64

C RS64

J OB.RS64 2.40

K 1650 AUTODIAL

L 1670 AUTODIAL

M RUNTERM PLUS

AUTO MENU * jli

N LOGO FOR KIDS
0 CONSTRUCTION SET
P BACKUP

Q DATAFILE

R DFPRINT

S DFCALC

T DP] SSORT

0 DP] D0S5.1

V DF] MAIL LIST

W RP] MAIL LIST

X ML] MAIL LIST

Y DF] INVENTORY

Z

Menu's loading instruction, as

described in the 1541 user's

guide. Pattern matching simply

means that the drive will load the

first program that has a name

matching the letters in the Load

instruction. In this program, the

first 12 letters of program names

are used. As it's unlikely that a

disk will have two programs with

the same name, this pattern-

matching format should not pose

a problem.

Save Auto Menu on each of

your disks. When you want to

use it, load and run it. The au

tomated operation sure beats

typing in loading commands! \E
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RUN's Great

Communicator

Runterm Plus

By Robert Sims

RUN It Right

C-64;C-I28(m 064 mode); modem

Runterm Plus is a full-featured

terminal program that now has

auto-dialing capabilities. There

are two boot programs that will

now automatically dial your

modem and load and run Run

term Plus.

These boot programs are writ

ten for the Commodore 1650 and

compatible modems as well as for

the 1670. When you run either

one, you'll be prompted to type in

the telephone number of the on

line service you wish to access.

These auto-dialer programs have

been tested successfully with

Uninet and Telenet, but they do

not work with Tymnet.

Once you've made a connec

tion, Runterm Plus will automati

cally load and run. Be sure you

have a copy of Runterm Plus on

the same disk on which you

have the auto-dial programs.

When you get into Runterm

Plus, select from the main menu

whichever service you need.

The instructions in this article tell

you how the terminal program

works.
Runterm Plus will communi

cate with any computer that uses

either standard ASCII or Com

modore ASCII data format. The

program can transfer files by

capture buffer, as well as by au

tomatic protocols, which ensure

error-free transmission. It also has

one feature that lets you view

high-resolution graphics and an

other that lets you play games

through your modem.

This program is set up to work

with the VlC-Modem, the 1650

Auto-Modem and other modems

that are compatible with these.
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Should you make a mistake and

need to erase something, there

are three ways to do it. The most

extreme is by pressing F7, which

erases everything on the graphics

screen. This key is most handy
when you're first constructing a

background, for each new screen

is full of random data.
The second way to erase is to

scroll through the entire charac

ter set until you find a space

character, but this is a time-con

suming task. The third way is to

press the space bar, which will

load a space character (screen

code 32) into the working-char

acter register. Since the charac

ter you're working with replaces

whatever you place it on, a

space character effectively

erases what's under it. Pressing

the space bar doesn't make the

cursor disappear, so the effect is

immediate.
While you're constructing your

screens, you may feel that the

cursor is moving too fast to po

sition characters precisely. A fast

cursor is great when you want

to lay down a lot of identical

characters, but clumsy when

working with detail. Press F4 to

control the speed of the graphics

cursor.

The cursor will then disappear

from the screen, again cueing

you to glance down at the infor

mation screen. A prompt will ap

pear below the function-key

definitions, asking for an input

between 0 and 6, with 0 being

the fastest cursor speed and 6

the slowest. Once you make a

selection, the cursor will reap

pear on the graphics screen.

Sooner or later you'll finish

constructing your screen. Then

you can decide to save your

work and exit or to construct an

other screen. On the command

line, find the word SCREEN = ,

followed by a number ranging

from 1 to 6. This is the screen

number you're currently working

on. Press F2 to select another

number.
This time, the graphics cursor

will jump from the graphics

screen down to the number (or

space) following the equals sign.

Press the joystick forward to

cycle through all the screen

choices. When you've found the

one you want, press the joystick

button and that screen will be

displayed on the monitor.

If you've worked on that par

ticular screen before, then all the

construction you did will still be

there. If it's a new screen, it'll be

filled with random data you need

to clear by pressing F7.
Anyone who has tried to pro

gram games or applications

where screen addresses (either

color or screen RAM) are used,

knows the tedious methods used

to calculate screen positions. As

an aid to your own program

ming, Construction Set makes

these calculations automatically.
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This cursor and the joystick figure

prominently in almost every as

pect of construction. If your joy

stick is plugged into port 2, you'll

see that you can use it to move

the cursor quite easily anywhere

within the graphics area.

The bottom half of the screen

displays information, including

several function key descriptions

and, at the very bottom, the com

mand line.

You'll control every aspect of

Construction Set from this im

portant line.

Starting at the left end of the

command line, notice the char

acter sequence CHAR = . This

tells you what character is cur

rently active on the graphics

screen. (If you've just booted up,

there'll be a space after the

equals sign.) Press F5 to select

a character to work with.

The cursor will disappear from

the graphics screen, and then

you can begin searching for a

character or symbol by pushing

the joystick forward and back

ward. Graphics characters will

scroll by rapidly to the right of

the equals sign in CHAR= .

When you find a character you

want to use, release the pressure

on the joystick and press the fire-

button. The cursor will reappear

on the graphics screen with the

newly chosen character under it.

Each character can appear in

any of the 16 Commodore

colors, blue being the default.

Press F6 to select a different

color, and again the cursor will

disappear. However, this time

pressing the joystick forward and

backward will make the charac

ter to the right of the equals sign

change color. Once you find a

color you like, press the fire-but

ton to return to the graphics

screen. From then on, that char

acter will always appear in the

newly chosen color.

BUILDING A SCREEN

Now that you've selected a

character and its color, you can

begin experimenting with the

graphics screen. Move the joy

stick to place the cursor at what

ever point you choose on the

screen; then press the fire-button

to place the character you're

working with at that point in its

appropriate color. You'll notice

that the character replaces any

thing that's already at that loca

tion. Once you've finished with

that character, press F5 to

search for a new character and

repeat the process.

In this manner, you can con

struct a full screen of back

ground graphics in little time, tf

you're using the built-in Com

modore graphics, you'll probably

need a while to determine which

characters work best for your

needs. However, if you're using

redefined characters, you'll al

ready have a good idea which

ones you want to use.
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Runterm Plus includes auto

matic file-transfer routines and mo

dem game features, as well as the

standard ASCII and full-duplex ca

pability that you'll need to call the

national networks. You will be able

to upload and download program

files with this terminal.

From the opening screen, press

CMD-M to display the menu of

features available.

You should also be aware that

if you press the home key, a

CTRL-S (pause) is sent to the

other computer. If you hit this key

accidentally, then you should

send a CTRL-Q (press the cur

sor-down key) to resume trans

mission. Pressing the run/stop

key will send a CTRL-C, which

is used as a cancel code on

many systems.

CONTROL CODES

National services and some lo

cal bulletin boards require that

you enter a log-on code, which

tells the host computer that you

are ready to go. CompuServe, for

example, waits for a Control-C

(ASCII 3) or a Return. If you are

calling Delphi via Tymnet, you'll

be asked to enter your terminal

identifier (you type A).

In addition to the log-on code,

you will need to send and receive

other special control codes. The

most common codes are com

posed of the first 27 characters in

the ASCII character set—Control-A

through Control-Z and Escape.

To generate these codes with

Runterm Plus, hold down the

CTRL key and press the appro

priate key. CTRL-A sends a bi

nary 1, CTRL-T (or the delete

key) sends a binary 20, and so

on. To send the escape char

acter, hold down the CTRL and

press the colon key. (ESC is

often used on CompuServe.)

OTHER SPECIAL KEYS

In the process of communi

cating with another computer,

you will need to perform several

auxiliary operations, such as

checking the disk directory, cap

turing data in a buffer and saving

it to disk, or preparing to receive

a file. These operations are per

formed using local commands,

generated via a combination t of

the Commodore logo key and

letter keys.

For example, you can read the

disk directory by holding down

the Commodore logo key and

pressing the D key. As it does

for all local commands, Runterm

Plus sends a CTRL-S (ASCII 19)

to the other computer; this puts

it on hold, so incoming data

won't get mixed into the directory

contents. The program then re

trieves the disk directory and dis

plays it to the screen.

When the last byte of the di

rectory is displayed, Runterm

Plus sends the other computer a
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CTRL-Q, telling it to resume

transmission. All this is done au

tomatically, so you needn't worry

about it; I'm telling you this for

your information only.

There are two more disk-main

tenance commands—Logo-N and

Logo-R. Use Logo-N to scratch a

disk file. Simply type in the name

of the file to be scratched, and

Runterm Plus will remove it from

the directory. Logo-R is used to

rename a file. At the filename

prompt, enter the change in this

format:

newname = oldname

and hit the return key.

To see a menu of these local

commands and the keys that

generate them, hold down the

Commodore logo key and Press

M when Runterm Plus is running.

BUFFER COMMANDS

The Logo-0 combination opens

the 29K capture buffer; Logo-C

closes it; and Logo-Z resets the

pointers to the beginning of the

buffer.

To capture characters, you

must first open the buffer by

pressing Logo-O. When it's full

(about 117 blocks), you will see

a Buffer Full message mixed in

with the incoming characters.

Any further data that's trans

ferred wiii appear on the screen,

but will not be captured.

Logo-B allows you to view the

buffer contents on screen, and

Logo-P will send the buffer con

tents to the printer, stripping out

screen codes and control codes

that your printer can't handle.

You can abort either of these op

erations by pressing CTRL-X. (It

may take the program a few sec

onds to acknowledge your com

mand and stop the operation.)

For faster results, hold down

both the CTRL key and X until

the abort is accomplished.

Two commands allow you to

save the buffer contents to disk.

Logo-U will save into a disk file

all characters in the buffer. The

program will ask you to supply

the filename and filetype (pro

gram or sequential). Logo-S also

saves buffer contents, but edits

out screen codes and control

codes so the saved file can be

printed later.

The program handles all char

acters as Commodore ASCII. If

you are calling a standard ASCII

database, characters are trans

lated to standard ASCII as they

are sent. Incoming characters

are converted to Commodore

ASCII before they are stored.

This means that all text is in a

format compatible with your com

puter, so you don't have to con

cern yourself with conversions.

FILE AND BUFFER

TRANSFERS

There are three ways of trans

ferring files with Runterm Plus.
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it begins at 12288 decimal. Any

character-editor program that

generates Data statements will

do the job. One of the easiest

methods I've found is to place

the screen code of each rede

fined character at the beginning

of its corresponding Data state

ment. (The character-font editor

I use does this automatically, as

do many others.)

Let's say, for example, you've

redefined the character A to look

like a solid block. The resulting

Data statements would look

something like this:

100 DATA 255,255,255,255.255.

255.255,255

To get this redefined A into

memory, place its screen code

(1) at the beginning of the Data

statement:

100 DATA 1.255,255,255,255,255,

255,255,255

Using this method for each

character, you can easily insert

all of your characters into the ap

propriate memory locations with

the following four-liner:

10 READ A: IF A1 THEN END

20 FOR I = 0 to 7

30 READ B: POKE 12288 +A'8 + I.B

40 NEXT I; GOTO 10

50 REM: <DATA goes here>

Whether you use this method

or another one, it's important not

to hit the run/stop-restore key

combination at any time during

the character load or run se

quence, because it'll reset the

character pointers installed by

Construction Set. Once you've

loaded and run the Data state

ments, type SYS 828 to return to

the first screen of the editor.

Exit to Basic, Option 3 on the

first menu, is a graceful way of

leaving the program without re

sorting to run/stop-restore.

Option 1 places you in the Ed

itor mode proper, where three

choices are available:

1) START NEW CONSTRUCTION

2) RESUME SAVED WORK

3) EXIT TO MAIN MENU

If this is your first time using

the program, or if you're other

wise starting new construction,

select number 1. You will go

right into the editor, where you

can begin constructing your

graphics ideas.

If you've used Construction

Set before, undoubtedly you'll

have screen files on disk already.

Select option 2 to have BCS load

in those files before entering the

editor. Loading is automatic and

requires no input from you.

CHARACTERS AND

COLORS

After you enter the editor, the

screen will divide into two sec

tions. The upper half is the actual

work area—a graphics screen

composed of 16 rows and 40 col

umns. You'll notice a small flash

ing cursor in the upper-left corner.
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Construction Set

By John Ryan

RUN It Right

O64;jojs(kk

Construction Set is a program

ming utility that enables you to

"build" colorful, high-speed

background graphics on your

monitor screen and save them to

disk, where they can be used in

your Basic and machine lan

guage programs.

This menu- and window-driven

graphics editor offers joystick

control, left and right scroll ca

pability, automatic saves and

loads, multicolor support and

other options that can be used

with the editor alone or with your

own programs. It can create

and use up to six background

screens at once, and is written

entirely in machine language for

fast and efficient operation.

GETTING STARTED

You can load and run Con

struction Set from the menu

program by pressing the 0 key.

(Or you can load it in Direct

mode with the statement LOAD

"CONSTRUCTION SET",8,1.

Then type NEW to reset the Ba

sic pointers and SYS 49152 to

enter the editor.) A title screen

will appear, and with it a window

offering three choices:

1) ON TO CONSTRUCTION SET

2) READ IN ALT CHAR SET

3) EXIT TO BASIC

The program can utilize Com

modore's built-in character

graphics or custom character

graphics supplied by you. If you

wish to use the Commodore

graphics, or if you've con

structed screens before, select

option 1. You use option 2 to

supply the program with a char

acter set of your own. When you

select option 2, the program

transfers the entire Commodore

character set from ROM to RAM,

beginning at decimal address

12288 ($3000 hex). A brief mes

sage then appears on the screen

advising you to load and run

your alternate character Data

statements.

It doesn't really matter how

you get the redefined character

set into memory, just as long as
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l View hi-rea — toggle

Display buffer to screen

Close buffer

Display disk directory

Play a modem game

Change border color

Change background color

Change text color

', Redefine DELete key

i Load a file to buffer

, Load a file to buf

Scratch a file

i Open the buffer

Print buffer contents

1 Quit the program

Rename a disk file

newname=oldname

Save edited buffer

Change terminal settings

Save buffer unedited

' Upload buffer

Press any key to continue

The first involves loading the file

from disk to the program's buffer

area and uploading the data

from there.

Second, using the XModem

protocol, you can transfer files

directly to and from your disk.

Again, there is no need for con

version; programs transferred by

XModem are ready to run when

the transfer is done.

The third means of file transfer is

via the Bozart transfer protocols.

If you wish to upload via the

buffer, use the Logo-L command

to load the file into the buffer-

it will be loaded over anything

that was there before.

To transfer the buffer contents

to the other computer, you have

two choices: Logo-V or Logo-Y.

Logo-V will send the entire buffer

contents without pause.

Logo-Y will ask you to enter a

prompt character. The routine

will then upload each line of the

buffer, pausing after it sends

each carriage return. During the

pause, Runterm Plus examines

incoming characters for the des

ignated prompt character, which

signals that the other computer

is ready to receive the next line.

This transfer method is spe

cially designed so you can upload

messages from your disk to bul

letin board systems. Generally,

you can compose a message on
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your word processor and store

it to disk as a CBM ASCII text

file. Then, when you're on-line

and want to send your message

to the bulletin board, load the file

using Logo-L and, when the BBS

tells you to enter your message.

press Logo-Y and supply the

prompt character. Runterm Plus

will then send the message con

tents automatically.

To use Logo-Y, you must, of

course, know the prompt charac

ter being sent by the other com

puter. In most cases, this prompt

character will be the last character

in a menu or a start-of-line marker.

Before using the Logo-Y com

mand, try to notice which prompt

character is being used.

On CompuServe, the prompt

is usually a greater-than (>) or

a colon (:). On Delphi, the

prompt is usually a linefeed (you

type CTRL-J when asked to sup

ply the prompt) sent after a car

riage return. Other systems

simply send the return without a

linefeed. If you don't see an ob

vious prompt character, try the

linefeed or carriage return. Better

yet, check the service's docu

mentation or ask the SYSOP.

When you initiate either of

these uploads, you'll be told that

th'e upload is in process. When

the upload is finished, the cursor

will return and you'll be told that

the transfer is complete. You can

abort these uploads by entering

CTRL-X.

SCREEN COMMANDS AND

WORD WRAP

Three commands—Logo-H,

Logo-I and Logo-J—change the

border, background and text

colors, respectively. If you are

using Commodore ASCII, then

you can also use the regular key

combinations to change text

color, just as you do when the

C-64 is in Immediate mode.

Since the C-64 has a 40-col-

umn screen, and most telecom

munication services use an 80-

column format, you'll often find

that incoming data will wrap

around the screen, leaving the

first part of a word dangling on

the end of the previous screen

line. If this irritates you or makes

the words hard to read, then you

need Logo-W.

When Runterm Plus boots up,

the Logo-W routine is set to elim

inate word wrap. The screen is

formatted for 40 columns. Bro

ken words are erased from the

previous line and moved to the

next line for ease of reading.

However, there are times—typ

ing in messages, for example—

when you want to use 80-column

format to keep up with spacing

and the number of characters in

a line. To turn off the justification

routine, just type Logo-W. Each
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are displayed on the screen, I

also keep explanatory notes by

the computer for the children to

refer to. For those who can read,

I provide a list of the commands,

with a sentence describing the

use of each. For non-readers,

I've made up a card (see Figure

1) with little descriptive sketches

of most of the instructions to El

mer (on the left) and brief ex

amples (on the right) of how the

E and editing commands work.

You'll have to explain the E

and editing command examples

thoroughly at first, but once the

child understands, they'll serve

as good reminders. In each ex

ample, you start with the instruc

tions on the left, then enter the

command in the middle to pro

duce the result on the right. I

never came up with an illustra

tion of the Back command. Per

haps you can think of one.

After a while the child won't

need the card at all. You'll be

amazed at how fast even the

very young remember how to

spell words they use frequently.

You know, Elmer may not be

very smart, but he has endless

patience. He never tires of read

ing your list and walking around

the screen following directions.

He tells you when he doesn't

understand, and gives you as

many tries as you need to get it

right.

Nowadays, when I'm done us

ing our Commodore, I load in

Elmer the Turtle and leave it on.

More often than not, some visitor

passes by and starts to play.

Bingo!—another programmer is

born. H
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RIGHT

LEFT

UP

DOWN

PEN UP

PEN DOWN

CHAR

TEXT

STOP

I

COLOR 0-15

o 6 5 1

t

ABCD*

1. RIGHT I

2. DOWN :i

1. UP 5

2. LEFT 2

3. STOP

4.

1. UP 5

2. LEFT 2

3. STOP

2,1

1. UP 5

2.

3, LEFT 2

4. STOP

!.

2.

3.

4.

UP 5

LEFT

STOP

2 2,D

1.

2.

3.

4.

UP 5

STOP

NEW 2.

3.

Figure 1. Prompt card of commands for non-readers.

ignating the line number. To add

a line between two others, type

the number of the second and

an I for insert. That line will clear,

and its instruction and all those

following will move down. Then,

by accessing that line number

again, you can fill in the blank.

By the way, if you should leave

blank lines in the list, Elmer won't

mind. He'll just ignore them and

plod along.

At any time you're on the sec

ond menu screen, you can

change the line number you're

working at by typing B, for Back

to Line #. This recalls the first

menu screen, where you can

choose another line number.

Although all the commands
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time you do this, the program

will toggle and tell you its current

status.

Some services—Delphi is

one—have automatic word wrap.

When using such services, you

may want to set Runterm Plus to

80-column format (allow word

wrap) so that the two justification

features will not work against

each other.

GRAPHICS AND LOGO

COMMANDS

While the C-64's function keys

are handy, there aren't enough

of them. That's why Runterm

Plus uses the logo key command

format. As long as you're com

municating with another computer

that's using standard ASCII,

there's no conflict. If, however,

you are using Commodore ASCII

and want to send the graphics

characters represented by the

logo and letter key combination,

you must use the F8 key to leave

Command mode and enter

Graphics mode.

The F8 key is a toggle that

switches the program between

two states. When Runterm Plus

is booted, it is in Command

mode. This means you can use

the logo key to generate local

commands. If you are using

Commodore ASCII and wish to

send graphics characters, then

just hit F8 to go into Graphics

mode: hit it again when you

need to use commands. Each

time you toggle with F8, the pro

gram tells you which mode you

have selected.

Logo-Q is used to end the pro

gram cleanly. If you hit it by mis

take, the program allows you to

change your mind.

THE OPENING MENU

You can configure Runterm

Plus to fit almost any telecom

munications format. When you

load and run Runterm Plus, you

will see an opening screen that

gives you six options. You may

set the program to call a specific

national service, such as Compu

Serve, Delphi or The Source. If

you are calling a BBS, you may

choose between standard ASCII

or Commodore ASCII. A custom

terminal setting is also provided.

Runterm Plus will set up your

computer and modem to com

municate with the specific service

you have selected; you don't

have to worry about stop bits,

word length or other technical

aspects of telecommunications.

When using Runterm Plus, be

sure to set your modem to the

Originate mode.

The selection of any option, ex

cept #6, will cause the screen to

clear, signifying that Runterm Plus

is ready.

If you choose option 6, you'll
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be asked to specify the parity,

word length, stop bits, duplex

and ASCII settings and the dele

tion character. Once you set

these parameters, the screen will

clear and you'll be ready to go

on-line.

XMODEM TRANSFERS

To transfer a file directly to or

from your disk, use the Logo-X

command. The sequence for an

XModem transfer is as follows.

You select download or upload

from the other computer's menus.

The other computer will prompt

you when it's ready. You then

press Logo-X, select X for XMo

dem and type U or D.

If you select U for upload, Run-

term Plus will ask you to supply the

name of the existing file to be

uploaded. You will be told when

the transfer is completed, and key

board control will resume.

If you select D (or download,

you will be asked for the filename

and filetype. (You must not use

an existing filename.) The pro

gram then creates the new file

on the disk. The downloading

process then becomes auto

matic. You need only wait until

the program notifies you that the

transfer is complete.

If noise on the phone line or

some other problem causes the

transmission to become garbled,

then the garbled portion will be

retransmitted to you. If Runterm

Plus and the other computer are

unable to complete the transfer,

Runterm Plus will abort the trans

fer and return keyboard control

to your computer.

A note about CompuServe:

Using the XModem feature of

Runterm Plus, you can download

all files in CompuServe's Com

modore Information Network. The

special handshakes required to

download programs with the ex

tension .IMG are handled auto

matically by Runterm Plus.

HIGH-RESOLUTION

GRAPHICS SCREENS

Runterm Plus can transfer and

display high-resolution graphics

screens. To view the screen while

you're downloading it, it must be

in Doodle format. That is, the file

must be constructed so that the

high-resolution color area is

placed first in the file, followed

by a bit-mapped screen.

Although the file will transfer

without problems, this hi-res fea

ture will not give you a true copy

of a multicolored high-resolution

screen, which is longer and in a

different format than the regular

bit-mapped two-color screen.

There are two ways to use this

feature. You can either send a

hi-res screen or receive one.

Keep in mind, however, that your

buffer contents will be overwrit-
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keyboard except the Commo

dore graphics symbols.

Elmer can draw in 16 different

colors (listed in Table 2). To

change color, type COLOR, a

space and the number of your

choice, 0 to 15. For a mono

chrome monitor, you can choose

from seven shades.

Even though he's just a silly

old turtle, Elmer can write mes

sages if you tell him what to say.

Type TEXT, a space, then a mes

sage from one to ten letters long.

If you have a longer message,

break it up into a few short ones.

You can make Elmer stop

moving anywhere in the list with

the instruction STOP. He'll hold

still until you press any key, then

continue on. It's a good idea to

make STOP the last instruction

on a list, so you can see what

you and Elmer have created.

CHANGING THE LIST

You can alter Elmer's instruc

tions in various ways after you've

written them. As I mentioned ear

lier, NEW erases the whole list.

To erase only one line, specify

the line number, then type D for

delete. The instruction at that line

number will disappear, and all

the ones below it will move up.

If you need to change an in

struction instead of erasing it,

type the new version after des-
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RIGHT1
UP

DOWN

INSERT

LEFT

PEN UP

PEN DOWN

DELETE

CHAR

COLOR

TEXT

BACK TO LINE #

STOP

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Black

White

Red

Cyan

Purple

Green

Blue

Yellow

8 Orange

9 Brown

10 Light Red

11 Dark Gray

12 Medium Gray

13 Light Green

14 Light Blue

15 Light Gray

Table 1. Commands for direct

ing Elmer and for editing the

instruction list. Table 2. Color choices.

the program is about, a display

appears with an empty list of all

the line numbers and, at the bot

tom, a menu of three choices.

You can go to a line number

you specify to write in an instruc

tion; you can type E to make

Elmer follow the instructions

you've already written; or you

can type NEW to clear your list

and start afresh. Of course, when

you're just beginning to play,

only the first choice, writing in

structions, is viable.

So, type in the line number

you want—probably 1—and hit

the return key. The next screen

displays all the possible instruc

tions for making Elmer walk and

draw, and for editing the list.

(See Table 1.)

Choose a direction for Elmer

to walk by typing the appropriate

word, then tell him how many

steps he should take in that di

rection. You must include the

number—he won't understand

otherwise. When you press the

return key again, your instruction

will appear at the specified line

number in the list.

To make Elmer draw, tell him

PEN DOWN. He'll place his pen

on the screen and draw a trail

behind him. When you say PEN

UP, he'll lift the pen and leave

no mark at all. The drawing in

structions do not need any fol

lowing numbers.

Elmer usually uses an asterisk

for drawing his trail, because he

thinks it looks like a turtle. How

ever, he'll draw with any other

character you choose. Just type

the instruction CHAR, followed

by a space and the character

you want. For example, CHAR E

makes him leave a trail of £s.

You can request any letter, num

ber or punctuation mark on the
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ten during this process. Before

viewing a screen, save your

buffer contents to disk or print

them out. If your local bulletin

board uses Bozart protocols, you

will be able to do graphics down

loads from the board, too. Check

with your SYSOP.

When Runterm Plus is booted,

the hi-res feature is turned off. To

activate this feature and view a

hi-res screen while downloading,

use the Logo-A command before

you begin the downloading pro

cess. You can toggle on and off

the Hi-Res Graphics mode by

typing Logo-A.

To transfer a hi-res screen, first

type Logo-A, as previously dis

cussed, then, when the other com

puter is ready, select Logo-X to

begin the transfer. Select Bozart

protocol and then D for download,

and the rest is automatic.

The special Bozart graphics

protocol is similar to XModem,

but faster, more accurate and

more automatic. The protocol

switches your computer to Hi-

Res mode and back to regular

Screen mode. Also, it includes

a handshaking feature, which

checks to make sure that the in

coming file will fit on your disk.

(If the file won't fit, Runterm Plus

will abort the file transfer and re

turn to Terminal mode.)

In viewing hi-res files, you may

experience a few seconds' delay

while the two programs make the

initial connection before transfer

ring the file. During this delay,

you'll be looking at the bit map

of whatever was in the capture

buffer. As the transfer progresses,

you will see the background

color change; then, while the file

is being stored to disk, the bit

map screen will appear.

When the transfer is complete,

Runterm Plus will pause for three

seconds, to allow you to view the

hi-res screen, then the screen will

clear and you'll be back in Ter

minal mode.

Keep in mind that the Bozart

protocol can only be used to

swap files with another terminal

program that uses Bozart pro

tocol. Just as you can't speak

English and expect to be under

stood by someone who speaks,

say, only French, you can't ex

pect two different transfer pro

tocols to communicate.

Bozart protocol can be used

to get an error-free transfer of

any file, not just graphics files.

(The only difference is that you

don't use Logo-A to view the

nongraphics screen; you go di

rectly to Logo-X for the transfer.)

Although the speed of transfer

depends on the file being ex

changed and, especially, on the

number of repeated characters

in the file, as a general rule you

can expect to transfer a file 20
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percent faster using the Bozart

graphics protocols instead of

XModem. For example, a typical

9000-byte graphics screen that

takes about ten minutes to trans

fer with XModem will transfer in

about seven minutes with Bozart

protocol. Faster speeds are not

possible, due to the constraints

of the 3pO bits-per-second speed

of the modem.

An interesting side effect of this

hi-res capability is that you can

get a bit-mapped representation

of any nongraphics file being

transferred. Use Logo-A before

the transfer, just as you would if

the file were a graphics screen.

As the file is transferred, you'll

see a kind of abstract design

being built on your screen. Only

actual hi-res screens will show

you an organized picture. How

ever, the abstract designs gen

erated by a nongraphics file are

more interesting to watch than

the constant waiting/transferring

messages that normally accom

pany a file transfer.

CHANGING TERMINAL

SETTINGS

There are times when you'll

want to change your terminal set

tings without restarting the pro

gram. To redefine your delete

key, use Logo-K. The standard

delete character is an ASCII 127.

However, some services require

you to use a backspace (ASCII

8), and you may need to revert

to the Commodore delete char

acter, ASCII 20.

Depending on which service

you select from the opening

menu, Runterm Plus sets the de

lete character. For CompuServe

and for linkups using Commo

dore ASCII, the setting is the reg

ular ASCII 20; for Delphi and The

Source, the setting is ASCII 127

(true delete).

To reset any or all of your ter

minal parameters, use Logo-T.

This command will review each

setting and prompt you to reset it.

MODEM GAMES

The Logo-G command allows

you to load and run a special

game program while on-line. This

feature lets two people with cop

ies of Runterm Plus play a game

over their modems during a reg

ular telecommunications session,

without breaking the connection

or switching programs.

To use this feature, both par

ties must have a game written

specifically for Runterm Plus. Or

dinary games will not work, be

cause they load into the same

locations in memory where Run

term Plus code resides. SI

Turtle-Tutor

For Tykes

By Peter Crosby

RUN It Right

064

Children under six or seven are

fascinated by computers, but lim

ited in what they can create with

them, since they can't read or han

dle detail well enough to program.

I wrote Elmer the Turtle, an intro

ductory turtle-graphics program,

for my own children so they could

start to program, and I've found

that it can be useful fun for begin

ning adults, too.

Elmer is a pen-wielding "tur

tle" who moves about the screen

and draws according to a list of

instructions you create by se

lecting options from a menu. The

programming is done with only

two screens, the second follow

ing the first automatically. There's

no switching from menu to menu

as in more advanced programs

like Logo. Eleven simple state

ments are sufficient to put Elmer

through reasonably complex ma

neuvers, and four rudimentary

editing commands enable you to

arrange the program listing.

The program is reasonably

crash-proof. If you type in gar

bage, Elmer just says he doesn't

understand and would you please

try again. If it does crash, you can

usually restart it without losing any

thing by typing GOTO 700.

The statement list for Elmer is

limited to 36 lines so that they'll

all fit on one screen. Obviously,

after a while you'll want more

room. That's when you move on

to Logo or regular turtle graph

ics. Since Elmer's vocabulary

and procedures carry over, you'll

have a valuable head start.

TALKING TO ELMER

As I mentioned, there can be

up to 36 instructions in a list.

Each instruction has a line num

ber. After a couple of introduc

tory screens that explain what
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percent faster using the Bozart

graphics protocols instead of

XModem. For example, a typical

9000-byte graphics screen that

takes about ten minutes to trans

fer with XModem will transfer in

about seven minutes with Bozart

protocol. Faster speeds are not

possible, due to the constraints

of the 3pO bits-per-second speed

of the modem.

An interesting side effect of this

hi-res capability is that you can

get a bit-mapped representation

of any nongraphics file being

transferred. Use Logo-A before

the transfer, just as you would if

the file were a graphics screen.

As the file is transferred, you'll

see a kind of abstract design

being built on your screen. Only

actual hi-res screens will show

you an organized picture. How

ever, the abstract designs gen

erated by a nongraphics file are

more interesting to watch than

the constant waiting/transferring

messages that normally accom

pany a file transfer.

CHANGING TERMINAL

SETTINGS

There are times when you'll

want to change your terminal set

tings without restarting the pro

gram. To redefine your delete

key, use Logo-K. The standard

delete character is an ASCII 127.

However, some services require

you to use a backspace (ASCII

8), and you may need to revert

to the Commodore delete char

acter, ASCII 20.

Depending on which service

you select from the opening

menu, Runterm Plus sets the de

lete character. For CompuServe

and for linkups using Commo

dore ASCII, the setting is the reg

ular ASCII 20; for Delphi and The

Source, the setting is ASCII 127

(true delete).

To reset any or all of your ter

minal parameters, use Logo-T.

This command will review each

setting and prompt you to reset it.

MODEM GAMES

The Logo-G command allows

you to load and run a special

game program while on-line. This

feature lets two people with cop

ies of Runterm Plus play a game

over their modems during a reg

ular telecommunications session,

without breaking the connection

or switching programs.

To use this feature, both par

ties must have a game written

specifically for Runterm Plus. Or

dinary games will not work, be

cause they load into the same

locations in memory where Run

term Plus code resides. SI

Turtle-Tutor

For Tykes

By Peter Crosby

RUN It Right

064

Children under six or seven are

fascinated by computers, but lim

ited in what they can create with

them, since they can't read or han

dle detail well enough to program.

I wrote Elmer the Turtle, an intro

ductory turtle-graphics program,

for my own children so they could

start to program, and I've found

that it can be useful fun for begin

ning adults, too.

Elmer is a pen-wielding "tur

tle" who moves about the screen

and draws according to a list of

instructions you create by se

lecting options from a menu. The

programming is done with only

two screens, the second follow

ing the first automatically. There's

no switching from menu to menu

as in more advanced programs

like Logo. Eleven simple state

ments are sufficient to put Elmer

through reasonably complex ma

neuvers, and four rudimentary

editing commands enable you to

arrange the program listing.

The program is reasonably

crash-proof. If you type in gar

bage, Elmer just says he doesn't

understand and would you please

try again. If it does crash, you can

usually restart it without losing any

thing by typing GOTO 700.

The statement list for Elmer is

limited to 36 lines so that they'll

all fit on one screen. Obviously,

after a while you'll want more

room. That's when you move on

to Logo or regular turtle graph

ics. Since Elmer's vocabulary

and procedures carry over, you'll

have a valuable head start.

TALKING TO ELMER

As I mentioned, there can be

up to 36 instructions in a list.

Each instruction has a line num

ber. After a couple of introduc

tory screens that explain what
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RIGHT1
UP

DOWN

INSERT

LEFT

PEN UP

PEN DOWN

DELETE

CHAR

COLOR

TEXT

BACK TO LINE #

STOP

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Black

White

Red

Cyan

Purple

Green

Blue

Yellow

8 Orange

9 Brown

10 Light Red

11 Dark Gray

12 Medium Gray

13 Light Green

14 Light Blue

15 Light Gray

Table 1. Commands for direct

ing Elmer and for editing the

instruction list. Table 2. Color choices.

the program is about, a display

appears with an empty list of all

the line numbers and, at the bot

tom, a menu of three choices.

You can go to a line number

you specify to write in an instruc

tion; you can type E to make

Elmer follow the instructions

you've already written; or you

can type NEW to clear your list

and start afresh. Of course, when

you're just beginning to play,

only the first choice, writing in

structions, is viable.

So, type in the line number

you want—probably 1—and hit

the return key. The next screen

displays all the possible instruc

tions for making Elmer walk and

draw, and for editing the list.

(See Table 1.)

Choose a direction for Elmer

to walk by typing the appropriate

word, then tell him how many

steps he should take in that di

rection. You must include the

number—he won't understand

otherwise. When you press the

return key again, your instruction

will appear at the specified line

number in the list.

To make Elmer draw, tell him

PEN DOWN. He'll place his pen

on the screen and draw a trail

behind him. When you say PEN

UP, he'll lift the pen and leave

no mark at all. The drawing in

structions do not need any fol

lowing numbers.

Elmer usually uses an asterisk

for drawing his trail, because he

thinks it looks like a turtle. How

ever, he'll draw with any other

character you choose. Just type

the instruction CHAR, followed

by a space and the character

you want. For example, CHAR E

makes him leave a trail of £s.

You can request any letter, num

ber or punctuation mark on the
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ten during this process. Before

viewing a screen, save your

buffer contents to disk or print

them out. If your local bulletin

board uses Bozart protocols, you

will be able to do graphics down

loads from the board, too. Check

with your SYSOP.

When Runterm Plus is booted,

the hi-res feature is turned off. To

activate this feature and view a

hi-res screen while downloading,

use the Logo-A command before

you begin the downloading pro

cess. You can toggle on and off

the Hi-Res Graphics mode by

typing Logo-A.

To transfer a hi-res screen, first

type Logo-A, as previously dis

cussed, then, when the other com

puter is ready, select Logo-X to

begin the transfer. Select Bozart

protocol and then D for download,

and the rest is automatic.

The special Bozart graphics

protocol is similar to XModem,

but faster, more accurate and

more automatic. The protocol

switches your computer to Hi-

Res mode and back to regular

Screen mode. Also, it includes

a handshaking feature, which

checks to make sure that the in

coming file will fit on your disk.

(If the file won't fit, Runterm Plus

will abort the file transfer and re

turn to Terminal mode.)

In viewing hi-res files, you may

experience a few seconds' delay

while the two programs make the

initial connection before transfer

ring the file. During this delay,

you'll be looking at the bit map

of whatever was in the capture

buffer. As the transfer progresses,

you will see the background

color change; then, while the file

is being stored to disk, the bit

map screen will appear.

When the transfer is complete,

Runterm Plus will pause for three

seconds, to allow you to view the

hi-res screen, then the screen will

clear and you'll be back in Ter

minal mode.

Keep in mind that the Bozart

protocol can only be used to

swap files with another terminal

program that uses Bozart pro

tocol. Just as you can't speak

English and expect to be under

stood by someone who speaks,

say, only French, you can't ex

pect two different transfer pro

tocols to communicate.

Bozart protocol can be used

to get an error-free transfer of

any file, not just graphics files.

(The only difference is that you

don't use Logo-A to view the

nongraphics screen; you go di

rectly to Logo-X for the transfer.)

Although the speed of transfer

depends on the file being ex

changed and, especially, on the

number of repeated characters

in the file, as a general rule you

can expect to transfer a file 20
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be asked to specify the parity,

word length, stop bits, duplex

and ASCII settings and the dele

tion character. Once you set

these parameters, the screen will

clear and you'll be ready to go

on-line.

XMODEM TRANSFERS

To transfer a file directly to or

from your disk, use the Logo-X

command. The sequence for an

XModem transfer is as follows.

You select download or upload

from the other computer's menus.

The other computer will prompt

you when it's ready. You then

press Logo-X, select X for XMo

dem and type U or D.

If you select U for upload, Run-

term Plus will ask you to supply the

name of the existing file to be

uploaded. You will be told when

the transfer is completed, and key

board control will resume.

If you select D (or download,

you will be asked for the filename

and filetype. (You must not use

an existing filename.) The pro

gram then creates the new file

on the disk. The downloading

process then becomes auto

matic. You need only wait until

the program notifies you that the

transfer is complete.

If noise on the phone line or

some other problem causes the

transmission to become garbled,

then the garbled portion will be

retransmitted to you. If Runterm

Plus and the other computer are

unable to complete the transfer,

Runterm Plus will abort the trans

fer and return keyboard control

to your computer.

A note about CompuServe:

Using the XModem feature of

Runterm Plus, you can download

all files in CompuServe's Com

modore Information Network. The

special handshakes required to

download programs with the ex

tension .IMG are handled auto

matically by Runterm Plus.

HIGH-RESOLUTION

GRAPHICS SCREENS

Runterm Plus can transfer and

display high-resolution graphics

screens. To view the screen while

you're downloading it, it must be

in Doodle format. That is, the file

must be constructed so that the

high-resolution color area is

placed first in the file, followed

by a bit-mapped screen.

Although the file will transfer

without problems, this hi-res fea

ture will not give you a true copy

of a multicolored high-resolution

screen, which is longer and in a

different format than the regular

bit-mapped two-color screen.

There are two ways to use this

feature. You can either send a

hi-res screen or receive one.

Keep in mind, however, that your

buffer contents will be overwrit-
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keyboard except the Commo

dore graphics symbols.

Elmer can draw in 16 different

colors (listed in Table 2). To

change color, type COLOR, a

space and the number of your

choice, 0 to 15. For a mono

chrome monitor, you can choose

from seven shades.

Even though he's just a silly

old turtle, Elmer can write mes

sages if you tell him what to say.

Type TEXT, a space, then a mes

sage from one to ten letters long.

If you have a longer message,

break it up into a few short ones.

You can make Elmer stop

moving anywhere in the list with

the instruction STOP. He'll hold

still until you press any key, then

continue on. It's a good idea to

make STOP the last instruction

on a list, so you can see what

you and Elmer have created.

CHANGING THE LIST

You can alter Elmer's instruc

tions in various ways after you've

written them. As I mentioned ear

lier, NEW erases the whole list.

To erase only one line, specify

the line number, then type D for

delete. The instruction at that line

number will disappear, and all

the ones below it will move up.

If you need to change an in

struction instead of erasing it,

type the new version after des-
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RIGHT

LEFT

UP

DOWN

PEN UP

PEN DOWN

CHAR

TEXT

STOP

I

COLOR 0-15

o 6 5 1

t

ABCD*

1. RIGHT I

2. DOWN :i

1. UP 5

2. LEFT 2

3. STOP

4.

1. UP 5

2. LEFT 2

3. STOP

2,1

1. UP 5

2.

3, LEFT 2

4. STOP

!.

2.

3.

4.

UP 5

LEFT

STOP

2 2,D

1.

2.

3.

4.

UP 5

STOP

NEW 2.

3.

Figure 1. Prompt card of commands for non-readers.

ignating the line number. To add

a line between two others, type

the number of the second and

an I for insert. That line will clear,

and its instruction and all those

following will move down. Then,

by accessing that line number

again, you can fill in the blank.

By the way, if you should leave

blank lines in the list, Elmer won't

mind. He'll just ignore them and

plod along.

At any time you're on the sec

ond menu screen, you can

change the line number you're

working at by typing B, for Back

to Line #. This recalls the first

menu screen, where you can

choose another line number.

Although all the commands
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time you do this, the program

will toggle and tell you its current

status.

Some services—Delphi is

one—have automatic word wrap.

When using such services, you

may want to set Runterm Plus to

80-column format (allow word

wrap) so that the two justification

features will not work against

each other.

GRAPHICS AND LOGO

COMMANDS

While the C-64's function keys

are handy, there aren't enough

of them. That's why Runterm

Plus uses the logo key command

format. As long as you're com

municating with another computer

that's using standard ASCII,

there's no conflict. If, however,

you are using Commodore ASCII

and want to send the graphics

characters represented by the

logo and letter key combination,

you must use the F8 key to leave

Command mode and enter

Graphics mode.

The F8 key is a toggle that

switches the program between

two states. When Runterm Plus

is booted, it is in Command

mode. This means you can use

the logo key to generate local

commands. If you are using

Commodore ASCII and wish to

send graphics characters, then

just hit F8 to go into Graphics

mode: hit it again when you

need to use commands. Each

time you toggle with F8, the pro

gram tells you which mode you

have selected.

Logo-Q is used to end the pro

gram cleanly. If you hit it by mis

take, the program allows you to

change your mind.

THE OPENING MENU

You can configure Runterm

Plus to fit almost any telecom

munications format. When you

load and run Runterm Plus, you

will see an opening screen that

gives you six options. You may

set the program to call a specific

national service, such as Compu

Serve, Delphi or The Source. If

you are calling a BBS, you may

choose between standard ASCII

or Commodore ASCII. A custom

terminal setting is also provided.

Runterm Plus will set up your

computer and modem to com

municate with the specific service

you have selected; you don't

have to worry about stop bits,

word length or other technical

aspects of telecommunications.

When using Runterm Plus, be

sure to set your modem to the

Originate mode.

The selection of any option, ex

cept #6, will cause the screen to

clear, signifying that Runterm Plus

is ready.

If you choose option 6, you'll
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your word processor and store

it to disk as a CBM ASCII text

file. Then, when you're on-line

and want to send your message

to the bulletin board, load the file

using Logo-L and, when the BBS

tells you to enter your message.

press Logo-Y and supply the

prompt character. Runterm Plus

will then send the message con

tents automatically.

To use Logo-Y, you must, of

course, know the prompt charac

ter being sent by the other com

puter. In most cases, this prompt

character will be the last character

in a menu or a start-of-line marker.

Before using the Logo-Y com

mand, try to notice which prompt

character is being used.

On CompuServe, the prompt

is usually a greater-than (>) or

a colon (:). On Delphi, the

prompt is usually a linefeed (you

type CTRL-J when asked to sup

ply the prompt) sent after a car

riage return. Other systems

simply send the return without a

linefeed. If you don't see an ob

vious prompt character, try the

linefeed or carriage return. Better

yet, check the service's docu

mentation or ask the SYSOP.

When you initiate either of

these uploads, you'll be told that

th'e upload is in process. When

the upload is finished, the cursor

will return and you'll be told that

the transfer is complete. You can

abort these uploads by entering

CTRL-X.

SCREEN COMMANDS AND

WORD WRAP

Three commands—Logo-H,

Logo-I and Logo-J—change the

border, background and text

colors, respectively. If you are

using Commodore ASCII, then

you can also use the regular key

combinations to change text

color, just as you do when the

C-64 is in Immediate mode.

Since the C-64 has a 40-col-

umn screen, and most telecom

munication services use an 80-

column format, you'll often find

that incoming data will wrap

around the screen, leaving the

first part of a word dangling on

the end of the previous screen

line. If this irritates you or makes

the words hard to read, then you

need Logo-W.

When Runterm Plus boots up,

the Logo-W routine is set to elim

inate word wrap. The screen is

formatted for 40 columns. Bro

ken words are erased from the

previous line and moved to the

next line for ease of reading.

However, there are times—typ

ing in messages, for example—

when you want to use 80-column

format to keep up with spacing

and the number of characters in

a line. To turn off the justification

routine, just type Logo-W. Each
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are displayed on the screen, I

also keep explanatory notes by

the computer for the children to

refer to. For those who can read,

I provide a list of the commands,

with a sentence describing the

use of each. For non-readers,

I've made up a card (see Figure

1) with little descriptive sketches

of most of the instructions to El

mer (on the left) and brief ex

amples (on the right) of how the

E and editing commands work.

You'll have to explain the E

and editing command examples

thoroughly at first, but once the

child understands, they'll serve

as good reminders. In each ex

ample, you start with the instruc

tions on the left, then enter the

command in the middle to pro

duce the result on the right. I

never came up with an illustra

tion of the Back command. Per

haps you can think of one.

After a while the child won't

need the card at all. You'll be

amazed at how fast even the

very young remember how to

spell words they use frequently.

You know, Elmer may not be

very smart, but he has endless

patience. He never tires of read

ing your list and walking around

the screen following directions.

He tells you when he doesn't

understand, and gives you as

many tries as you need to get it

right.

Nowadays, when I'm done us

ing our Commodore, I load in

Elmer the Turtle and leave it on.

More often than not, some visitor

passes by and starts to play.

Bingo!—another programmer is

born. H
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Construction Set

By John Ryan

RUN It Right

O64;jojs(kk

Construction Set is a program

ming utility that enables you to

"build" colorful, high-speed

background graphics on your

monitor screen and save them to

disk, where they can be used in

your Basic and machine lan

guage programs.

This menu- and window-driven

graphics editor offers joystick

control, left and right scroll ca

pability, automatic saves and

loads, multicolor support and

other options that can be used

with the editor alone or with your

own programs. It can create

and use up to six background

screens at once, and is written

entirely in machine language for

fast and efficient operation.

GETTING STARTED

You can load and run Con

struction Set from the menu

program by pressing the 0 key.

(Or you can load it in Direct

mode with the statement LOAD

"CONSTRUCTION SET",8,1.

Then type NEW to reset the Ba

sic pointers and SYS 49152 to

enter the editor.) A title screen

will appear, and with it a window

offering three choices:

1) ON TO CONSTRUCTION SET

2) READ IN ALT CHAR SET

3) EXIT TO BASIC

The program can utilize Com

modore's built-in character

graphics or custom character

graphics supplied by you. If you

wish to use the Commodore

graphics, or if you've con

structed screens before, select

option 1. You use option 2 to

supply the program with a char

acter set of your own. When you

select option 2, the program

transfers the entire Commodore

character set from ROM to RAM,

beginning at decimal address

12288 ($3000 hex). A brief mes

sage then appears on the screen

advising you to load and run

your alternate character Data

statements.

It doesn't really matter how

you get the redefined character

set into memory, just as long as
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l View hi-rea — toggle

Display buffer to screen

Close buffer

Display disk directory

Play a modem game

Change border color

Change background color

Change text color

', Redefine DELete key

i Load a file to buffer

, Load a file to buf

Scratch a file

i Open the buffer

Print buffer contents

1 Quit the program

Rename a disk file

newname=oldname

Save edited buffer

Change terminal settings

Save buffer unedited

' Upload buffer

Press any key to continue

The first involves loading the file

from disk to the program's buffer

area and uploading the data

from there.

Second, using the XModem

protocol, you can transfer files

directly to and from your disk.

Again, there is no need for con

version; programs transferred by

XModem are ready to run when

the transfer is done.

The third means of file transfer is

via the Bozart transfer protocols.

If you wish to upload via the

buffer, use the Logo-L command

to load the file into the buffer-

it will be loaded over anything

that was there before.

To transfer the buffer contents

to the other computer, you have

two choices: Logo-V or Logo-Y.

Logo-V will send the entire buffer

contents without pause.

Logo-Y will ask you to enter a

prompt character. The routine

will then upload each line of the

buffer, pausing after it sends

each carriage return. During the

pause, Runterm Plus examines

incoming characters for the des

ignated prompt character, which

signals that the other computer

is ready to receive the next line.

This transfer method is spe

cially designed so you can upload

messages from your disk to bul

letin board systems. Generally,

you can compose a message on
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CTRL-Q, telling it to resume

transmission. All this is done au

tomatically, so you needn't worry

about it; I'm telling you this for

your information only.

There are two more disk-main

tenance commands—Logo-N and

Logo-R. Use Logo-N to scratch a

disk file. Simply type in the name

of the file to be scratched, and

Runterm Plus will remove it from

the directory. Logo-R is used to

rename a file. At the filename

prompt, enter the change in this

format:

newname = oldname

and hit the return key.

To see a menu of these local

commands and the keys that

generate them, hold down the

Commodore logo key and Press

M when Runterm Plus is running.

BUFFER COMMANDS

The Logo-0 combination opens

the 29K capture buffer; Logo-C

closes it; and Logo-Z resets the

pointers to the beginning of the

buffer.

To capture characters, you

must first open the buffer by

pressing Logo-O. When it's full

(about 117 blocks), you will see

a Buffer Full message mixed in

with the incoming characters.

Any further data that's trans

ferred wiii appear on the screen,

but will not be captured.

Logo-B allows you to view the

buffer contents on screen, and

Logo-P will send the buffer con

tents to the printer, stripping out

screen codes and control codes

that your printer can't handle.

You can abort either of these op

erations by pressing CTRL-X. (It

may take the program a few sec

onds to acknowledge your com

mand and stop the operation.)

For faster results, hold down

both the CTRL key and X until

the abort is accomplished.

Two commands allow you to

save the buffer contents to disk.

Logo-U will save into a disk file

all characters in the buffer. The

program will ask you to supply

the filename and filetype (pro

gram or sequential). Logo-S also

saves buffer contents, but edits

out screen codes and control

codes so the saved file can be

printed later.

The program handles all char

acters as Commodore ASCII. If

you are calling a standard ASCII

database, characters are trans

lated to standard ASCII as they

are sent. Incoming characters

are converted to Commodore

ASCII before they are stored.

This means that all text is in a

format compatible with your com

puter, so you don't have to con

cern yourself with conversions.

FILE AND BUFFER

TRANSFERS

There are three ways of trans

ferring files with Runterm Plus.
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it begins at 12288 decimal. Any

character-editor program that

generates Data statements will

do the job. One of the easiest

methods I've found is to place

the screen code of each rede

fined character at the beginning

of its corresponding Data state

ment. (The character-font editor

I use does this automatically, as

do many others.)

Let's say, for example, you've

redefined the character A to look

like a solid block. The resulting

Data statements would look

something like this:

100 DATA 255,255,255,255.255.

255.255,255

To get this redefined A into

memory, place its screen code

(1) at the beginning of the Data

statement:

100 DATA 1.255,255,255,255,255,

255,255,255

Using this method for each

character, you can easily insert

all of your characters into the ap

propriate memory locations with

the following four-liner:

10 READ A: IF A1 THEN END

20 FOR I = 0 to 7

30 READ B: POKE 12288 +A'8 + I.B

40 NEXT I; GOTO 10

50 REM: <DATA goes here>

Whether you use this method

or another one, it's important not

to hit the run/stop-restore key

combination at any time during

the character load or run se

quence, because it'll reset the

character pointers installed by

Construction Set. Once you've

loaded and run the Data state

ments, type SYS 828 to return to

the first screen of the editor.

Exit to Basic, Option 3 on the

first menu, is a graceful way of

leaving the program without re

sorting to run/stop-restore.

Option 1 places you in the Ed

itor mode proper, where three

choices are available:

1) START NEW CONSTRUCTION

2) RESUME SAVED WORK

3) EXIT TO MAIN MENU

If this is your first time using

the program, or if you're other

wise starting new construction,

select number 1. You will go

right into the editor, where you

can begin constructing your

graphics ideas.

If you've used Construction

Set before, undoubtedly you'll

have screen files on disk already.

Select option 2 to have BCS load

in those files before entering the

editor. Loading is automatic and

requires no input from you.

CHARACTERS AND

COLORS

After you enter the editor, the

screen will divide into two sec

tions. The upper half is the actual

work area—a graphics screen

composed of 16 rows and 40 col

umns. You'll notice a small flash

ing cursor in the upper-left corner.
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This cursor and the joystick figure

prominently in almost every as

pect of construction. If your joy

stick is plugged into port 2, you'll

see that you can use it to move

the cursor quite easily anywhere

within the graphics area.

The bottom half of the screen

displays information, including

several function key descriptions

and, at the very bottom, the com

mand line.

You'll control every aspect of

Construction Set from this im

portant line.

Starting at the left end of the

command line, notice the char

acter sequence CHAR = . This

tells you what character is cur

rently active on the graphics

screen. (If you've just booted up,

there'll be a space after the

equals sign.) Press F5 to select

a character to work with.

The cursor will disappear from

the graphics screen, and then

you can begin searching for a

character or symbol by pushing

the joystick forward and back

ward. Graphics characters will

scroll by rapidly to the right of

the equals sign in CHAR= .

When you find a character you

want to use, release the pressure

on the joystick and press the fire-

button. The cursor will reappear

on the graphics screen with the

newly chosen character under it.

Each character can appear in

any of the 16 Commodore

colors, blue being the default.

Press F6 to select a different

color, and again the cursor will

disappear. However, this time

pressing the joystick forward and

backward will make the charac

ter to the right of the equals sign

change color. Once you find a

color you like, press the fire-but

ton to return to the graphics

screen. From then on, that char

acter will always appear in the

newly chosen color.

BUILDING A SCREEN

Now that you've selected a

character and its color, you can

begin experimenting with the

graphics screen. Move the joy

stick to place the cursor at what

ever point you choose on the

screen; then press the fire-button

to place the character you're

working with at that point in its

appropriate color. You'll notice

that the character replaces any

thing that's already at that loca

tion. Once you've finished with

that character, press F5 to

search for a new character and

repeat the process.

In this manner, you can con

struct a full screen of back

ground graphics in little time, tf

you're using the built-in Com

modore graphics, you'll probably

need a while to determine which

characters work best for your

needs. However, if you're using

redefined characters, you'll al

ready have a good idea which

ones you want to use.
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Runterm Plus includes auto

matic file-transfer routines and mo

dem game features, as well as the

standard ASCII and full-duplex ca

pability that you'll need to call the

national networks. You will be able

to upload and download program

files with this terminal.

From the opening screen, press

CMD-M to display the menu of

features available.

You should also be aware that

if you press the home key, a

CTRL-S (pause) is sent to the

other computer. If you hit this key

accidentally, then you should

send a CTRL-Q (press the cur

sor-down key) to resume trans

mission. Pressing the run/stop

key will send a CTRL-C, which

is used as a cancel code on

many systems.

CONTROL CODES

National services and some lo

cal bulletin boards require that

you enter a log-on code, which

tells the host computer that you

are ready to go. CompuServe, for

example, waits for a Control-C

(ASCII 3) or a Return. If you are

calling Delphi via Tymnet, you'll

be asked to enter your terminal

identifier (you type A).

In addition to the log-on code,

you will need to send and receive

other special control codes. The

most common codes are com

posed of the first 27 characters in

the ASCII character set—Control-A

through Control-Z and Escape.

To generate these codes with

Runterm Plus, hold down the

CTRL key and press the appro

priate key. CTRL-A sends a bi

nary 1, CTRL-T (or the delete

key) sends a binary 20, and so

on. To send the escape char

acter, hold down the CTRL and

press the colon key. (ESC is

often used on CompuServe.)

OTHER SPECIAL KEYS

In the process of communi

cating with another computer,

you will need to perform several

auxiliary operations, such as

checking the disk directory, cap

turing data in a buffer and saving

it to disk, or preparing to receive

a file. These operations are per

formed using local commands,

generated via a combination t of

the Commodore logo key and

letter keys.

For example, you can read the

disk directory by holding down

the Commodore logo key and

pressing the D key. As it does

for all local commands, Runterm

Plus sends a CTRL-S (ASCII 19)

to the other computer; this puts

it on hold, so incoming data

won't get mixed into the directory

contents. The program then re

trieves the disk directory and dis

plays it to the screen.

When the last byte of the di

rectory is displayed, Runterm

Plus sends the other computer a
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RUN's Great

Communicator

Runterm Plus

By Robert Sims

RUN It Right

C-64;C-I28(m 064 mode); modem

Runterm Plus is a full-featured

terminal program that now has

auto-dialing capabilities. There

are two boot programs that will

now automatically dial your

modem and load and run Run

term Plus.

These boot programs are writ

ten for the Commodore 1650 and

compatible modems as well as for

the 1670. When you run either

one, you'll be prompted to type in

the telephone number of the on

line service you wish to access.

These auto-dialer programs have

been tested successfully with

Uninet and Telenet, but they do

not work with Tymnet.

Once you've made a connec

tion, Runterm Plus will automati

cally load and run. Be sure you

have a copy of Runterm Plus on

the same disk on which you

have the auto-dial programs.

When you get into Runterm

Plus, select from the main menu

whichever service you need.

The instructions in this article tell

you how the terminal program

works.
Runterm Plus will communi

cate with any computer that uses

either standard ASCII or Com

modore ASCII data format. The

program can transfer files by

capture buffer, as well as by au

tomatic protocols, which ensure

error-free transmission. It also has

one feature that lets you view

high-resolution graphics and an

other that lets you play games

through your modem.

This program is set up to work

with the VlC-Modem, the 1650

Auto-Modem and other modems

that are compatible with these.
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Should you make a mistake and

need to erase something, there

are three ways to do it. The most

extreme is by pressing F7, which

erases everything on the graphics

screen. This key is most handy
when you're first constructing a

background, for each new screen

is full of random data.
The second way to erase is to

scroll through the entire charac

ter set until you find a space

character, but this is a time-con

suming task. The third way is to

press the space bar, which will

load a space character (screen

code 32) into the working-char

acter register. Since the charac

ter you're working with replaces

whatever you place it on, a

space character effectively

erases what's under it. Pressing

the space bar doesn't make the

cursor disappear, so the effect is

immediate.
While you're constructing your

screens, you may feel that the

cursor is moving too fast to po

sition characters precisely. A fast

cursor is great when you want

to lay down a lot of identical

characters, but clumsy when

working with detail. Press F4 to

control the speed of the graphics

cursor.

The cursor will then disappear

from the screen, again cueing

you to glance down at the infor

mation screen. A prompt will ap

pear below the function-key

definitions, asking for an input

between 0 and 6, with 0 being

the fastest cursor speed and 6

the slowest. Once you make a

selection, the cursor will reap

pear on the graphics screen.

Sooner or later you'll finish

constructing your screen. Then

you can decide to save your

work and exit or to construct an

other screen. On the command

line, find the word SCREEN = ,

followed by a number ranging

from 1 to 6. This is the screen

number you're currently working

on. Press F2 to select another

number.
This time, the graphics cursor

will jump from the graphics

screen down to the number (or

space) following the equals sign.

Press the joystick forward to

cycle through all the screen

choices. When you've found the

one you want, press the joystick

button and that screen will be

displayed on the monitor.

If you've worked on that par

ticular screen before, then all the

construction you did will still be

there. If it's a new screen, it'll be

filled with random data you need

to clear by pressing F7.
Anyone who has tried to pro

gram games or applications

where screen addresses (either

color or screen RAM) are used,

knows the tedious methods used

to calculate screen positions. As

an aid to your own program

ming, Construction Set makes

these calculations automatically.
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The last two labels on the com

mand line, CRAM and S.RAM,

stand for color RAM and screen

RAM, respectively. Each time

you move the cursor, these two

labels are updated to reflect the

precise screen addresses you're

working at.

SCROLLING AND

COLOR OPTIONS

One of the more powerful op

tions available is a rapid scroll

from one screen to another. This

background scrolling is funda

mental to many arcade games

today. Press F3 to enter the

Scroll mode. After the cursor dis

appears,' move the joystick either

left or right to scroll the entire

graphics screen left or right. This

mode includes a "wrap" feature

so you can scroll continuously.

Since this Scroll mode is avail

able to you in your own pro

grams, the scroll function in the

Editor mode is just a way to let

you preview the effect.

The default colors for the

screen and border are black and

red, respectively. These can be

changed by pressing the S key

for screen color or the B key for

border color. If you're using mul

ticolor character graphics, you

can toggle between standard hi

res and multicolor by pressing

the M key. In Multicolor mode,

the 1 and 2 keys control color

values for background colors 1

and 2.

Construction Set uses colors

0-7 in Hi-Res mode and colors

8-15 in Multicolor mode. Each

character appears only in the

color you last chose for it.

SAVING SCREENS

There are two ways to save

your work using the editor. With

the F1 key you can periodically

save your screens and character

data to disk while you're working

on them (handy in case of a sud

den power outage). No input is

needed from you—the save be

gins automatically after you press

F1. Once the save is complete,

you're free to work on your cre

ation again.

If you want to save your work

and then exit, press the X key.

This save process is exactly the

same as if you'd pressed the F1

key, except once the save is

complete, the program performs

a system cold-start, resetting the

computer and leaving you with

the familiar Commodore start-up

message. This does not erase

Construction Set from memory,

however, and you can re-enter

the program by typing SYS

49152 and hitting the return key.

If, on the other hand, you have

a Basic program in memory

while using Construction Set, the

Save and Exit option will erase

it from memory. You can get

around this by saving your work

with F1, then pressing the run/

stop-restore combination when
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D C128 CHAR SET
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F REMINDER 128

G GRADEBOOK 128
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C RS64
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W RP] MAIL LIST

X ML] MAIL LIST

Y DF] INVENTORY

Z

Menu's loading instruction, as

described in the 1541 user's

guide. Pattern matching simply

means that the drive will load the

first program that has a name

matching the letters in the Load

instruction. In this program, the

first 12 letters of program names

are used. As it's unlikely that a

disk will have two programs with

the same name, this pattern-

matching format should not pose

a problem.

Save Auto Menu on each of

your disks. When you want to

use it, load and run it. The au

tomated operation sure beats

typing in loading commands! \E
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Auto Menu

By Joe W. Rocke

RUN It Right

064; 0128 (in 064 mode)

Auto Menu is a disk-based util

ity that takes the hassle out of

loading a program. The Load

and Run commands become a

rrfenu-driven operation. With a

single keystroke, you select the

program to be loaded. Your

C-64 then takes over, automati

cally loading and running the se

lection. Even the most inexperi

enced newcomer can load a

program.

The C-64 wedge and similar

utilities provide shortcuts in typ

ing the Load command. How

ever, it's still up to you to

remember and correctly type the

program name. Everyone who

uses a disk system has been

confronted with a File Not Found

message because of a typing er

ror. Most of us have to load and

read the disk directory unless a

crib sheet of program names is

handy.

SIMPLIFIED OPERATION

Auto Menu lists the disk direc

tory in menu format. The disk

directory is read automatically

and listed in double-column lorm,

which prevents all but the long

est listing from scrolling off the

screen.

Each filename is preceded by

a letter that is assigned by Auto

Menu. The letter serves as an

identifier for program selection,

and filenames are listed in the

order the programs are stored

on the disk. To load a program,

press its filename's correspond

ing letter. This will also clear the

screen and display a loading

message. A typical message dis

play is as follows:

LOAD "PROGRAM NAM"",8.1

SEARCHING FOR PROGRAM NAM"

LOADING

No further keyboard input is

necessary after the initial menu

selection. The loading operation

takes place automatically, and,

upon its completion, the com

puter automatically initiates a

Run command. Finally, the menu

program is removed from mem

ory with a New command.

To facilitate the auto-run op

eration, the asterisk (*) pattern-

matching format is used in Auto
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Command Function

0 Load BCS files

1 Call screen #1

2 Call screen #2

3 Call screen #3

4 Call screen #4

5 Call screen #5

6 Call screen #6

7 Read joystick #2

8 Scroll right

9 Scroll left

10 Clear graphics

screen

Table 1. Commands for control

ling Construction Set from

Basic programs.

the save is complete. In any

case, make sure the main Con

struction Set program is on the

same disk you're saving to if

you're using that disk for con

structing screens.

PUTTING IT TOGETHER

Eventually you'll have con

structed your backgrounds and

will want to incorporate them into

your programs. This is where the

ease of using Construction Set

shines through, as there are no

special formulas, language ex-

tentions or overlays to remem

ber. You control Construction

Set's functions from a Basic pro

gram by Poking location 820

with a command number, then

going to location 52800 with a

SYS command. The command

numbers and their functions ap

pear in Table 1.

For these commands to work,

the first couple of lines in your

program must contain the follow

ing code (line numbers optional,

of course):

10 IF X = 0 THEN X=1:LOAD

"CONSTRUCTION SET",8,1: REM

LOAD IN MAIN CONSTRUCTION

SET PROGRAM

20 POKE 820,0: SYS 52800: REM

LOAD IN CONSTRUCTION SET

FILES FROM DISK

These lines load in the main

program and your saved screen

files. The Construction Set pro

gram and the files must be pres

ent on the same disk as your

own program, or a File Not

Found error will occur.

TRYING IT OUT

Now for some examples of us

ing Construction Set from Basic

programs. The following one-line

program will print all of your

backgrounds to the screen:

100 FOR T=1 TO 6 POKE 820.T: SYS

52800: NEXT

Use command 7 (Table 1) to

read joystick 2, then Peek loca

tion 820 to see what the joystick

value is. Table 2 lists the five

possible values.
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0

1

2

3

4

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

Joystick

not moved

up

down

right

left

Table 2. Joystick values

returned by command 7.

(See Table 1.)

You can also Peek location

821 to see the status of the fire-

button. If the value in 821 is 0,

then the button is not down; if

the value is 1, then the button is

down. Try running the follow

ing program with the fire-button

held down:

100 POKE 820, 7: REM READ

JOYSTICK

Wo SYS 52800
120 JOY = PEEK(820):REM JOY VAL

130 FIRE = PEEK{821):REM FIRE

STATUS

140 IF JOY=1 THEN GOTO 1000:

REM BRANCH IF JOYSTICK

GOING UP

150 :

1OO0 IF FIRE-0 THEN 100: REM IF

BUTTON NOT DOWN THEN

RETURN

To use the scroll feature,

choose command 8 or 9, de

pending on the direction you

wish to scroll. Each time this fea

ture is accessed, the entire

graphics screen scrolls one col

umn left or right. To move from

one screen to another, the scroll

feature must by accessed by the

SYS command 40 times: to scroll

Iwo screens, say from screen 1

to screen 3, it must be accessed

80 times. Try the following short

routine, which scrolls left from

screen 6 to screen 3:

100 POKE 820,9;REM WE ARE

SCROLLING LEFT

110 FOR J=1 TO 120: SYS

52800:NEXT :REM SCROLL 120

COLUMNS-3 SCREENS

Command 10 in Table 1 clears

the graphics screen, while leav

ing untouched the lower portion

of the screen. This area, which

was the inlormation screen in the

Editor mode, is for your own use

while in Program mode. It's a

good place to keep scoring in

formation, help menus or any

thing else your program requires.

HINTS AND TIPS

As I mentioned, Construction

Set will print a character only in

the last color assigned to it.

If, after constructing several

screens, you find that a certain

character color is not working

out, don't select a different color

and redo all the screens by

hand. Just choose a different

color for the current offending

character. Then, the next time a

screen is recalled, that character

will appear in the last color you

chose for it.
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ORADEBOOK—QR*

STUDENT NAME

1 ABBOTT. LOUIS

2 ADAMS, BETTY

3 ALBERTSON, EDWARD

4 APPLEBEE, ELLEN

fi BAKER. DARLENE

6 BJORNSEN, HAROLD

7 BLAKEMAN, KEN

8 BOYD, DENNIS

9 CANTERBERRY, FRED

10 CLEAVER, THEODORE

AUGUST 8, 1986

73.6

72.3 I

71.7 C 56 381

80.G A- 100 68

49 59 1

79 79 69 79:

59 29 63 60 j

38 96 59 25

60 86 98 59

49 49 79 49

EM 66 89 58

77 85 79 78

98 100 88 98

66 59 48 48 SB 93 68 68

79.3 C+ 26 76

79.6 C+ 93 29

79.4 C+ 96 46

7B.3 C+ 56 98;

49 94 99 49

92 94 67 68

89 68 67 95

96 49 59 68

06 99 67 96

66 98 69 66

22 97 81 72

37 66 95 94

letter grade, and ten grade col

umns. You'll then be prompted

to select the grade columns you

want printed.

Enter column number(s) in the

same manner you would select

Basic program lines to be

listed—for example, 5, 1-, 8-16

and -25 are all legal entries. Only

ten columns can be printed at a

time, since no more will fit on stan

dard eight-inch-wide paper.

Gradebook 128 also allows

you to choose between printing

from memory or disk. If you elect

to print from memory, the file cur

rently resident in memory is

printed. If you elect to print from

disk, you're prompted to enter

the filenames of those files to be

printed. After you've done this,

Gradebook 128 will load each

file in turn and print out the

grades or rolls—go have a coffee

break.

I hope you enjoy using Grade

book 128. I'm sure you'll find

that it saves you a lot of time in

handling your class records. IH
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average grade, with highest

grades first.
It is possible to sort alphabet

ically, but beginning with a char

acter other than the first in the

name field. For instance, I often

enter a student's name as a four-

digit student-registration code,

followed by the last name, then

the first name. Thus, I can sort

according to student code by en

tering a 1 to define the sort field;

or I can sort the names alpha

betically by entering a 5 to define

the sort field.
Menu option A allows you to

average grades using a straight

average, a weighted average or

an average with the lowest grade

dropped. You may also elect to

include or ignore any zero grades.

If you select a weighted average,

you'll be prompted to enter the

weight for each grade column.

These weights will be proportion

ately adjusted in the case of zero

grades if you've chosen to ig

nore them.

If you choose menu option M,

you will first be asked whether

you wish to modify or delete a

grade column. If you choose the

latter, you'll be prompted for the

number(s) of the column(s) you

wish to delete. You enter these

numbers in the same way you

enter line numbers to list a Basic

program. For example, entering

4-7 deletes these columns, and

column 8, if there is one, be

comes column 4, and so on.

If you want to modify a grade

column, you'll be asked which one

and the type of modification. You

can modify any grade column by
adding, subtracting, multiplying

or dividing by a constant. Once

you've selected one of these math

ematical modifications, you're

prompted to determine its use.

You may choose to put the re

sults in a new grade column, re

place an existing column or add

the results of the modification to

an existing column.

This function allows you to en

ter raw scores and then use the

Modify option to calculate the ad

justed grade according to your

formula. (Gradebook 128 limits

grade values to the range be

tween -99 and 999.)
The grade-distribution function

(menu option D) allows you to

calculate the mean and standard

deviation of any grade column

and to display a bar graph of
the distribution. For the bar

graph, you must enter the grade

column, the grade interval and

the top grade.
Menu option P allows you to

print either grades or class rolls.

If you elect to print rolls, Grade-

book 128 will print the names

from your file followed by 12
blank grade columns. You may

use these rolls for recording at

tendance, and so on. If you se

lect to print grades, the program

will print the students' names fol
lowed by the average grade,
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Although Construction Set sup

ports Multicolor mode in the ed
itor, within your programs you

must switch this in yourself. This

can be done by using POKE
53270,PEEK(53270)ORT6. Back

ground colors 1 and 2 must also
be set, using decimal locations

53282 and 53283, respectively.

If you plan to create several

disk files with different back
grounds on each file, then those

files must be kept on a separate

disk. The reason is that the pro

gram always overwrites the old

screen-file information with new

file information. The names of the

files created are .MAPS, .DATA

and .COLS.

Whether or not you use a re

defined character set, the pro

gram transfers the Commodore

graphics set to location

12288-14300 decimal. If your

Basic program is very large, you

may have to protect this area.

For machine language pro

grammers, Construction Set oc

cupies memory from $C000 to

$CECB, so DOS support can't

be used while it is in memory.

Also, Basic ROM must not be
switched out in favor of a RAM
configuration. The data for

screen and color is stored un

derneath the ROM, and Basic is
switched in and out as the infor

mation there is needed. Con

struction Set also uses many

ROM routines.

Well, good luck with the pro

gram; and have fun! Dal
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Disk Backup

By C. J. Mohler

RUN It Right

064; pne or two disk drives

Backup is an easy-to-use pro

gram that copies unprotected

disks with either one or two disk

drives. It's particularly good for

copying data disks, because it

doesn't override the verification

the disk operating system per

forms to assure correct reads

and writes. Most fast-copy pro

grams get some of their extra

speed by rewriting the disk op

erating system to skip this

safeguard. As an additional pro

tection for your disks, Backup re

quires different ID numbers for

the disk and its copy, so you

can't ruin the copy by mixing

them up.

As a machine language pro

gram, Backup is slightly faster

than a Basic program, and its

much larger buffer holds more

than a fourth of a disk on each

pass. Thus, you can copy a disk

in no more than four passes. A

chime sounds when it's time to

change disks, so you can do

other things while the program is

running.

If you have two drives, Backup

copies an entire disk without

stopping. In fact, I often use it

instead of my fast-copy program,

because I don't have to sit and

change disks while it runs, and

I don't have to unplug my

printer.

Backup uses Commodore disk

commands exclusively. I tested it

on 1541 drives, but it should work

with any drive that recognizes

these commands. Attach one

drive to the serial port as device 8.

A second drive may have a device

number from 9 to 11.

USING THE PROGRAM

If you've been working on the

computer, turn it off and on

again to clear the memory. Then

keep the memory empty, be

cause Backup uses it all and will

wipe out anything that's already

there. Also, make sure there's no

cartridge in the cartridge port,

and, as always, don't plug in or

unplug a cartridge while the

computer is turned on.
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maining memory is allocated to

grade columns.

After you determine the file

name and size, you are prompted

to enter each student's name in

a last name-first name format,

separated by a comma. When

you've entered all the names,

press the F7 key.

After you create a new file, it

is displayed below the main

menu in 15 rows, with seven

grade columns. Each student is

assigned a number according to

his or her order in the file. You

may scroll the display up or

down using the cursor keys.

When you have entered more

than seven grade columns, you

may scroll through them horizon

tally. Holding down the cursor

key causes a fast scroll.

Also, you may use menu option

G to go to a particular row or grade

column in a large file. Press G,

then enter R and a row number,

or C and a column number, and

press the return key.

When entering a student's

grade with menu option E, you

may enter it as a number or a

letter. If you enter a letter grade,

the program will assign to that

student the numerical equivalent.

You may change the values of

the numerical equivalents for

each letter grade by using the

letter grade Values function. The

same function allows you to as

sign letter grades based on the

numerical values you have en

tered and each student's aver

age grade.

Each student is assigned the

highest letter grade consistent

with his or her numerical aver

age, (If a student has a zero av

erage, he or she will not be

assigned a letter grade, and if a

particular letter grade is given a

value of zero, that letter grade

will not be assigned to any stu

dent.) These letter grades will be

displayed and printed out with

the student's numerical average.

After you've entered the stu

dents' names and grades, you

may correct or edit a name or

grade by selecting menu option

C. Menu options + and - let

you add or delete a student rec

ord. (If you want to add more

than five records, you must save

the file to disk after adding the

first five; then reload it, add the

next five, and so on. This is be

cause the memory space allo

cated to student records allows

for only five more than the num

ber you entered when Ihe file

was first loaded or created.)

The R (reorder) menu optidn

allows you to sort your files in

several ways. When you enter R,

the screen prompts you to enter

either a number from 1-20 or

the letter G. Entering the default

value of 1 will alphabetize the file,

beginning with the first letter in

each name field. This is the sort

most often used. Entering G

causes the file to be sorted by
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grades based on numerical av

erage for each student.

After you load and run Grade-

book 128, the program asks you

to select one of four printer op

tions: Commodore 1525; Epson/

Graftrax; Smith Corona TP1; or

Other. If you have a Commodore

or Epson-compatible printer,

choose one of the first two options.

For all other printers, the last option

generally gives the best results.

(Some printers, such as the TP1,

do not have the full set of 95 ASCII

characters; the TP1 selection is for

these printers.)

Next, the program asks you for

a secondary address. Some

printer interfaces, such as Cardco,

require secondary addresses; if

this is the case with your printer,

enter the required address. Oth

erwise, press the return key

to default to a zero secondary

address.

Finally, the program asks if you

are using continuous form-feed

paper. Answer y or n. If you select

n, the program will pause output

before each page to allow you to

position the paper, and will pro

vide for a one-inch margin at the

top of each page.

Once the printer selection is

complete, the main menu is dis

played at the top of the screen.

MENU OPTIONS

EXPLAINED

To select any of the menu's

15 options, press the indicated

key. You'll then be provided with

prompts that correspond to that

function. To scroll through your

students1 names and grades,

use the cursor keys. The F7 key

is the stop-and-return-to-menu

key. Pressing F7 whenever you

are prompted for input will return

the program to the main menu.

If you select menu option N to

start a new file, you'll be asked

for a filename and size. For size,

enter a number between 20 and

250. This number does not have

to be exact, but should be large

enough to allow for all the stu

dents whose records you expect

to enter into the new file.
Gradebook 128 is designed to

use all the available memory for

your file, and the number of

grade columns available de

pends on the number of student

records in the file. For files with

fewer than 60 students, the max

imum number of grade columns

is 99. For larger files, the number

of grade columns is less; with

250 students, you wilt have only

25 grade columns available.

When you save a file to disk,

in addition to the names and

grades, Gradebook 128 also

saves the actual number of stu

dents and grade columns used,

along with the numerical values

for letter grades you have se

lected. Each time you load a file

from disk, Gradebook 128 re

allocates memory so that space

is allowed for the number of stu

dents in the file plus 5; the re-
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Now load Backup by typing in

LOAD "BACKUP",8 and run it.

To stop the program before it's

finished, press the run/stop key

or, if the screen is blank, the run/

stop-restore combination. If you

stop the program before copying

is complete, your original disk will

be fine, but the copy will be

unusable.
Put the disk you want to copy

in drive 8 and select the device

number of the drive you'll use

for the new disk. If you have only

one drive, the number will be 8.

Press the space bar until the

large cursor rests on your

choice, then press the return

key. If you reach the end of the

list without making a selection,

press the space bar to send the

cursor back to the first choice.
Next you have to choose be

tween active and total backup.

Most of the time you'll want ac

tive, which copies only those

blocks that the disk BAM indi

cates are being used. The total-

backup option copies every

block, whether or not it's in use.

You'd need this mode for copy

ing a data disk from a program

that doesn't mark its file blocks,

or if you planned to use the copy

to try restoring a scratched file.

The program instructions will tell

you, as a reminder, that you

can't put anything but the file on

the disk.

Type in a name, up to 16 char

acters long, for the new disk. If

you try to enter more than 16

characters, the computer will

stop accepting them and you'll

have to use the delete key to

make room for changes. The

special input routine screens out

the cursor keys and most of the

graphics characters. It also re

fuses to accept the quote mark,

which wreaks havoc in a file

name. Press the return key when

you're satisfied with the name.

Then, on the same line as the

disk name, type in a two-char

acter disk ID that's different from

the ID of the disk you're copying.

The same characters that are un

usable in the disk name are un

usable here. When you're happy

with the ID, press the return key.

Next, place a blank disk in the

drive you picked when you

started running the program.

Make sure it's a blank one, be

cause if it isn't, all the data on it

will be erased. When the disk is

ready, press the return key to

start formatting. When the job is

done, chimes will sound.
Then insert the disk you want

to copy in drive 8 and press the

return key. The name and ID of

the disk will appear on the

screen. If this is, indeed, the disk

you want to copy, press any key

but N. If you got your disks

mixed up, press N to try another

one. This time you don't have to

press the return key after enter

ing your choice.

The program now knows the ID
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number of both disks, and it won't

let you mix them up. If the ID of

the disk you insert doesn't match

the one the program is looking for,

it'll prompt you again.

Now the screen clears and

copying begins. The screen

color will change every eight

blocks to let you know the pro

gram is working properly. If

you're using two drives, the

screen display won't return until

the copying is done.

If you're using one drive, the

display will return and chimes

sound when it's time to change

disks. Change them and press

the return key to continue,

When the entire disk has been

copied, you'll be instructed to re

move it from the drive. However,

first check the screen messages

to be sure the program didn't

stop because of a disk error. If

it did, your copy will be unusable

and you'll have to start over. The

words BACKUP FINISHED indi

cate that the copy is good. Fi

nally, run Backup again to copy

another disk, or press any key

to leave the program. 0
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Gradebook 128

By Frederick Goddard

RUN It Right

C-128 (in 80-ahmn mode)

Gradebook 128 is a class

room-records management pro

gram for teachers that makes

extensive use of screen windows

for menus, help messages and

prompts. As a result, you needn't

refer to a user's guide, nor know

much about computers.

This program probably has

more features and is more user

friendly than any other similar

program available. It is written for

the C-128's 80-column mode, but

you don't need an RGBI monitor;

any monochrome monitor will do.

Gradebook 128 allows you to

enter up to 250 student records

per file and up to 99 grade col

umns per student record. Once

entered, the files may be saved

to or retrieved from disk. Other

features let you:

• Print out your grade files, class

rolls or analysis of grade distri

bution on any letter-quality or

dot-matrix printer.

• Correct or edit a student record.

• Add or delete records.

• Sort files by name or grade

average.

• Enter new grades by number

or letter.

• Average grades using a

straight or weighted average,

with the option of including or

ignoring zero grades.

• Modify a grade column by

adding, subtracting, multiplying

or dividing by. a constant. Ydu
may use the results of the mod

ification to create a new grade

column, to replace an existing

column or to add the results to

an existing column.

• Delete one or more of the

grade columns.

• Perform an analysis of grade

distribution and get a screen dis

play showing the mean, the stan

dard deviation and a bar graph

of the distribution. This analysis

may also be printed (including

the bar graph) as a hard copy

on any printer.

• Change numerical values of

letter grades and assign letter
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gram retrieves only those events

that are upcoming within the spec

ified number of days.

Next, type in a message of up

to 56 characters (with no com

mas or colons). Messages can

be either one-time reminders that

are automatically deleted once

the date has passed, or annual

reminders, for birthdays and

such, that are automatically up

dated for the next year and writ

ten back onto the disk. To

designate a reminder as annual,

all you have to do is begin the

message with an asterisk.

Once you've typed several re

minders into your file, you can

check to see if they're really

there with the View option on the

main menu. This displays all the

reminders in your file along with

their record numbers. It's a good

idea to keep your reminder file

on a backup disk.

OTHER OPTIONS

If you decide to eliminate a

reminder, do it with the Delete

option. Once you've typed in the

record number to tell the pro

gram which reminder to erase,

that reminder will appear on the

command/menu line at the top

of the screen. To proceed with

the deletion, press the return

key. However, if you have sec

ond thoughts you can abort the

operation by pressing the es

cape key. To use file space ef

ficiently, record numbers that

have been freed by the delete

process are the first ones filled

when you add more reminders.

The Sort option arranges all

the reminders in REMFILE in as

cending chronological order. Al

though the program can (ind the

reminders for any given day re

gardless of their order in the file,

I find it reassuring to see them

printed out in chronological or

der. If you don't care, you can

forget about the Sort option.

If you want a hard copy of

your reminders, select Print from

the menu. A small pull-down

menu will appear, offering the

choice of "Today's," for a print

out of today's reminders only, or

"All" for a listing of your com

plete reminder file. To move the

highlight from one selection to

the other, use the up-and-down

cursor key, and then press the

return key to begin printing.

When you're done using Re

minder 128, leave the program

by selecting Exit from the menu

and answering Y to the prompt,

"Leave Program, Are You

Sure?" If, at the last instant, you

remember an upcoming appoint

ment you forgot to add, enter an

N to return to the menu. (B
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Datafile 3.6

By Mike Konshak

RUN It Right

C-64; disk drive; printer

Datafile 3.6 is the newest ver

sion of the Datafile database-

management system for the

C-64—a memory-based system

that uses sequential files. With

Datafile, you can create your

own database, choosing the

number and length of fields, as

well as their titles. After you've

created a record file and entered

your data, the program will

search, sort, delete, modify and

print the records.

Datafile's accessory program

DFCALC will mathematically ma

nipulate your file as it produces re

ports, and its other accessory

program, DFPRINT, will create

mailing labels and reports accord

ing to your customized formats.

As you work with Datafile,

keep in mind that it will accept

only non-shifted characters when

you're inputting data, and that

commas, colons, semi-colons

and quotation marks are not

allowed.

If you're adding a large num

ber of records to a file at one

sitting, be sure to save the file
often, just in case the power

goes out unexpectedly.

DATAFILE INSTRUCTIONS

It's a good idea to experiment

with a small database file at first,

to get to know the program's

capabilities. You can load Data-

file into memory from MENU 64,

or, from Basic, type LOAD

"DATAFILE",8 <return>. When

the drive stops, type RUN and

press the return key. The screen

will display the main menu:

CREATE NEW FILE

QUIT PROGRAM

ADD RECORD TO CURRENT RLE

MODIFY RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

DELETE RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

VIEW OR EDIT FILE

SORT RECORDS BY FIELD

PRINT RECORDS USING DFPRINT/

DFCALC

READ (LOAD) OLD FILE FROM DISK

WRITE (SAVE) CURRENT FILE

TO DISK

@ DISK DRIVE COMMANDS

$ 4 DIRECTORY
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Choose the menu options by

pressing the key for the first letter

of the option. If your program

ever crashes or locks up be

cause of a disk drive or printer

error, just type GO 68 < return >

to get back to the main menu

without losing any record data.

CREATING A NEW

RECORD FILE

Now you need to create a da-

tafile, so enter C for the create

option. When you create a rec

ord file, you're defining the struc

ture to which all its records must

conform, so evaluate carefully

the needs of your application. It's

rather difficult to change your

mind later, although it's possible

by using Datafile utility programs.

(See RUN, November 1985, for

the DFRESTRUCTURE utility.)

The rules for creating record file

structures are as follows:

1. It's advisable to have no more

than 15 fields.

2. As indicated above, field titles

cannot contain quotation marks,

commas, colons or semicolons.

3. Field length, including the field

title, cannot exceed 80 characters.

Now let's create a sample rec

ord file for keeping track of club

members. The file MEMBERS

will have the following structure:

FIELD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TITLE

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

STREET

CITY ST

ZIP

PHONE

DATE JOINED

LENGTH

15

15

30

22

7

12

8

Enter this information and then

watch for the display that tells

you how many records the struc

ture can hold. If the structure is

a good size and otherwise sat

isfactory, press A to accept it.

We'll assume this sample struc

ture is all right. You now have a

current file in memory.

MODIFYING RECORDS

Now, type about ten records

into your file for some data to

experiment with. When you press

M, for modify, on the main menu,

Datafile will ask which records

you want to change. If you want

to change just one and you know

its number, type the number and

press return. If you don't know

the number or you want to

change a number of records,

press A to view all the records

in the file, one at a time.

The current data in each field

in each record will be displayed

in turn. If you want to leave the

field as is, press return. If you

want to erase its data, press the

> key. {The > will stay within

that record until the file has been

saved and reloaded.) You can
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Reminder 128

By Bob Guerra and Jim Richards

RUN It Right

G12S (in 80-eolumn mode); disk drive

If you have a lot of important

dates to remember, you know

how useful a desk calendar or

pocket date book can be. Re

minder 128 is an electronic desk

calendar that improves on the

pencil-and-paper versions. It

eliminates thumbing through

pages by letting you store up to

100 dates and then search for

upcoming events by typing in the

current date.

The first time you boot Re

minder 128 and type in the

current date, the program auto

matically creates a relative file

called REMFILE for storing your

reminders. Once this has been

done, you can press any key to

access the main screen and

search the file. Since the file will

be new at this point, the

program will say you have no

messages. A menu above the

message area will display your

options: Add, Delete, View, Sort,

Print and Exit.

To make a selection, use the

left and right cursor keys to move

the highlight onto the option you

want and press the return key.

The highlight even wraps around

from one side to the other.

ADDING REMINDERS

The first thing you'll want to do

is add some reminders to the file.

Select Add from the menu and

enter the event date at the

prompt. To help prevent typing

in invalid information, the pro

gram accepts at this point only

numeric input and real dates. For

example, you can't list the date

of someone's birthday as 11/31'/

86, since November has only 30

days; or if you try to schedule

an appointment for February 29,

1987, the program will remind

you that February has only 28

days in 1987. Try making it 1988

(a leap year), however, and it'll

work fine.

After you type in the event date,

you must specify the number of

days in advance that you want to

be alerted to the event. Each time

you use Reminder 128, the pro-
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mode. Within that mode, 1 spec

ifies the first print set, 2 specifies

the second set, and so on, up

to the maximum number of sets

your computer can have (six for

the C-64, nine for'the C-128).

For example, say you chose

print set 3 and the next character

to be printed is an a. The letter

a is the second character in the

standard Commodore character

set (see the C-64 Programmer's

Reference Guide, page 376, for

a listing of the character set), so

RUN Script will go to set 3, take

the second character of that set,

and print it using dot-addressed

graphics.

Only six print sets are available

in the C-64 version of RUN Script

2.40, but you can still press the

7, 8 or 9 key after the F3 key.

If you press 7 or 8, RUN Script

will use the non-reversed char

acters of the character set as a

print set; if you press 9, it'll print

the reversed characters.

Print sets and the character set

are loaded into memory by the

boot program, which also loads

the RUN Script machine lan

guage program and initializes the

RUN Script system.

You also can print graphics

with the Special Graphics mode.

It's activated by the F1 key, then

g, then answering y at the

prompt "enable special graphics

(y/n) ?". You disable the Special

Graphics mode by answering n.

When the Special Graphics

mode is functioning, the busi

ness-graphics characters of the

character set, which are ac

cessed by simultaneously press

ing the Commodore logo key

and any other key, will be printed

using the printer's Dot Graphics

mode. This occurs only when

normal Text mode is selected. All

other characters will be printed

as normal text characters.

Since RUN Script's character

set is used to display text on the

screen, this mode has the ad

vantage that characters will ap

pear on the screen exactly as

they will be printed. Of course,

to get characters other than the

Commodore business-graphics

characters, you have to alter the

relevant characters with the .dg
command or with a character-

editor program.

Printing RUN Script graphics

requires an MPS-803, 1515,

1525, MPS-1000 in Commodore

mode, or other compatible

printer. RUN Script 2.40 is de

signed to be used with these

printers. However, a 1526 or

MPS-802 printer won't work with

RUN Script graphics.

If you have a non-Commodore

printer that's not compatible with

the MPS-803, you'll have to cus

tomize RUN Script 2.40 to the

printer with the various customi

zation commands available. (See

the F1,q command, above.)

For more information about the

Graphics mode, see the .gc, .gb,

.ge and .dg dot commands I

mentioned earlier. El
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also copy a field's data by press

ing the = key. At the end of
each record, press N to advance

to the next record or E to exit.

Unless you know the record

number or have changes to

make on every record, it's more

convenient to use the alternative

method of modifying records

available through the view-or-edit

option on the main menu.

DELETING RECORDS

When you press D for deleting

records, you once again have to

designate a record or press A to

go through the whole file. If you

can't remember the record num

ber, go to the view-or-edit option

on the main menu and delete

the record from there.

Before Datafile will delete a

record, it displays the record's

entire contents on the screen. If

you're sure you want to delete

it, press shift/D.

As the deletion occurs, the

count of records in the file de

creases and all the records after

the deleted one are renumbered

accordingly. To put all your rec

ords back into order, you have

to use the sort option in the main

menu. Remember to save your

revised file to disk.

VIEW OR EDIT FILE

This option offers the most flex

ibility for viewing, scanning and

editing the current file. As each

record is displayed, you'll be
given the following eight choices:

NEXT

MODIFY

LAST

DELETE

JUMP

PRINT

FIND

EXIT

Next makes the screen step to

the next record, Last steps it
backward to the previous record

and Jump takes it directly to a

particular record number, in

stead of stepping one by one.

Print sends the record currently

on the screen to your printer.

Find lets you locate records

having common data within a

certain field. Then you can mod

ify or delete each record. When

you're using Find, the screen dis

plays a list of the field names in

your current datafile and asks

you to enter the number of the

one you wish to search. The field

name is then displayed and you

must enter the common item.

Type in the string of text you're

looking for and press 'return.
For example, if you choose a

first-name field, you might enter

the string JIM. The computer

would search out all the records

that begin with JIM in the first-

name field. Not only would JIM

come up, but JIMMY, because

it begins with JIM.

SORTING

When you pick the sort option

at the main menu, the screen

displays the names and numbers

of the fields in the file that's in
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memory. You can sort the file by

up to five fields, all in ascending

order, and the sort will take less

than 10 seconds.

Datafile stores all data as

strings, not as actual numbers. For

this reason, the value of each field,

when compared for sorting, is de

termined by the position of each

character. Therefore, be sure to

be consistent with the format when

you're entering field data.

WRITING FILES TO DISK

To save (write) a file to disk,

choose W at the main menu. Da

tafile will ask for the name of the

file, and save the file after you

respond. The name may be up

to 12 characters long.

When you save a record file, Da

tafile automatically adds the four-

character prefix DF]< space > to

the filename. For instance, the

name of your sample file will be

come DF] MEMBERS. This prefix

will show up when you list the

directory of the files, but you usu

ally won't need to use the prefix

yourself. The accessory programs

DFCALC and DFPRINT each add

its own prefix to the filenames as

well. This arrangement makes it

possible for each of the three pro

grams to use the filename you've

chosen and still recognize its own

version of the file.

Any time a record file is written

onto a disk where a file with the

same name resides, Datafile

makes the earlier version a

backup and assigns it the suffix

.BAK. Therefore, when your

sample file is saved the second

time, the first version will be re

tained on the disk with the name

DF] MEMBERS.BAK.

You can load the earlier ver

sion from the read-old-file option

on the main menu. To do so,

enter only your filename with the

suffix—MEMBERS.BAK here.

Don't include the prefix that

shows in the directory.

Dalafile keeps only one gen

eration of backups, so the third

time you save MEMBERS, the

first version will disappear. If, for

some reason, you want to keep

more than one generation of

backups, you must give the older

ones a different filename.

READING FILES

FROM DISK

You'll usually pick the read op

tion from the main menu at the

start of a Datafile session. It loads

a file you've saved previously.

After you've entered R, the pro

gram displays all the available

files and asks which one you

want to load. Type in its name

and press return. The file will

load and Datafile will return to

the main menu. The program will

also return to the main menu if

you press the return key without

typing a filename.

Remember, don't type in the
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curred while the program was

attempting to load a text file.

PRINTERS

RUN Script is set up to expect

a Commodore printer connected

to the serial bus. A combination

of a non-Commodore printer and

an interface that emulates a Com

modore printer will also work.

If your system includes neither

of these, you can still use RUN

Script by putting the printer in

terface into Lock mode and us

ing the RUN Script F1,t function

to output true ASCII. Another

method is to use the Define Mac

ros program (see previous dis

cussion) to create a customized

set of macros that RUN Script

can use to control your printer.

Note that you cannot use an

RS-232 printer with RUN Script.

If you have such a printer, you

must output your text to disk and

then use a Basic program to

print it.

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

RUN Script 2.40 can do un

derlining and double-strike char

acters with daisywheel printers

that recognize the back-space

character. Type F3, then the (

character to start underlining;

type F3, followed by ) to end

underlining. Type F3, then [ to

start double-strike; type F3, fol

lowed by ] to end double-strike.

(See also the .bs command.)

To change the print wheel,

type F3, then V When RUN

Script encounters the reversed *

character, it will stop until you

press a key.

GRAPHICS MODE

Most dot-matrix printers can

print dot-addressed graphics

and ordinary text on the same

line, and RUN Script 2.40 takes

advantage of this feature. When

you put RUN Script into a graph

ics mode, instead of outputting

normal text, it uses the printer's

dot-graphics capability to print

each character. This allows print

ers such as an MPS-803 to print

italics, boldface or underlining,

and print foreign character sets

such as French, Russian or

Greek—in fact, almost any kind

of text.

There are two ways to create

graphics with RUN Script. One

is through a "print set," which is

half of a normal character set. A

character set contains 256 char

acters, 128 non-reversed and

128 reversed, so a print set con

tains 128 characters. How does

it work?

You select a print set with the

F3 key, the same key that se

lects macro characters. After you

press F3, choose a numeral from

0 to 9. The numeral will appear

at the cursor position in the text,

in reverse field.

Pressing 0 selects normal Text

mode, which is the default; press

ing 1 -9 enables the Graphics
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of graphics data will be sent. If

the dot width is set to 6, six bytes

will be sent; if the dot width is

set to 10, ten bytes will be sent.

On most printers (not the MPS-

803), if the dot width is changed,

you'll have to redefine .gb also.

Example: .gb27,76,8,0. This

example selects the Double Den

sity Graphics mode. With the dot

width set to 8, dot-graphics char

acters will print with a density of

120 characters per line.

.ge—Stands for "graphics

end." The string of bytes follow

ing the .ge command will be sent

to the printer after each dot-

graphics character. Some print

ers require this command to re

turn to Text mode.

Example: .ge15. This setting,

the default, is correct for MPS-

803 printers.

Example: ge. This is the cor

rect setting for most non-Com

modore printers. No bytes will be

sent after the graphics bytes.

ERROR MESSAGES

Macro Not Defined—An un

defined macro character has

been encountered. This usually

means that you made a typing

error when entering the macro

character. The cursor will rest on

the incorrect character.

Macro characters are a means

of customizing RUN Script to

take advantage of special fea

tures of non-Commodore print

ers. I explain macro definition

later in this documentation. How

ever, it's not necessary to un

derstand macro characters to

use RUN Script.

Illegal Quantity—A dot com

mand's numeric argument is too

large or too small. The cursor will

appear near the illegal number.

Output Error—A hardware er

ror has occurred during printing.

If output is to the printer, the

error could mean the printer is

out of paper or not turned on.

Syntax Error—RUN Script is

unable to recognize a dot com

mand. The cursor will be near

the offending command.

Margin Error—The margins

have been set to illegal values.

Check the dot commands pre

ceding the cursor position.

Text Area Full—The text area

is full. At this point, you must

save your text and erase what's

on the screen to continue.

Device Not Present—The de

vice referenced in the input/out

put operation does not respond.

Check to see if you used the

correct device number and make

sure the device is turned on.

File Not Found—The file you

attempted to load was not found

in the load device.

String Not Found—A match

was not found during a string

search.

Save Error—A status error oc

curred while the program was

attempting to save text.

Load Error—A status error oc-
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four-character prefix when you

enter a filename to be read; just

type the name to the right of the

bracket and space.

PRINTING RECORDS

The accessory programs DF-

PRINT and DFCALC print Data-

file 3.6 files you've already saved

on disk. They are completely

separate and self-contained pro

grams that can be accessed

through Datafile or loaded on

their own. You access through

Datafile by pressing P at Data-

file's main menu.

DFPRINT produces reports

and mailing labels according to

your designs. It reads data di

rectly off the disk, which makes

the printing process fast and by

passes any garbage collection

delays.

DFCALC prints reports, doing

any necessary calculations in the

process. It, too, reads the data

directly off the disk. See the

DFPRINT and DFCALC sections

later in this documentation for

instructions on how to use the

programs.

DISK COMMANDS

Datafile has five disk com

mands. You access the disk-

command menu, which contains

these options plus another that

returns you to the main menu,

by pressing the @ key at the

main menu. The disk-command

options are as follows:

FORMAT

This feature allows you to for

mat a blank disk to use for sav

ing files. Insert the disk into the

drive, then enter a disk name (up

to 16 characters long), a comma,

and a 2-character disk I.D. (any

combination of numbers and let

ters)—for example DATAFILE

FILES,D2. Follow this sequence

with a return. The drive will whir

for about 3l/2 minutes while it's

formatting the disk, then return

you to the main menu.

Make sure the disk you place

in the drive for formatting is really

the one you want to use, be

cause this process will erase the

entire disk!

DISK DIRECTORY

To list the directory of the disk

currently in the drive,'press the

4 key. After you've finished view

ing the directory, press any key

to return to the disk menu.

SCRATCH A FILE

To scratch any sequential file

on the disk, enter the filename,

including the DF]< space > pre

fix, at the prompt and press re

turn. For instance, to scratch your

sample file, you'd type DF] MEM

BERS. Be sure to type in the

name exactly as it appears in the
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directory, so you don't scratch

the wrong file by mistake.

RENAME A FILE

To rename a sequential file,
enter the old name exactly as

shown in the directory, then the

new name when the prompt ap

pears. Be sure to include the

special prefixed characters; oth

erwise, Datafile won't recognize

the newly named file and you

won't be able to load it from the

main menu.
i

VALIDATE A DISK

This option removes any cor

rupted files (splat files, with an *

beside them in the directory)

from your disk.

PRINTER-INTERFACE

CONFIGURATION

Because there are so many

printers that will attach to the

C-64 computer, Datafile can be

configured to your special sys

tem. Upon accessing DFPRINT

or DFCALC, you'll be given a

choice of four print configura

tions. The option display appears

a^ follows:

PRINTER-INTERFACE CONFIGURA

TION

CURRENT OPTION IS 4

PRESS 1 CARDCO A, C= 1525

2 PRINTERS W/ GRAPHIC

INTERFACES

3 C= 1526, C= MPS801/

802/803

4 PRINT OUTPUT TO

SCREEN OR SEND PRINTER

COMMANDS

EXIT TO CONTINUE

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Options 1-4 are for choosing

the configuration. The current

option will change each time you

press one of these numbers.

After selecting one (such as 4,

for printing to the screen), you

can choose to send commands

to your printer or exit this menu

into the next part of the program.

DFPRINT has an extra menu

not found in DFCALC, so you

must turn to the appropriate sec

tions of this documentation for

continued instructions.

SENDING PRINTER CODES

Pressing S from the printer-in

terface configuration menu will

deliver you to a routine for send

ing ASCII codes to set up your

printer for various print modes

and styles. Most Commodore

printers don't offer much flexibil

ity with compressed print and

various type fonts.

You'll have to check your

printer manual for the codes you

can send. Look for statements

that print numbers within CHR$()

commands, such as PRINT#4,

CHR$(15), which makes a Com

modore printer print all double-
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mode, you need a print set only

six dots wide. If you use Double

Density mode, you can print all

eight dots of each Commodore

character, but four dots spacing

will remain between each dot-

graphics character.

You can use double-density

with a dot width of ten if you're

using the elite (96 characters per

line) character set for printing

normal text. There'll be two dots

of space between each dot-

graphics character, but you may

find this acceptable.

Quadruple Density mode will

not work properly, regardless of

characters per line.

To make use of the full eight-

dot width of a Commodore char

acter and print 80 characters per

line, you need a printer with a

dot density of 8 x 80 = 640 dots

per line. Use a dot width of eight

if you have such a printer.

In general, use the following

formula to calculate the correct

dot width: dot width = dots per

line-i-characters per line. If the

result is a dot width of less than

eight, you'll need a print set that

uses only that many columns of

a Commodore character.

There's a problem with printing

dot-graphics characters with

MPS-803-compatible printers. As

I said, standard Commodore

characters are eight dots wide,

and they're also eight dots high.

Unfortunately, the MPS-803,

1515, 1525, MPS-801 and MPS-

1000 (Commodore mode) need

characters that are only six dots

wide and seven dots high.

There's no way around it—they

need special print sets that use

only the left six dots and trie top

seven dots of Commodore char

acters. Hopefully, RUN readers

who design such print sets will

share them with others.

.gb—Stands for "graphics be

gin," and defines the string of

bytes that is sent to the printer

to activate Graphics mode. The

string is sent before each char

acter is printed in Dot Graphics

mode. Example: .gb8.

The MPS-803 and its compati

bles require just one character,

CHR$(8), to activate graphics

mode. This character will put the

printer into Graphics mode until

it receives a byte value of less

than 128, at which point it will

return to normal Text mode.

Most other printers handle

graphics differently, however,

and require that more than one

character be sent.

Example: .gb27,75,6,0. These

four characters .will tell the printeV

to print the next six bytes in Dot

Graphics mode. Then RUN

Script will send the left six dot

columns of a character.

Remember that the string must

tell the printer how many bytes
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Example: .fc20. If less than 20

lines remain when .fc20 is exe

cuted, the page will be forced.

.dg—Stands for "define graph

ics character.'' This command

lets you change any character,

in any print set or the screen

character set, without resorting to

a character-set editor. Example:

.dgO,1,255,0,0,255,0,0,255,0.

The command must be fol

lowed by ten byte numbers, sep

arated by commas. The first byte

number specifies the set in which

the character to be changed is

situated. As always, 0 specifies

the screen character set, 1-9

specify a print character set.

The second byte is the screen-

code value of the character to

be changed. The 1 in the ex

ample selects the "a" character.

The last eight bytes define the

character itself. The sample set

ting would change the "a" into

three parallel bars.

.gc—Stands for "graphics

characters." The .gc command

is followed by two parameters,

separated by a comma. The pa

rameter settings are saved within

RUN Script, and are permanent

until the computer is turned off,

or until you execute another .gc

command. Example: .gc1,6. This

is the default setting, which is

correct for the MPS-803 printer.

The first parameter is a num

ber, 0 or 1, that specifies the

orientation of dot-graphics char

acters printed when you select

either a print set or Special

Graphics mode. Only one setting

is correct for any one printer. If

you select the wrong setting, all

characters printed in Graphics

mode will be printed upside

down. The only way to determine

the correct setting for your printer

is by experimentation.

The second parameter sets the

width of Graphics Mode char

acters in dots. Standard Com

modore characters are eight dots

wide. So, if you set this param

eter to 6, only the first six dots

of each character will be printed.

If you set this parameter to 10,

ten dots will be printed—eight

dots of character and two dots

of space.

Many non-Commodore print

ers accommodate three dot

densities in Dot Graphics mode:

single density with 480 dots per

line, double density with 960

dots per line and quadruple den

sity with 1920 dots per line. If

you wanted to print 80 charac

ters per line, how many dots

wide must each character be for

each of these densities?

Single Density mode: 480 + 80 = 6

dots wide.

Double Density mode: 960-^80=12

dots wide.

Quadruple Density mode: 1920 + 80 =

24 dots wide.

Obviously, none of these are

correct. To use Single Density
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wide or enhanced characters, or

PRINT#4,CHR$(27)CHR$(66)

CHR$(2), which invokes a com

pressed print mode (12 charac

ters per inch) on Star printers.

Commands that look like PRINT#4

,ESC"W"1 must be converted to

their ASCII equivalents, such as

PRINT#4,CHR$(27)CHR$(87)

CHR$(1).

When you're sending printer

command codes, enter only the

numbers within the parentheses,

such as 27, 66 and 2. Enter the

numbers one at a time, following

each number with a return. You

may send one to four numbers,

then terminate the sequence with

an asterisk ("). Your printer will

probably do a linefeed at this

point, indicating it has received

something.

You can test your change by

pressing T at the end of the rou

tine, and you can also choose to

send another code by pressing

A. E will return you to where you

left off in the particular program

you're in.

DFPRINT

You can load DFPRINT into

memory from MENU 64; or from

Datafile's main menu by pressing

P, then P again in the ensuing

print option menu; or, from

Basic, you can type LOAD

"DFPRINT",8 <return> and

then RUN <return >. The con

figuration menu I've already de

scribed will appear. You must

choose among options 1-4 be

fore continuing with the program.

DFPRINT will then present

these options:

DATAFILE FAST PRINT PROGRAM

OPEN RECORD FILE ON DISK

$ DISK DIRECTORY 4

QUIT PROGRAM

TRANSFER TO:

D DATAFILE

C DFCALC

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

DFPRINT assumes that you'll

be printing a record file that was

created, edited and written

(saved) to disk with Datafile and

that the record file is located on the

disk in the disk drive. It prints the

records in the order in which they

were last sorted and saved by Da

tafile. DFPRINT can only read rec

ord files, and so cannot make any

changes to the records.

Pressing $ or 4 lets you see

the disk directory, and Q quits

the program altogether. Pressing

O invokes a prompt for you to

enter the name of the Datafile to

be read. Insert the disk contain

ing your records, type in the

name of your record file, MEM

BERS, and press the return key.

The program will read the struc

ture of the file to get information

it will use later. After the light on
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the drive goes out, you'll see the

following menu:

RECORD PRINTOUT MENU

PRINT OPTION; NO FORMATS

PRESENT

UNFORMATTED LIST

REPORTS FORMAT Formats: RP] *

MAILING LABELS : ML] *

CONFIGURE:

LABELS. 5 ROWS. 34 CHRS.

1 ACROSS

PRINTER: OPTION 4, DEVICE* 3

EXIT TO RESTART

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

This screen lets you choose

the type of printout that best suits

your needs and reconfigure the

printer or change label sizes and

type. You can also display the

disk directory from this menu.

PRINTING

UNFORMATTED LISTS

This is by far the easiest print

out option, because you don't

have to create a format. Records

and fields will be printed in much

the same way that you might fill

out 3-by-5 cards. An unformatted

report resembles the following:

I record it 1 ]

NAME MIKE

AGE 39

BIRTHDAY 05/28

[ RECORD ft 2 ]

NAME BECKY

AGE 27

BIRTHDAY 06/27

[ RECORD ft 3 ]

NAME SARAH

AGE 11

BIRTHDAY 09/10

The name of each field is

printed along with the field data

and record number. The pro

gram will automatically skip over

the perforations by calculating

how many complete records will

fit onto one page. The dashed

line is printed across the entire

page as a guide for cutting the

paper in case you wish to attach

the record data to a card. This

type of printout uses a consid

erable amount of paper, so it's

best to define a report format for

printing large files,

If your field lengths exceed 60

characters, you'll have to put

your printer into a compressed

mode. This prevents the record

data from wrapping around to

the next line, which would throw

off the pagination count.

SELECTING RECORDS

After you've chosen the unfor

matted-list option or entered a

print format into the computer

from the disk, the disk-drive light

will turn on as the drive positions

itself at the start of your record

file. Then, using the following

screen, select which records to

print out:

PRINT OPTIONS MENU

THERE ARE 22 RECORDS IN

MEMBERS

and must be followed by three

numbers, separated by commas.

This command enables you to

print on both sides of a page or

in a number of columns, as in a

newsletter. Any number of col

umns can be printed across one

page—2, 3, 4 or even more.

The .po command requires a

little advance planning and prep

aration on your part, and it works

only when continuous output is

selected. I'll explain through

examples.

Example: .po1,2,1 and .po2,2,1.

This combination of .po settings

lets you print on both sides of

the page, with text extending

across the full width of the page

(not multiple columns).

The first setting is for the first

pass. The first parameter in this

setting sends the first page to the

printer or disk; the second pa

rameter specifies that every sec

ond page after that will also go

to the printer or disk. For ex

ample, the odd-numbered pages

might be printed and the even-

numbered pages not—a phe

nomenon I call "page cycle."

The last parameter in the first

setting indicates how many

pages will be output before the

page number is incremented. It

should equal the number of col

umns across the page.

The second setting is for the

second pass. Notice that the last

two parameters are unchanged.

The new first parameter, how

ever, now sends the even-num

bered pages to the printer. You

print on the same paper as in

the first pass, but now you use

the back side. You can even de

fine different headers or footers

for the odd- and even-numbered

pages—to place page numbers

on opposite sides of the page,

perhaps.

Example: .po20,1,1.st21. You

can combine the .po and .st

commands to print only one

page out of a document. In this

example, pages 1-19 will not be

printed, but page 20 will. After

page 20, the ,st command will

bring up the "next output ?"

prompt, at which point you can

abort the print operation.

.ff—Stands for ' 'form feed.''

The .ff command must be fol

lowed by number 0 or 1. If you

select 1, the bottom margin will

be printed by sending the form

feed character to the printer. The

Default mode, .ffO, prints the bot

tom margin with carriage returns.

Example: .ff 1.

.fc—Stands for "force condi

tionally," and must be followed

by a number from 0 to 255. If

less than the specified number

of lines remain on a page when

.fc is executed, no more text will

be printed on that page. Instead,

a force page will be executed,

printing the footer (if any) and

bottom margin immediately and

resuming text output on the fol

lowing page.
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Example: .dc@. This would

erase the entire table of rede

fined characters, effectively un-

defining all of them.

.Ir—Stands for "load redefined

characters." This command is

used only after you've performed

three steps. First, you must de
fine a number of characters with

.dc commands. Second, you

must print the current document;

third, you must save the table of

redefined characters to disk with

the F1.R command. Then you

can use .Ir to load the saved

characters during a later printout.

This is useful when you have to

redefine many characters—to ac

cess special characters on a

printer, for example. The .Ir com

mand must be followed by a de

vice number, a comma and a

filename.

Example: .Ir8,filename. This

example would load the file of

redefined characters named

"filename" from device 8, the

disk drive.

.Ic—Stands for "load charac

ters," and enables you to load

a new character set or a new

print set during printout. The .Ic

command must be followed by

a number from 0 to 9 (0-6 for

a C-64) that specifies the set to

be loaded. A 0 loads a new set

onto the screen; the numbers 1

through 9 load a new set into

the printer. After the number

comes a comma, followed by the

device number from which the

set is to be loaded, then another

comma and the filename of the

character or print set.

Example: .IcO,8,special set.

Here, the new set would go to

the screen from device number

8, the disk drive.

.el—Stands for "empty lines,"

and prints the specified number

of carriage returns. If the number

of empty lines to be printed is

greater than the number of re

maining lines on the page, a

force page is executed instead.

Example: .el10. Here, ten car

riage returns will be printed.
.st—Stands for "stop." This

command works only with the

printer or the monitor, not the

disk drive.

Example: .st. When not fol

lowed by any parameters, the .st

command terminates Continuous

mode during printout and starts

Single Sheet mode after the cur

rent page is done. The com

mand may be placed anywhere

within the text area.

Example: .st5. When followed

by a parameter, .st interrupts

continuous output at a specified

page number, anywhere from 1

to 65535, and enters Single

Sheet mode. In this example, if

continuous output has been se

lected with F1,p or F1,o, the first

four pages will print in Continu

ous mode, then at page 5 the

"next output (c/p/s) ?" prompt

will appear,

.po—Stands for "page order,"
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feREATE NEW FILE BOIT PROGRAM

EDD RECORD TO CURRENT FILE

tiODIFY RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

ISELETE RECORD IN CURRENT FILE

ISlIEW OR EDIT FILE

SORT RECORDS BY FIELD

URINT RECORDS USING DFPRINT/DFCALC

IfiEAD (LOAD) OLD FILE FROM DISK

flRITE (SAVE) CURRENT FILE TO DISK

■ DISK DRIVE COMMANDS Eg E! DIRECTORY

APPROPRIATE KK\

THERE ARE 0 RECORDS IN MEMORY

ALL RECORDS IN FILE

FIND RECORDS WITH COMMON

FIELDS

EXIT BACK TO START

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing A prints the entire file

using the current format. You'll

first be asked the starting record

number. Record 1 is the default

starting position.

Pressing F invokes a routine

that searches for records accord

ing to your entered data. After

choosing the field to be

searched, enter the data to

which the records will be com

pared. If the beginning of the

record field matches your data,

the record will be printed out.

(See the section on viewing rec

ords in the Datafile portion of this

documentation.)

Pressing the return key during
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printing stops the process after

a record is completed. You can

continue printing or exit the rou

tine, as prompted.

PRINT-FORMAT OPTIONS

MENU (DFPRINT ONLY)

Whenever you choose M for

mailing labels or R for reports at

the record-printout menu, you'll

be confronted with the following

screen:

PRINT OPTIONS MENU

CURRENT RECORD RLE: MEMBERS

CURRENT FORMAT FILE:

LOAD OLD FORMAT

CREATE/CHANGE FORMAT

SAVE CURRENT FORMAT

PRINT RECORDS

DIRECTORY $

EXIT

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

If you're accessing this routine

for the first time and no print

format is present, then two of the

options, print and save, will not

be displayed. If you have a for

mat on the disk, then you can

load it by first pressing L and

then entering the format filename

as prompted.

If you've never created a print

format for the type of printout you

want, or if you desire to change

one that's already loaded, you

must press C to enter the respec

tive format-definition routines. Cre

ating formats will be discussed in

subsequent sections.

Once a print format is present

in memory, pressing P will ad

vance you to the print-options

menu, which selects records for

printing. This menu was dis

cussed earlier.

MAILING-LABEL FORMATS

Before records from your file

can be printed out on labels, you

must define a label format spe

cifically for your file. Formats tell

the computer which of your rec

ord fields to print in each row of

the label. Besides the actual data

that's to be printed, you must

define the size of your label.

The size of a label is specified

by the number of rows and the

number of characters in each

row. Datafile defaults to a starTl

dard label size, which measures]
% of an inch wide and 3 inches!
-long. This popular label size earn

be printed with 5 rows and 34

characters.

There are various sizes and

types of labels available. By

types, I mean the number of la

bels across a page, sometimes

referred to as one up, two up,

and so forth. Datafile will print up

to 30 rows and 136 characters

per row on labels up to four

across a page (four up). You

should be able to design a for

mat around any size or type of
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eel the ,bj command by execut

ing an .Ij, ,rj or .en command.

Example: .bj.

.pr—Sends a sequence of up

to 98 bytes to the printer using

a specified secondary address.

The secondary address must im

mediately follow the command;

then the bytes to be sent to the

printer, separated by commas,

must follow after the secondary

address.

Example: .pr2,36,36,36,46,57,

57. This example will send bytes

36, 36, 36, 46, 57 and 57 to the

printer using secondary address

2. On the MPS-1000 printer, this

would set up a formatting string.

Example: .pr5,27,69. Here,

bytes 27 and 69 will be sent to

the printer using secondary ad

dress 5.

.ta—Stands for "text address,"

and must be followed by a num

ber from 0 to 31. The number is

the secondary address that will

be used to print the ensuing text,

and it lasts for only one printout.

You can set the default (perma

nent) text secondary address

with the F1,T command. The .ta

command is useful with printers,

such as the MPS-1000, that have

features that can be accessed

only through special secondary

addresses.

Example: .ta1. This example

sets the print secondary address

to 1. On the MPS-1000, text

printed using secondary address

1 is formatted according to a pre

viously-defined format string

(which can be sent to the printer

with the .pr command).

.ca—Defines a new. tempo

rary secondary address. This is

the secondary address that will

be used to send macro strings

to the printer and to print dot-

graphics characters. You can set

the default (permanent) second

ary address with the F1.C com

mand. Example: .ca5.

.dc—Stands for "define char

acter." This command takes

three forms that enable you to

redefine any character on the

keyboard except @, to a total of

127 characters, then to undefine

them. The total is enough to re

define the entire keyboard if you

wish. All redefined characters are

erased before each printout.

Example: .dca,66. To define a

character, follow the .dc com

mand with the character to be

redefined, a comma and the new

decimal value of the character.

The Commodore ASCII decimal

value for the letter "a" is 65.

Here, the value has been

changed to 66, which is the

value for "b." Therefore, at print

out time, all the a's in the doc

ument will print out as b's.

Example: .dca-. The minus

sign following the character

undefines that character. This

example would undefine the

character "a", removing it from

the table of redefined characters.
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ample, if the left margin is set

with .Im8 and you execute .1 + 3,

text will henceforth be indented

as though you'd set .Im at 11.

To cancel an indent, use .1 + 0

or .1-0.

.1 "Outdents" text, such as

a subheading, to the left of the

left margin. For example, if the

left margin setting is Jm8 and

.1-3 is executed, text will begin

printing at the sixth column, just

as though .Im had been set at

5. Outdents are canceled with

.1-0 or1.1 + 0.
.fp—Forces a new page. When

this command is executed, no

more text will be output to the

current page. If a footer was de

fined, the footer and bottom mar

gin will be printed, and then a

new page will be started. Ex

ample: .fp.

.fl—Links files to be printed.

The command must be followed

by a device number and a file

name, separated by a comma.

When the .fl directive is exe

cuted, the specified file will be

loaded from the specified device

and begin printing. The permis

sible device numbers are 8 or 9

for disk. If two disk drives are

used, one document could even

slightly exceed 340,000 charac

ters in length. Example: .fl8,

next file.

.p#—Sets the page number of

the next page to be output. Ex

ample: p#45.

.If—Prints a line-feed character

after every carriage return. Some

non-Commodore printers require

this. Example: .If. (In version

2.40, .If1 enables line feeds; .IfO

disables them.)

.cm—A handy dot command

that lets you leave a comment

for yourself that won't be printed.

For instance, if you're in the habit

of keeping all your old letters on

disk, you can leave comments to

yourself with dates and other in

formation. Example: .cm July 19,

1985 RUN Script 64 article.

.r + —Indents the right margin.

This code must be followed by

a number from 0 to 255. For

example, if you set the right-mar

gin width to 10 spaces with

.rm10, and then execute r + 5,

the effect is the same as if you

had executed .rm15. A right in

dent is canceled by executing

.r + 0 or .r-0. Example: .r + 5.

.r Makes a right outdent.

The command must be followed

by a number from 0 to 255. For

instance, if you've set the right

margin to 10 with .rm10, and

then execute .r-5, the effect is

the same as if you had originally

executed .rm5. A right outdent

is canceled by executing .r + 0

or .r-0. Example: .r-3.

.bj—Stands for "both justify"

and prints the ensuing text with

both the left and right margins

justified. It does this by inserting

extra spaces between words so

that each line is flush with the

left and right margins. You can-
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PRINT OPTIONS:NO FORMATS PRESENT

UNFORMATTED LIST

REPORT FORMAT

HAILING LABELS

CONFIGURE:

IIABELS: R ROWS, 34 CHKS, 1 ACROSS

ISRINTER: OPTION

U DISK DIRECTORY

I2XIT TO RESTART

:ATE KEY

label. I prefer one-up labels, but

some printers don't have adjust

able tractors, in which case you

must print the labels two (or

more) up.

After defining the number of

rows, you'll be asked which

fields you want printed in each

row. Up to three record fields

may be printed in each row and

in any order. You'll be required

to enter at least one record-field

number for the first field in each

row that will print data. If you

want to skip a row (print a blank

line), you must enter a zero in

all three fields for that row.

When asked for fields 1-3 in

each row, enter the record-field

number behind the prompt. A

zero will be preprinted for you

the first time. If you only want

one record field in a row, enter

the desired record field number

for field 1 and zeros for fields 2

and 3.
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For example, let's use the ad

dress record file called MEM

BERS for creating a label format.

MEMBERS is a good candidate,

since it needs to combine mul

tiple fields in several rows. MEM

BERS has the following structure:

Field Title Length

1 LAST NAME 15

2 FIRST NAME 15

3 STREET ADD 30

4 CITY ST 22

5 ZIP 7

6 PHONE 12

7 DATE JOINED 8

Knowing the record file struc

ture, we'll create a label with five

rows. The date the member

joined will be in row 1, so he or

she will know when it's time to

pay dues. We'll skip row 2, the

first name and last name will be

in row 3, the street address in

row 4, and the city, state and zip

codei in row 5. The rows would

look like the following:

Row Fieldi Field2 Fields Wilf print

17 0 0 DATE

JOINED

2 0 0 0

3 2 10 FIRST &

LAST NAME

4 3 0 0 STREET

ADDRESS

5 4 5 0 CITY ST

& ZIP

As you can see, it's not impor

tant which position the record

fields are in, because you can

rearrange them when you create

the label format. Again, let me re

mind you that the default label size

is 5 rows, 34 characters long and

one up. If you're using a different

size or type of label, you must alter

the label configuration by pressing

L at the print-options menu.

Label formats are handy if you

wish to review all your records

on the screen. Use printer option

4 and one of the multiple-up op

tions, and change the number of

characters to get as many rec

ords as possible across the

screen.

When you finish defining your

label format, you'll have an op

portunity to review and change

the format. If you press N, you'll

be asked if you want to save the

label format. You should do so

immediately, lest you forget it

later. Press Y and you'll be

prompted with the current record

filename. Either press the return

key to accept the filename as

is, or make the appropriate

changes. Use no more than 12

characters for your label-format

filename. A label format with the

same name will be scratched

and replaced with the new for

mat file. Label format files appear

on the disk in the form ML]

MEMBERS.

CREATING REPORT

FORMATS

Just like labels, a report format

must be designed around your

the sum of the left and right mar

gins is greater than the page

width, a margin error will occur.

.tm—Sets the top-margin

depth. The .tm directive must be

followed by a number from 1 to

240. Example: .tm6.

.bm—Sets the bottom-margin

depth. The .bm directive must be

followed by a number from 1 to

240. Example: .bm6. The top-

margin depth plus the bottom-

margin depth must be less than

the page length.

.hd—Defines a header to be

printed at the top of every page.

The command may be followed

by up to 255 characters and

must end with a carriage return.

This means that the carriage-re

turn character cannot be part of

the header string and that no dot

commands can follow the .hd di

rective, since they would be in

terpreted as part of the header

string. For this reason, and to

enhance readability, I recom

mend that the .hd and .ft (see

below) dot commands appear on

lines by themselves. The # char

acter following the .hd (or .ft) has

special significance. Entered just

once at the beginning of a doc

ument, .hd# automatically prints

the page number of each page.

The .Ij, .rj, .en, .pw, ,lm and

.rm dot commands have no ef

fect on the header. The header

string is printed exactly as de

fined, starting in the first column

on the page and continuing until

it has been printed in its entirety.

If, for example, you wish to cen

ter a title, the title must be pre

ceded by the correct number of

spaces.

You may embed macro char

acters (see discussion above) in

the header string if you wish. The

header will be printed at the line

position equal to the .tm setting

plus 1. So, if you set the top

margin to 6, the header will be

printed on the seventh line. Ex

ample: hd RUN Script 2.40.

.ft—Defines a footer to be

printed at the bottom of every

page. The .ft directive works ex

actly like that of the header. The

footer will be printed at the line

position equal to the .pi setting

minus the .bm setting minus 1.

Example: .ft page number.

.hs—Defines the number of

lines to be left between the

header and the main body of

text. The command must be

followed by a number. Exam

ple: .hs2,

.fs—Defines the number of lines

to be left between the footer and

the main body of text. Exam

ple: .fs2.

.Is—Sets the line spacirig. You

can print one or more blank lines

between each line of text. For

double-spacing (one blank line

between lines of text), set .Is to

1. Example: .Is1.

.1 + —Indents text from the cur

rent left-margin setting. For ex-
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of this procedure earlier in this

documentation.)

DOT COMMANDS

RUN Script is a post-formatted

word processor. This means that

the text is not formatted until it's

printed, so your screen display

wilt vary from your printout. To

specify output format, RUN

Script 2.40 has about 40 dot

commands, so called because

each command must be pre

ceded by a dot (a period). These

commands are embedded in the

text to specify margin widths, de

fine headers and footers, and so

forth.

A dot command is executed

when text is printed, and only

text following the dot command

is affected. For example, if you

don't place the dot commands

to set margins until you're half

way through a page of text, the

margins in the first half will have

the default width when printed.

Four steps must be followed

for dot commands to be inter

preted correctly. First, the line

immediately preceding a line of

one or more dot commands

must end with a return. Second,

the line of dot commands must

start in the first screen column.

Third, multiple dot commands

in a string must not be sepa

rated by spaces. Fourth, each

string of dot commands must

end with a carriage return.

Following is an example of a

string of dot commands:

.pw80.pl66.lm6.rm6.trn4.bm4.lj

The dot commands are:

.Ij—Left-justifies printed text.

.rj—Right-justifies printed text.

.en—Centers printed text be

tween the left and right margins.

Your text must begin on the next

line below the .en command.

.pi—Sets the page length. This

command must be followed by

a number from 1-240, indicating

the number of lines you want to

constitute a full page. For stan

dard-size, 8!£-by-11 paper with a

printer that prints six lines per

inch, the setting would be 66.

Therefore, you would enter .pl66.

.pw—Sets the page width, de

fined as the maximum number

of characters that may be printed

on one line. Most printers print

ten characters per inch, which,

using standard-size paper, gives

80 characters per line. If your

printer has multiple character

sets with different character

densities, you'll have to adjust

the page width accordingly to
use an alternate character set.

Example: .pw80.

.Im —Sets the left-margin

width. The .Im directive must be

followed by a number from

1-240. Example: .Im8.

.rm—Sets the right-margin

width. The .rm directive must

also be followed by a number

from 1 to 240. Example: .rm8. If

record file if you wish to print the

data in an organized and well-

presented columnar report. Re

ports differ from labels in that the
record-field data is printed in col

umns instead of rows. This report

format routine is recommended

for reports containing mostly text,

although the last column may be

used for totaling numbers. Use

the DFCALC program for reports

that require a lot of calculations.

In every report, you have the ca

pability for, and must define, the

following parameters:

Width in characters. Up to 136

characters can be printed across

the page, depending on the ca

pabilities of your printer. You

might have to put your printer

into a compressed print mode to

print more than 80 characters

across the page.

Number of title lines. You can

have up to four titles printed at

the top of the page. The titles

will appear only on the first page.

The title for each title line. Titles

can be as long as the width of
the report. They may not contain

commas, colons or semicolons.

Examples of titles are: company

name, date, report information

and sources.
Number of columns. You can

have up to 16 columns, at least

one of which must be printed.
Header for each column.

Headers identify the contents of

the column and may be any

name you choose. They are

printed above every column at

the top of every page. They can

not be wider than their respective

columns, nor can they contain

commas, colons or semicolons.

Position of each column. You

must specify the starting location

of each column—a number from

1 to the width of the report. You'll

have to determine beforehand

how wide you expect each col

umn to be, based on the length

of the record-field data that will

be printed in the column. In

doing your calculations, keep in

mind that the columns will be

separated by two spaces. You

may have to go back and ad

just the width of the report

and the position of the columns

after you see your first printout.

A sheet of graph paper comes

in handy here.
Contents of each column. Up

to three record fields can be

printed in each column. The

fields within a column will be sep

arated by one space, and the

entire contents of the column will

be printed left-justified. At least

one record field must be chosen

for each column and entered in

the first field position. As in for

matting labels, enter zeros for

any unused fields. The record-

field titles will be printed on the
screen for easy reference. You

can print only one record in each

row of a report.
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Total the last column? The only

calculation the report format will

perform is summing the contents

of the last column. The record-

field data defined for the last col

umn must be numeric and must

be entered into the first field po

sition. If nonnumeric data (like

the dollar sign) occurs at the be

ginning of the record field, the

program will produce a result of

zero for that record. The total of

the column will be printed at the

bottom of the report. The values

in the column will be printed

right-justified with two decimal

places, such as 125.50. To select

the totaling option, choose 1

when prompted at the end of the

formatting process. Entering 0

turns off totaling. If you need

more complex calculations, such

as multiplication of record fields

and columns within a row, use

the DFCALC program.

When you're finished defining

your report, you're asked if you

want to go back and review or

change the format parameters. If

you respond with N, you're

asked if you want to save the

format, ilf you've made any

changes at all to an existing for

mat, or have created a new for

mat, press Y at this time. Use

the preprinted filename or type

in a new name. Use a maximum

of 12 characters in the name of

the report-format file. If a file with

the same name already resides

on the disk, that file will be

scratched, to be replaced by the

new one.

Using the file MEMBERS as an

example, you might create a re

port format using the following

parameters:

REPORT FORMAT FILE: MEMBERS

(appears on the disk as RP]

MEMBERS)

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS (wide): 80

NUMBER OF TITLE LINES: 2

TITLE 1: CLUB MEMBER ADDRESS

LIST

TITLE 2: MAY 31 1985

NUMBER OF COLUMNS: 5

CLM 1: POSITION = 1 HEADER =

FIRST/LAST NAME FIELDS = 2 1 0

CLM 2: POSITION = 19 HEADER =

STREET ADDRESS

FIELDS = 3 0 0

CLM 3: POSITION = 41 HEADER =

CITY AND STATE FIELDS = 4 5 0

CLM 4: POSITION = 60 HEADER =

PHONE NUMBER FIELDS- 6 0 0

CLM 5: POSITION = 74 HEADER=

JOINED FIELDS = 7 0 0

TOTAL LAST CLM: 0

Enter the above values after

the respective prompts. You'll

notice that after you've entered

a value, it will be preprinted for

you when you go back to review

the format parameters.

DFCALC

DFCALC is a companion pro

gram to Datafile. You can load it

from MENU 64; or by pressing
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during printing, the decimal se

quence 27,88 will be sent to the

printer to produce double-width

characters. You could define an

other character, perhaps d, to

represent the sequence to stop

printing double-width characters.

This macro feature is most

useful for printing titles and sub

headings. To create a double-

width heading, first place the cur

sor in front of the heading, then

press the F3 key. A "*mac*"

message will appear on the sta

tus line. Next, press the upper-

or lowercase alphabetic charac

ter you've chosen to activate the

double-width capability (in my

example, D). Finally, move the

cursor to the end of the heading,

press F3 again, and press the

key you've chosen to deactivate

the double-width feature (d, in

my example). That's all there is

to it! If you press any nonalpha-

betic character, the operation will

abort.

Your table can consist of 52

different macro definitions, each

of which can be from one to 20

characters long. I've allocated

exactly 500 bytes in memory for

the complete macro table.

CUSTOMIZING MACROS

Before running Define Macros,

make a list of the alphabetic

characters you want to represent

the various functions your printer

can handle. These will be your

macro characters. Beside each

macro character, write the deci

mal values of the character se

quence that must be sent to your

printer to implement the function

each individual macro character

represents. Then run the Define

Macros program.

First you'll be prompted to se

lect a macro character. Enter any

upper- or lowercase character

from A to Z. (If you make a mis

take and wish to cancel a macro

definition, use the * key.) You'll

then be asked how many char

acters will be represented by the

macro character you've entered.

Count them from your list and

enter the total.

Next, enter the decimal value

of each character in the string,

starting with the first and contin

uing until all have been entered.

Once you've done this, you'll

have defined one macrp. The

prompt, "finished all definitions

(y/n) ?" will then appear. If you

have more macro definitions to

enter, type n and press the re

turn key.

After you've entered your list

of macro definitions, press y at

the prompt. Within seconds, the

program will create the table of

macro definitions, then prompt

you to save the table to disk and

provide the proper device number.

When you're in RUN Script

2.40, you can easily load in your

macro set by pressing F1, fol

lowed by m. (See the description
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line-feed character should be

printed after each carriage-re

turn character. Unlike the .If dot

command, this function changes

a permanent flag inside of RUN

Script.

q—F1,q saves a copy of RUN

Script, including any printer mac

ros, the current color settings, the

current settings from the F1,S;

F1.T; F1.G; F1.C; F1.L; F1.M;

F1,d; F1,t; F1.g; CTRL/= and

CTRL/u commands, and the set

tings from the .gc, .gb, .ge, .bs

and .ff dot commands. To cus

tomize RUN Script 2.40, use

these commands to configure it,

then save it with F1,q.

DEFINING PRINTER

MACROS

Note: The following discussion

refers to a Basic program called

Define Macros, which is not on

this Productivity Pak II disk. If

you are interested in the features

it makes possible, you can obtain

the Define Macros program from

the April 1986 issue of RUN

(p. 46) or the March/April edition

of ReRUN.

Many Commodore owners use

non-Commodore printers such

as the Okimate 10 or Epson MX-

80. These printers often have de

sirable features, like italic char

acter sets and the ability to do

underlining. The printer-macro

feature of RUN Spript enables

you to customize your copy of

this word processor so you can

take full advantage of whatever

capabilities your printer may

possess.

Printer macro character strings

are always sent to the printer

when output is to the screen,

rather than being ignored. This

is necessary when output is

being switched between the

screen and printer. An idiosyn

crasy of RUN Script 2.40 is that

the printer must be turned on

when output to the screen is tak

ing place, because a file is al

ways opened to the printer when

you select output to the screen.

If RUN Script ever seems to

"hang up" mysteriously during a

printout, check your printer.

You may select any upper- or

lowercase alphabetic character

to be a macro character. You

then create a table of printer

macros with the Define Macros

program. Each macro character

represents a string of user-de

fined characters. When a macro

character is encountered during

printing, this string, rather than

the macro character itself, will be

sent to the output device.

For example, let's say you own

a printer that requires the se

quence ESC X (decimal values

27 and 88) to start printing dou

ble-width characters. With Define

Macros, you can select a char

acter—D, for instance—to rep

resent this two-character string.

Then, when D is encountered

PRINTER OR INTERFACE CONFIGURATION

P, for print option, in the Datafile

main menu, then C in the re

sulting option menu; or from Ba

sic by typing LOAD"DFCALC",8

< return > and RUN < return >.

DFCALC enables you to use

your Datafile record-file data to

produce spreadsheet-like reports.

Since the program provides for

considerable flexibility in design

ing your calculated reports, many

applications are possible.

Calculations are performed on

only one record at a time with

in a row of the report. However,

the entire contents of a column

can be totaled or averaged. Vari

ous methods of justification are

provided, as well as many

mathematical tokens to expand

the capabilities of your printed

document.

The following is a more com

prehensive description of DF-

CALC's capabilities:

1) A header consisting of up

to four title lines can be printed

at the top of the first page of

your report.

2) You can define up to 16

12
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columns in your report. The num

ber of columns possible will de

pend on the width of each

column and the number of char

acters your printer can fit across

the page.

3) Columns can contain:

a) The record number.

b) The contents of a field or

data within a record.

c) The contents of another

column within the current row.

d) An equation, the results

of which will be printed within the

column.

e) A running total of the

data found in a previous column.

4) Equations will perform

operations using the following

operands:

a) Numerical content of a

field within a record.

b) Numerical content of a

previous column within the row.

c) Numerical constants or

values, such as 100, 3.14159

. . ..(pi), 469.65, 2.6769E-3,

8.965E10, and so on.

5) Equations can perform op

erations employing up to three

of 47 operators, such as + , -,

x , +, t. sin(), log() and sqr().

Included among these are con

version operators that will con

vert inches to millimeters, de

grees to radians, and so on.

6) End-of-column (EOC) op

erations can be defined as

follows:

a) No operation (NOOP).

STRUCTURE OF DATAFILE"' INVENTORY * *

# RECORDS POSSIBLE IN FILE: 253

# RECORDS IN CURRENT FILE: 5

# FIELDS IN EACH RECORD: 6

ft TITLE OF FIELDS LENGTH

1 ITEM 20

2 DESC 20

3 SER# 20

4 COST 9

5 YEAR 2

6 ROOM 10

Figure 1.

which doesn't print any values at

the end of a column.

b) Calculate the sum of all

the data printed in the column.

c) Calculate the average of

all the data printed in the column

(the total divided by the number

of records printed).

7) Column justification can

take the following forms:

a) Left (for alphanumeric

data).

b) Right (for alphanumeric

data).

c) Currency (numeric data,

right-justified, two decimal

places).

d) Decimal (numeric data,

right-justified, zero to eight

places).

e) Percent (multiplies con

tents of column by 100).
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them—that need to be cancelled.

Only enter the macros that acti

vate functions.

m—F1,m loads a set of mac

ros as defined with the Define

Macros program (see discussion

of this below). If you're using a

C-128, you must run Define Mac

ros in C-64 mode, not 128 mode.

However, the macros table it cre

ates can be used with the C-128

version of RUN Script.

g—F1,g enables and disables

the Special Graphics mode.

G—F1.G selects the type of

printer. If you have a MPS-803

or compatible, MPS-801, 1515,

1525 or MPS-1000 (Commodore

mode), you answer yes at the

prompt. Answer no if you don't

have one of these printers. This

function determines how RUN

Script will print dot-graphics

characters.

C—F1 ,C selects the secondary

address used to print dot graph

ics and sends macro command

strings to the printer. Unlike the

.ca dot command, this function

changes the permanent second

ary address inside RUN Script.

S—F1.S splits the RUN Script

text display into two separate

areas. Type F1 then S, and the

prompt "how many text areas

(1/2) ?" will appear. If you an

swer 1, RUN Script will remain

unchanged.

If you enter 2, the prompt "size

of area two ?" will appear. You

may choose any number from 1

to 18, and text area 2 will be

allocated that many kilobytes of

memory. Since all of the current

text is erased before the splitting

occurs, there is a third prompt in

this function, "erase text (y/n) ?". If

you enter y for yes, the text area

will split, and the cursor will appear

at the start of text area 1.

RUN Script can automatically

load a text file into text area 2—to

display a help file, for instance-

when you first boot up the pro

gram. Another possible applica

tion is to load in a list of items,

from which you could quickly lo

cate items with the fast scroll.

You'll have to create your own

help file, but if you want to make

use of the auto-load feature, just

split the text area with F1.S, ex

ecute any other configuration

commands you want, then save

RUN Script with the F1,q com

mand. Make sure you name the

file OB.RS128 2.40. Then set the

string variable HLP$ in the boot

program equal to the name of

your help file.

A—F1 ,A provides movement

between the two text areas. At

the prompt, enter either 1 or 2,

depending on which area you

wish to access.

T—F1,T selects the secondary

address used to print text to the

printer. Unlike the .ta dot com

mand, this function changes the

permanent secondary address in

side RUN Script.

L—F1 ,L specifies whether a
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You can terminate output at

any time, regardless of the out

put device, by simultaneously

pressing the CTRL and Commo

dore keys.

0—F1,0 loads a new character

set. In Special Graphics mode,

the business-graphics characters

of this set would be printed using

the printer's Dot Graphics mode.
1-9—F1,1 loads a new print

set number 1. F1.2 through F1,6

load new print set numbers 2-6.

F1.7 through F1.9 load new print

set numbers 7-9, but work only

in the C-128 version.
Cursor-up and cursor-

down—F1 with the vertical cur

sor controls selects the Fast

Scroll mode, which rapidly

moves the text up or down. You

leave this mode by pressing any

other key, or abort it with the

Commodore and CTRL keys.
Cursor-left and cursor-

right—F1 with the horizontal cur

sor controls selects the Page

mode. In this mode, pressing the

cursor-right key scrolls the text

upward 24 lines to display the

next screen. Pressing the cursor-

left combination scrolls the

screen downward 24 lines to dis

play the previous screen. Exit

this mode by pressing any other

key, or abort it by simultaneously

pressing the Commodore and

CTRL keys.

C_F1 ,c changes the case of

all text from the cursor position

to the document end. Uppercase

letters become lowercase, and

vice versa.

R—F1.R saves a copy of the

table of redefined characters to

the current save device. First, re

define characters with the .dc

command (see the dot com

mands, below); then print the file

to allow the .dc commands to

execute; then save the table.

Now you can load the saved

characters at a any time with the

,lr command.
o_F1,o prints a document

with one copy, output to printer

device 4 and continuous output.

Z—F1.Z (C-128 version only)

swaps text memory in RUN

Script's text area in bank 1 with

the memory in bank 0. Pressing

F1,Z again restores the original

text. You can keep one text file

in bank 1, one in bank 0, and

switch between them with F1 ,Z.

This permits up to 68000 bytes

of text to be stored in memory.

M—F1,M selects the macro

characters that should be turned

off before printing the left margin,

a header or a footer. This pre

vents problems such as underlin

ing in the left margin. RUN Script

2.40 expects the same macro let

ter to be used to activate and

deactivate printer functions. For

example, if underlining is turned

on with uppercase U, a lower

case u is needed to cancel it,

and vice versa.

At the prompt, just enter the

macro characters—up to 13 of

10

't

■ i

. .ITEM

. .COMPUTER

. .TV

. .TAPE DECK.

. .MICROWAVE

. .CAT

.DESC

.COMMODORE C64

SONY

.SHARP

.GENERAL ELEC

CRUISER

SER# ....

SOO011142

HA7788OO

LG324M01

.444TT6789

COST

. 595.00

.365.50

129 95

.435.00

YEAR

83

72 .

77 .

84. ..

.81

ROOM

DEN

FAMILY

FAMILY

KITCHEN

Figure 2.

DFCALC

INSTRUCTIONS

DFCALC will produce accu

rately calculated reports from

your Datafile record files, assum

ing you design the report format

correctly. For the purpose of

learning the program, we'll cre

ate a fictitious record file as an

example.

DECIDING ON A REPORT

Let's assume you've previ

ously created a record file called

Inventory with Datafile. It will ap

pear on the disk directory as DF]

INVENTORY. The special char

acters preceding the right

bracket identify the sequential file

as having been written by Da

tafile. The Inventory file will have

the structure shown in Figure 1.

The five records in the sample

file appear in Figure 2.

Except for REC#, this report

could have been designed and

printed with DFREPORT.

Now that you have a file and

know what the structure is, let's

determine what to do with the

data when you enter DFCALC.

The records in Inventory will be

used to keep a file of valuables

for insurance purposes. Besides

the actual records in Inventory,

it might be useful to determine

the replacement cost of each

item. This would require adjust

ing the original cost by the age

of the item and the yearly infla

tion rate, thus introducing two

additional data fields, each con

taining a formula.

REPORT LAYOUT

Figure 3 suggests the layout

of the report, which is 67 printout

columns wide. Regarding the
fields as "columns," they are

numbered 1 through 8. The field

descriptions, or column headers,

are below the column numbers,

and the bottom line, labeled "po

sition," gives the printout column

in which each report column be

gins. There are two spaces be

tween columns. If your record
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COLUMN. 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

HEADERS: REC# ITEM DESCRIP SERIAL* COST YEAR AGE REPCOST

POSITION: 1 5 16 29 43 52 56 61

Figure 3-

COL

1

2

3

4

r»

6

7

8

Figure 4.

CONTENTS

#

M

F2

F3

F4

F5

E

E

EQUATION

86-F5

{(F4*.O5)'C7) + F4

EOC

N

N

N

N

1

N

A

T

JUSTIFY

R

L

L

L

C

L

R

C

field data is longer than the width

of a column, the data will be

truncated, starting at the right.

Once you've positioned the

columns, you must determine

what contents and operations will

be part of each column. Figure

4 shows the structure of each

column, I've explained the cri

teria above.

CONTENTS OF COLUMNS

In the example, INVENTORY,

the record's number is printed in

the first column, using #. Coi-

umns 2 through 6 will contain

whatever is found in the respec

tive fields for that record number,

indicated by F1 through F5.

Columns 7 and 8 are defined

to have formulas, or equations,

denoted by E. Column 7's equa

tion involves subtracting the

value found in column 6 (F5, the

year of purchase) from the con

stant 86 (the current year). This

results in the age of the item.

Column 6 (C6) could be used in

place of F5 as notation in the

equation, since that column con

tains the field data. The formula

would then be 86 -C6.

Column 8's equation uses the

maximum number of operators
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Commodore ASCII or true ASCII,

depending on how RUN Script

is configured. (See the t function,

above.) Also, if you change file

types between a read and a

write, you need to rename the

file. Finally, you can do a save-

with-replace by inserting @0: be

fore the filename. This is not

recommended with the 1541, be

cause of its DOS bug.

r—F1,r loads a sequential or

user file from disk. Just enter the

filename at the prompt. It's not

necessary to append anything to

it. If RUN Script 2.40 is in true

ASCII mode, the file loaded must

be a true ASCII file; otherwise

upper- and lowercase letters will

be reversed. If RUN Script is

in Commodore ASCII (normal)

mode, the file must be a Com

modore ASCII file.

$—F1 ,$ lists the disk directory.

You can pause directory scroll

ing by pressing the Commodore

key and stop the scrolling by

pressing the run-stop key. To re

turn to Edit mode, press the

CTRL and Commodore keys

simultaneously.

>—F1,> issues a disk drive

command.

<—F1,< reads the disk error

channel.

f—F1,f reports the number of

free bytes remaining.

x—F1,x exits to Basic.

p—F1,p prints text. After se

lecting the print function, you'll

be asked how many copies to

make. You can choose up to 99.

Next, you'll be asked to select

the output device. Output may

be directed to device 3, the

screen; device 4 or 5, the printer;

or device 8 or 9, the disk drive.

If you choose disk, output be

gins immediately and continues

until all the text has been output.

If you don't have a printer, you

can output your text to disk and

then borrow a printer to print

it out.

If you select the printer or

screen as the output device, you

can output one page at a time.

Simply answer n for no at the

"continuous (y/n) ?" prompt. A

"next output (c/p/s) ?" prompt

will then be displayed before

each page is output.

If you enter s for screen at this

point, the next page will be

printed to the screen. If you enter

p for printer, the next page will

be sent to your printer. If you

enter c at the prompt, output

from that point onward will be

continuous, and the "next output

(c/p/s) ?" prompt will no longer

appear.

Output to the screen lets you

see where the page breaks oc

cur. I recommend that you run

through your text this way before

printing it. When printing text to

the screen, you can pause the

output by pressing the Commo

dore key.



F1—Pressing the F1 key after

a prompt for a filename activates

a screen-read feature.

Somewhere at the start of a

document, within the first 256

characters, create a comment

with the .cm dot command. Fol

lowing the .cm command, type

the document's filename sur

rounded by double quotes, such

as .cm "O:filename".

When you save the file with

the F1,@ or F1,s command, if

you press the F1 key after the

"filename ?" prompt appears,

RUN Script will read the filename

from the screen into the input

line. This saves you from having

to type the filename every time.

THE F1 KEY

When you press F1, a "com

mand ?" prompt will appear.

You then enter the letter corre

sponding to the function (as

listed below) that you wish to

execute.

d—F1,d selects: the device

with which all saving and loading

will take place. This may be de

vice 8 or 9, the disk drive. The

default device is number 8.

s—F1 ,s saves text to the se

lected device.

@—F1,@ saves with replace.

The old file is automatically

scratched before the new file is

saved.

I—F1.I loads a text file from

the disk.

a—F1,a is an append function

for combining a text file on disk

with the one in memory. The file

coming from disk is appended

starting at the cursor position and

replaces any text that follows the

cursor. (This append function is

not intended for use with se

quential files.)

t—F1 ,t selects whether char

acters will be output and input

in ASCII or Commodore ASCII.

RUN Script 2.40 uses Commo

dore ASCII as its default mode.

When you press F1,t, the prompt

"use true ascii (y/n)?" appears.

True ASCII is used by most non-

Commodore printers, and some

of its values are different from

the ASCII values Commodore

printers use.

Also, when telecomputing with

mainframes, you may find that

the mainframe uses true ASCII.

In this case, RUN Script can do

conversions between the two

types of ASCII, using the w and

r commands (see below).

w-—F1,w writes the text in

memory to disk as either a se

quential or a user file. If you want

to save it as a sequential file, you

must append the string ,s,w to

the filename when entering the

filename at the prompt. If you

want to save the text as a user

file, it's necessary to append ,u,w

to the filename.

With the w function, you can

write the text to disk using either

l_

R -

C -

D4 -

P1

Figure

LEFT justify

RIGHT justify

CURRENCY, 2

DECIMALS, 0-t

PERCENT, RES

5.

places

) places

'100

NUMBERS

(123 )

( 123)

( 123. 00)

( 123.0000)

( 12300.0)

TEXT

(ABC )

( ,ABC)

( -00)

( .0000)

( .0)

allowed within one column,

three, to derive the replacement

value. The original cost (F4) is

multiplied by .05 (the yearly in

flation factor), and this result is

multiplied in turn by the age of

the item as calculated in C7. Fi

nally, this result is added to the

original cost (F4).

Column 8's formula could also

have been written ((C5*.O5)

*C7) + C5. Since there were no

calculations performed in column

5 (C5), the column and the field

have the same value.

TOTALS AND AVERAGES

Still referring to Figure 4, the

End of Column (EOC) operation

must be defined with one of the

following three options:

N—No operation (NOOP)—6o noth

ing with the column.

T— Total—find the sum of the con

tents of the column.

A—Average—find the average of the

contents of the column (average ■

total + number of records).

Since columns 1-4 and 6 are

just displaying field data, we

choose no end-of-column oper

ations, using N. Column 5 con

tains the original cost, so we

choose T to obtain the total of

the original cost of all the items.

Column 7 calculates the age of

all the items, so it might be in

teresting to see the average age

of all our goods by entering A

for that column. We choose T for

column 8 simply because we'd

like to know how much to ask

the insurance company for (or at

least to realize how much new

things cost nowadays).

JUSTIFICATION

OF CONTENTS

You must choose how the field

data, record number and calcu

lated result will be printed within

the column. Your choices are de

tailed in Figure 5.

Choosing either decimals or

percent results in a prompt for
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the number of decimal places

you want'to the right of the dec

imal point. Any number from 0

through 8 is valid. If you think a

calculation might result in an

swers being printed in scientific

notation, choose either left or

right justification. If text data is

formatted with a numerical for

mat, the value of that column will

be zero.

In our Inventory example, we

chose left justification for text

data, right for numeric and cur

rency for the two columns of

costs.

RUNNING DFCALC

Now that we have a game

rjlan (the game gets easier the

more we play), let's load

DFCALC. As I mentioned earlier,

you can load it from Datafile by

pressing P at the main menu,

and then C at the following

menu, or, from Basic, by typing

LOAD"OFCALC",8 <return>,

and then RUN < return >.

The first display you'll see re

lates to configuring your printer,

which I discussed earlier. The

display looks like this:

CALCULATED REPORTS PROGRAM

USE OLD PREDEFINED FORMAT

OR NEW FORMAT

$ DISK DIRECTORY

QUIT PROGRAM

TRANSFER TO:

DATAFILE

DFPRINT

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing Q terminates the pro

gram and $ displays the direc

tory of the disk currently in the

drive. Pressing 0 brings up the

operations menu, in case a cal

culated report format has already

been designed. Pressing N ac

cesses the define report routines

for entering all the requirements

for printing the sample file Inven

tory. Press D. When the screen

displays the following prompt,

enter INVENTORY as shown,

then press the return key.

INSERT DISK WITH THE DATAFILE

TO BE USED FOR CALCULATED

REPORTS.

ENTER THE NAME OF THE

DATAFILE:

? INVENTORY

The program will look at the

record file named Inventory and

retrieve some important file-struc

ture data that will be useful later

on. The screen will then display

the following sequences as you

enter the data as shown:

DEFINE REPORT HEADER FORMAT

ENTER WIDTH OF REPORT (136

MAX)

? 70

ENTER NUMBER OF TITLE LINES IN

THE REPORT HEADER (4 LINES

MAX)

? 2

TITLE #1

? HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY
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you can elect to replace it or

bypass it.

F4,F4—This prompts you to

input a search string and a re

place string. After you've done

this, all the occurrences of the

search string from the cursor po

sition to the end of text will be

replaced by the replace string.

CHANGING DISPLAY

COLORS

To change the colors of the

RUN Script screen display, use

the following key combinations:

CTRL/1—to change the text

color.

CTRL/2—to change the back

ground color. Changes C-128

screen color.

CTRL/3—to change the color

of the status line.

CTRL/4—to change the bor

der color (C-64 version only).

MISCELLANEOUS EDIT

FUNCTIONS

Return—Pressing the return

key when entering text signals

the end of a paragraph. When

you press the return key, a left-

arrow character with a bent-up

tail will appear at the cursor po

sition, marking the end of the

paragraph.

CTRL/x—This combination in

terchanges the two characters to

the left of the cursor—a fast

method of correcting transposed

letters.

CTRL/6—This combination

toggles RUN Script 2.40 in and

out of Shift Lock mode. When

the '"cap*" message is dis

played on the status line, all al

phabetic characters typed will be

capitalized. This enables you to

enter capital letters and num

bers, without having to use the

shift key.

CTRL/= —If you should want

to replace the line-padding dots

with some other character, press

the CTRL and equals-sign keys

simultaneously. A "*chr*" mes

sage will appear on the status

line. Then type the replacement

character, and it will automati

cally replace the dots. Once this

is done, you cannot retrieve the

dots. The closest you can come

is to repeat the command and

press the period key, or, if

you prefer blank spaces, the

space bar.

HELP—(C-128 version only).

Moves the cursor to the other

text area when the display is

split. If it's in area 1, it'll move

to area 2, and vice versa.

CTRL/z—Prints five spaces to

the screen. This function is useful

for indenting paragraphs.

CTRL/u—Enables you to se

lect a new character to be in

serted into the text area when

you press the run-stop key. Type

CTRL/u, then any character. The

default character is the space.



y/n before erasing is performed.

You can abort both F8 key func

tions without deleting any text

by simultaneously pressing the

CTRL and Commodore keys.

MOVING AND

COPYING TEXT

F5—To move a block of text,

position the cursor over the first

character of the block and press

F5. A "move block" message

will appear. Then move the cur

sor to the last character of the

block and hit the return key. The

text will be deleted and a "select

insert point" message will now

appear. Position the cursor

where you want the text inserted,

press the return key, and the

block of text will appear in the

new position.

F6—To copy a portion of the

text in memory to another posi

tion, press F6 once after posi
tioning the cursor over the first

character of the block to be cop

ied. A "copy block message"

will appear on the status line.

Next, move the cursor to the last

character of the block to be cop

ied and hit the return key. A "se

lect insert point" message will be

displayed. Move the cursor to

the position where you want the

block inserted, hit the return key,

and the block will appear in the

new location.

F6.F6—To insert the contents

of the text buffer into your doc

ument, press F6 twice. After a

"select insert point" message

appears, move the cursor to the

insert point and press the return

key. The contents of the buffer
will be inserted. This feature al

lows you to make multiple copies

of the same text block or to re

cover a deleted block as ex

plained above.

SEARCH AND

SEARCH-AND-REPLACE

(Note to RUN Script 1.0 users:

Unlike RUN Script 1.0, RUN
Script 2.40 does not require a

null element for the first and last
characters in search-and-replace

strings.)

F2—To search for a string be

tween the cursor position and the

end of the text, press F2 once

and a "search string?" prompt

will appear. Type in the string

you wish to find, then press the
return key. If a match is found,

the cursor will appear over the

match. If no match is found, a
"string not found" message will

be displayed. After entering a

search string, you can search for
multiple occurrences of the string

by pressing F2 twice in rapid

succession.

F4—Use F4 to replace strings

within the text area. A search
string and replace string will be

requested as above, but at each
occurrence of the search string,

the string will be displayed so
(

TITLE #2

? MAY 31 1985

PRESS CONT REDO START JUMP

EXIT

After you press the return key

following the second title, the

mini-menu PRESS CRSJE will

appear. You'll see this menu

often throughout the defining se

quence. It lets you change your

mind as often as it appears.

Here's a description of what

each choice does.

C—Continue on to the next

step. (You're satisfied with what

you've done so far.) Actually,

pressing any key, including re

turn, will advance you to the next

step. You'll find this useful when

you're plowing back through the

format.

W—Redo the last step. This lets

you change the very last step or

column. DFCALC won't allow you

to go backwards more than one

step or to the start of a column.

S—Start over. Pressing S will

send you back to the screen

shown above, where you started

defining the format. Don't fret!

You won't have to retype every

thing. All your entries will be pre

printed on the screen for you. If

you don't want to make a

change, just press return to ac

cept the value shown. Keep

pressing the return key to walk

back through the sequence until

you get to where you left off.

A—Jump to the end of the def

inition sequence. Pressing J will

send you to the operations

menu, bypassing all further entry

or updating of the format defi

nition. J assumes you've already

been completely through the se

quence or have loaded a previ

ously defined format.

E—Exit the routine to the be

ginning of the program. This to

tally bails you out from the

definitions sequence, back to

where you first started the pro

gram. You might use this key if

you discover you're working with

the wrong record file or just want

to quit.

Now, press return or any other

key to continue. You'll get this

display:

DEFINE REPORT COLUMNAR FORMAT

CALCULATE THE TOTAL LENGTH OF

ALL FIELDS TO BE INCLUDED IN

THE REPORT ALLOWING 21 SPACES

BETWEEN EACH COLUMN.

ENTER THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS

IN REPORT. (16 COLUMNS MAX).

? 8

FIELD NAME (LENGTH) DATA

FOR: INVENTORY

1 ITEM 20 4 COST 9

2 DESC 20 5 YEAR 2

3 SER# 20 6 ROOM 10

Before you enter 8 for the

number of columns, notice the

bottom of the screen. The num-
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ber, name and length of the

fields in the record file Inventory

are displayed, so you don't have

to remember! This is why you

had to enter the name of the

record file before starting. From

now on, at least until you com-

[ilete your format definition, the
datafile references will stay on

the screen.

IMPORTANT NOTES!

1) Don't use your cursor con

trols during these processes.

DFCALC and all the Datafile pro

grams use input statements for

entering data. Consequently, if

you use your up/down cursor,

the screen editor won't know

where it is. To be safe, use DEL

to backspace.

2) Don't use commas, semi

colons, colons or quotation

marks within any input prompt,

or you'll probably lose some of

your data or accidentally leave

the program.

Pressing the return key brings

up the mini-menu (CRSJE), then

pressing return again will display

a prompt for the position of col

umn 1. Enter, as you are

prompted, the individual column

positions: 1, 5, 16, 29, 43, 52,

56 and 61. You'll notice the col

umn number (in reversed print)

incrementing each time you

press return.

The next screen asks for the

heading of column 1. Enter the

headings as shown on the ex

ample, pressing return each

time. The screen displays the col

umn currently being worked on,

as well as the width of that col

umn. Any header you type in

that's longer than the number of

characters shown will be trun

cated. The column headers, you

recall, are: 1)#; 2)ITEM;

3)DESCRIPTION; 4)SERIAL #;

5)ORGCOST; 6)YR; 7)AGE and

8)REPCOST.

At this point we'll begin to de

fine the individual columns as to

content, justification and end-of-

column operations. Continuing

with the next screen;

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 1

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 1

CHOOSE FIELD DATA

EQUATION

RUNNING TOTAL

ft RECORD NUMBER

? #

F will always be preprinted on

the input until the fields have

been defined. Remember, we

want to use the record number

for column 1, so press #. You'll

then see this screen:

SET COLUMN 1 JUSTIFICATION

and pressing this combination

twice moves the cursor to the

end of the text.

INSERTING TEXT

There are three ways to insert

text with RUN Script:

Shift/INST—Simultaneously
pressing the shift key and the

INST key inserts one space at

the cursor position.

CTRL/I-Pressing the CTRL

key and the I key toggles you in

and out of Insert mode. When

ever you press a key in this

mode, a character is inserted at

the cursor position. You'll know

when you're in Insert mode be

cause an "*ins*" message will

be displayed on the status line.

Run-stop—When you need to

insert text at the start of a long

document, CTRL/I and shift/INST
are too slow, since either one has

to move the entire text area to

insert each character. To circum

vent this problem, press the run-

stop key to insert a block of 200

spaces. To insert more than 200

spaces, press the run-stop key

continuously until the insert block

is large enough to suit your

needs.

Shift/run-stop—This key com

bination is the functional opposite

of the run-stop key, deleting a

block of inserted spaces. Just po

sition the cursor at the begin

ning of the block and press shift/

run-stop.

DELETING TEXT

The four methods of deleting

text with RUN Script are detailed

below:

DEL—Pressing the key that's

marked DEL deletes the charac

ter to the left of the cursor and

moves the cursor left one column.

F7—Pressing F7 also deletes

one character, but it's the one

under the cursor, and the cursor

does not move.

F8—Pressing F8 deletes a

block of text. Position the cursor

over the first character of the sec

tion of text you wish to delete

and press F8. A "delete block"

message will appear on the sta

tus line at the top of the screen.

Then move the cursor to the last

character of the block you want

deleted and press the return key.

The block of text will be re

moved, but not yet lost, in case

you change your mind.

The deleted block is copied to

a buffer at the top of memory.

To retrieve the block, press F6

twice, quickly, before pressing

any other key. A "select insert

point" message will then appear

on the status line. Move the cur

sor to where the text was deleted

and press the return key again.

The text will be restored exactly

as it was.

F8,F8—Pressing F8.F8 will de

lete all text from the cursor po

sition to the end of the text area.

You will be prompted to answer
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Script contains a word-wrap fea

ture that keeps a word from

being broken when it's too long

to fit into the remaining space on

a screen line.

RUN Script uses one line at

the top of the screen to display

prompts, operation and error

messages. This leaves 24 lines

free for displaying text. About

35,000 bytes are available for

storing text in the C-64 version,

and about 68,000 bytes in the

C-128 version.

ABORTING OPERATIONS

You may abort almost any op

eration, including saving and

loading text, by pressing the

CTRL key along with the Com

modore key. About the only op

eration you can't stop is the

replace-string function, once re

placing has begun; but pressing

the CTRL/Commodore combi

nation during the input stage of

this function will abort it.

In RUN Script, the restore key

acts as a panic button, taking

you out of whatever mode you're

in and returning you to normal

Text mode.

MOVING THE CURSOR

In RUN Script 2.40. the cursor

can be moved anywhere within

the text area. Seven keys and

key combinations function as

cursor controls. These include

the four cursor keys (eight on the

C-128), the home key, the CTRL/

back-arrow combination and the

shift/return combination. To use

the CTRL/back-arrow, press the

CTRL and back-arrow keys to

gether; likewise, press the shift

and return keys simultaneously

for shift/return.

Cursor keys—By pressing the

cursor-down key or the (shifted)

cursor-up key, you can scroll ver

tically through the text area. By

pressing the cursor-right-and-left

key, you can move the cursor

horizontally.

With RUN Script's word-wrap

feature, a given screen line may

have anywhere from one to 39

spaces at the end of it. The

empty spaces appear as small

dots that don't exist in the text

area in memory, but are printed

to the screen to pad out the line.

When moving the cursor hori

zontally, you'll find it will skip

over these small dots.

Shift/return—This key com

bination moves the cursor to the

start of the next line.

Home—Pressing the home

key once moves the cursor to

the upper-left corner of the

screen. Pressing it twice moves

the cursor to the start of the

manuscript.

CTRL/back-arrow—Pressing

the CTRL key with the back-ar

row key moves the cursor to the

bottom-left corner of the screen,

OPTIONS: LEFT

RIGHT

CURRENCY ($.00)

PERCENT (%)

DECIMALS TO RIGHT

? R

L is the default prompt. Enter

R for right justification. Now,

we've just completed the defini

tion of column 1. In case you

were wondering, the End of Col

umn screen was bypassed, be

cause the column contained only

the record number, not any im

portant data. From now on. you'll

see the additional menu, and

more. The next three screens

reveal:

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 2

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 2

CHOOSE FEd Note: simplified menu

? F

WHICH FIELD # WILL BE IN

COLUMN 2

ENTER 1 THROUGH 6

? 1

SET END-OF-COLUMN 2 OPERATION

OPTIONS: TOTAL SUM OF COLUMN

AVERAGE CONTENTS OF

COLUMN

NO OPERATION

TO COLUMN

7 N

SET COLUMN2 JUSTIFICATION

OPTIONS: LRCPD

? L

That completes column 2!

Complete the same sequence for

columns 3, 4, 5 and 6, according

to our previous layout, changing

the justification and EOC as nec

essary. Stop when you get to

column 7.

Now we'll define the formulas,

or equations, for columns 7 and

8. The following display should

be on your screen:

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 7

I

ENTER CONTENTS FOR COLUMN 7

CHOOSE FER#

? E

After you enter E for equation,

a new screen will appear with

prompts for the equation:

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 7

RES =

OPERAND X? .

OPERATOR ? .

OPERAND Y? .

Note that you're prompted for

equation 1. You can define up

to three operations in one col

umn. Enter the operands and op

erator for the equation we

defined earlier for this column:

85-F5.

Press the return key after each

entry shown on the following

screen. The completed equation

will be shown in the conventional
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form, followed by the mini-menu.

Press return once more to get

past the prompt:

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 7

RES =

OPERAND X? 85

OPERATOR ? -

OPERAND Y? F5

RES = 85 - F5

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? N

Since the calculation in column

7 is sufficient, we won't expand

on the equation. Enter N as

shown and press return. We fin

ish defining this column by con

tinuing through the End of Col

umn and Justification screens. A

reminder: column 7's EOC is A

and justification is R.

We are now at the beginning

of column 8, which will contain

the equation ((F4\05)*C7) + F4.

Keep in mind that we must start

at the innermost set of parenthe

ses and work out. The entire se

quence of screens for column 8

follows. (Yours should grow sim

ilarly as you keep entering data

and pressing return.)

FORMAT INPUT ROUTINES FOR

COLUMN 8

ENTER CONTENTS OF COLUMN 8

CHOOSE F E R #

? E

ENTER EQUATION 1 FOR COLUMN 8

RES =

OPERAND X? F4

OPERATOR ? *

OPERAND Y? .05

RES = F4'.O5

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? Y

ENTER EQUATION 2 FOR COLUMN 8

= F4'.O5

OPERAND X? RES

OPERATOR ? *

OPERAND Y? C7

RES = F4'.05"C7

PRESS C R S J E

EXPAND EQUATION? Y OR N

? Y

ENTER EQUATION 3 FOR COLUMN 8

RES = (F4".05)"C7

OPERAND X? RES

OPERATOR ? +

OPERAND Y? F4

RES = ((F4\05)'C7) + F4

RUN Script 128 and

RUN Script 64:

Version 2.40

By Robert Rockefeller

RUN It Right

C-64 or C-128; disk drive; printer

RUN Script 128 and RUN

Script 64 (version 2.40) are en

hanced versions of the RUN

Script 64 word processor (ver

sion 1.0), which appeared in the

March and April 1986 issues of

RUN. All the features that were

in version 1.0 are still present in

version 2.40, but many have

been improved. In addition, ver

sion 2.40 adds 18 new dot com

mands and about 30 other new

functions.

LOADING PROCEDURE

First read carefully the instruc

tions on how to load. C-64 users

must load and run RS64, a Basic

program that automatically loads

RUN Script's machine language

program. Just wait a moment

while it loads and runs. Similarly,

C-128 users must load and run

RS128.

As you're reading this docu

mentation, keep in mind that

when two names of keys are

separated by a slash, the keys

should be pressed simulta

neously. When they are sepa

rated by a comma, the keys

should be pressed one after the

other.

EDITING FUNCTIONS

RUN Script 2.40 offers many

editing functions, which I tried to

keep as intuitive as possible.

Learning to use these functions

is easy because most of the ed

iting keys work almost exactly the

way they do in Basic.

Reading your text on the

screen is also easy, since RUN
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where the C-64 Basic programs

start, it tells you that this may be

a C-64 program and asks if you

still wish to load and run it. If you

reply yes, it will load it to the

proper start of Basic for the

C-128 and run it. (Note: Not all

C-64 Basic programs will run un

modified in C-128 mode.)

' If the load address is incorrect

for C-128 or C-64 Basic, Auto-

Menu assumes the program is in

machine language and asks if you

wish to boot the program. Booting

allows machine language pro

grams to be loaded and activated

all at once. It will only work on

those machine language files

whose start address is the same as

the load address. In other words,

if the load address is 32768, boot

ing will load it to 32768 and at

tempt to start it with a SYS 32768.

Machine language files that re

quire starting from an address dif

ferent from the load address can

not be executed this way.

If the program you want is not

on the disk you're viewing, sim

ply remove the current disk from

the drive (do not remove a disk

while the drive is spinning) and

insert another disk. Then press

the stop key. AutoMenu will load

the directory of the new disk and

display it for you.

Well, that's all there is to it.

You'll find this program will add

new dimensions to the use of

your disk directory. Effl

press c r s j e

SET END-OF-COLUMN 8 OPERATION

OPTIONS: TAN

? T

SET COLUMN 8 JUSTIFICATION

OPTIONS: L R C P D

? C

PRESS C R S J E

When you've finished defining

column 8, you've completed the

entire calculated-report format.

OPERATIONS MENU

The last return you pressed

presented this screen:

CALCULATED REPORTS

OPERATIONS MENU

CURRENT DATAFILE: INVENTORY

SAVE REPORT FORMAT

LOAD REPORT FORMAT

CHANGE REPORT FORMAT

PRINT RECORDS

RECONFIGURE PRINTER

$ DISK DIRECTORY

EXIT THIS DATAFILE

PRESS THE APPROPRIATE KEY

Pressing $ displays the direc

tory of the current disk in the disk

drive, E exits and closes the file

you've been working with and

sends you back to the begin

ning, and C sends you to the

start of the format-definition rou

tines so you can change one or

all of your entries,

You can jump back to this

menu, once you've made your

corrections, by pressing J at one

of the many mini-menu prompts.

R sends you to the printer or

interface configuration menu,

where you can send printer

CHR$ commands, and S saves

the current calculated-report for

mat to the disk.

Warning! Any calculated-report

format file (shown on the disk as

CR] INV...) of the same name

will be scratched and replaced

with the current format. If you've

made changes to a format you

want to keep, and also wish to

retain the original, give the re

vised format a new name.

Make sure you save your cur

rent format before using E or L.

However, you'll be given a sec

ond chance if you happen to

forget.

L loads a format file from the

disk into the computer's mem

ory. This overwrites the format

currently held in memory.

THE FINAL PRODUCT

Let's assume you pressed A,

for all records, at the print-op

tions menu. The computer will

print the title and heading of the
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report. Then it will start at the

beginning of the sequential file

and commence reading the rec

ords. After every record, the

equations for each column will

be calculated and the results

printed in the current row on the

report. Then the next record will

be read, and so forth. When all

the records have been read, the

end-of-column information will be

processed and printed. Finally,

at the bottom of the report, the

name of the record file will be

printed, along with the number

of records reported. [nl
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C-128 AutoMenu

By David Darus and Louis Wallace

RUN It Right

CI28 lin!28 mode; 40/80 columns)

1541 or 1511 disk drive

The C-128 AutoMenu is de

signed to make it easy for you

to load and run programs on the

C-128. It allows you to quickly

and easily look through a disk's

available program files and load

and run them by simply pressing

a key.

You can save C-128 Auto

Menu to any of your frequently

used disks to save time later. In

fact, by using the C-128's auto-

boot capability, you can set up

each C-128 disk so that AutoMenu

is automatically booted at pow-

erup. (For a program that allows

you to make self-booting program

disks, see "Disk Commands on

the C-128" in RUN's December

1985 issue.)

When you run or autoboot

C-128 AutoMenu, it first checks

to see if you are in 40- or 80-

column mode, then formats its

output accordingly. It will go to

the disk for a minute and read

in all the names and sizes of the

program files on the disk. It will

ignore sequential, user and rel

ative files, since they are not ex

ecutable programs.

Once the program names are

in memory, it will list them in a

window on the screen, with the

program size on the far-right side

of the window. You can use your

cursor keys to move up or down

through the list while highlighting

the program name under the

cursor. If you wish, you can re

turn to the top of the list by press

ing the clr/home key.

Once you've found the pro

gram you want, simply press the

return key while the cursor is on

the program name, and your

choice will be loaded and run

if it is a C-128-compatible Basic

program.

AutoMenu checks the load ad

dress of the file "you choose; if

the address isn't correct for a

C-128 Basic program, AutoMenu

compares it to the load address

for C-64 Basic programs. If Auto

Menu finds that the program

loads at 2049 decimal, which is
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Operands are variables (data) being operated on by operators, such as *, /. +. -.

sqr and int. Operands are denoted in the List of Legal Operators (see Table 2) as X

and Y. The value created by a calculation is called the resultant. To help clarify and

define these terms, I'll use the following simple equations as examples:

A = B*C Z = X + Y RES = .SINX RES wXtY RES - RES/200

In these equations, anything to the left of the equals sign is the resultant of the

equation. The variables A, Z and RES are. therefore, resultants. In all the equations

that you'll define using DFCALC, RES will be your resultant.

The items to the right of Ihe equals sign will always consist of Iwo operands and

one operator, the middle term being the operator. B, C, X, Y, RES, 200 and the

period are all operands. *, +, SIN, t and / are all operators. The following is an

expanded and more detailed description of what you can use as legal operands:

Record fields. An equation using record fields (F1, F4, F12, etc.) can take any of

the following forms: RES =

F2*F3; F4IF2; F4t3; 1OO'F5; C3 + F3; .ABSF1: SINF4; RES"F2; F4 + F5

The following conditions apply:

1) The number ol the field defined must exist in the record file being printed.

2) The same field may be used more than once in any one column or in a num

ber of column equations in either operand position.

3) Fields may be used In an equation with any operator except the sum through

(+ +) operator.

4) The field referenced must contain numeric data. Alpha (non-numeric) characters

such as A through Z, $, %, etc., in the data will produce a result of 0, an unreliable

result, or an error condition when used in a calculation. If Ihe equation cannot be

resolved, "??error??" will be printed as a result or the program may crash.

Columns. An equation using columns may take the same kinds ol lorms as those

involving fields, subject to the following condition: The column number referenced '

must be less than the number of the column containing the equation. If, for example,

you're defining an equation for column C6, you can't use C6, C7, C15. etc., as

operands.

Constants. Constants used in an equation may occupy either operand position and

may have a positive or negative value, but must be within a range operable for the

computer. Pi (3.14159265....) is the only predefined constant.

Other operands. The period is used as (he first operand when there is only one

operand being operated on. This is usually the case when a higher level operator

(identified by a three-letter code) is being used. For example: .SIN 30; .INV F1; .DEG

45; .SQR 4; and so on.

RES. The resultant (RES) of a previous calculation within the current column must

be used as an operand if more than one operator is used. Up to three operators or

equations may be used to complete a calculation within a column. The first operator

may use any two legal operands, but the second and third operators must have RES

as one of the operands in either position.

Table 1. Rules for Legal Operands



Op

+ +

+

-

•

/

1
1
t

SGN

SQR

INV

ABS

INT

LOG

Func

CX+ +CY

X + Y

X-Y

X'Y

X/Y

XIY

.SGNX

.SQRX

.INVX

.ABSX

INTX

.LOGX

Description of Operation

SUM Ihe columns X through Y.

ADD the values X and Y.

SUBTRACT the value Y from X.

MULTIPLY the values X and Y.

DIVIDE the value X by Y.

Raise the value X to the POWER indicated by the EXPONENT

Y. Y may be positive, negative or fractional.

Changes (he SIGN of X from + to - or - lo +.

Returns the SQUARE ROOT of X.

Returns the RECIPROCAL of X (1/X).

Returns the ABSOLUTE VALUE of X.

Makes a fractional X into an INTEGER.

Returns the NATURAL (base e) LOG of X. To convert to log

base 10, divide by .Iog10.

Returns the value of the mathematical constant e (2.71828....)

raised to the power of X.

Returns the SINE of X. where X is measured in RADIANS.

Returns the COSINE of X.

Returns the TANGENT of X.

Returns the SECANT (1/COS) of X.

Returns the COSECANT (1/SIN) of X.

Returns the COTANGENT (1/TAN) of X.

Returns the ARCTANGENT (inverse tangent), or angle, in

radians, whose langent is X.

Returns the ARCCOSINE (inverse cosine), or angle, in radians,

whose cosine is X.

Returns the ARCSINE (inverse sino), or angle, in radians, whose

sine is X.

Returns the ARCSECANT (inverse secant) of X.

Returns the ARCCOSECANT (inverse cosecant) of X.

Returns the ARCCOTANGENT (inverse cotangent) of X.

EXP .EXPX

SIN

COS

TAN

SEC

csc

COT

ATN

ACO

ASN

ASC

ACS

ACT

.SINX

.COSX

.TANX

.SECX

.CSCX

.COTX

.ATNX

.ACOX

.ASNX

.ASCX

.ACSX

.ACTX

Table 2. List of Legal Operators
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C-128:

AH C-64 programs can be run on the C-128 as long as your computer is

in C-64 mode.

All C-128 programs are clearly labeled on the directory page. Your C-128

must be in C-128 mode to run these programs.

To load a C-128-mode program, press the F2 key, type the disk filename

and then press the return key. When the program has loaded, type RUN.

Making Copies of ReRUN Disks

Many of the programs on your ReRUN disk have routines that require you

to have a separate disk onto which the program writes or saves subfiles. In

order for you to use these programs, you will first have to make a copy of

the original program onto another disk that has enough free space on it to

hold these newly written subfiles.

If the program is written in Basic, it is simple to make a copy of the

program. Just load the program into your computer following the procedures

outlined above, and then save the program back onto a separate disk that

has plenty of Iree space for extra files.

If the program is written in ML, copying is not so simple. You cannot simply

load and save an ML program. In this case, you'll need to use a disk backup

utility program, such as the one on your Commodore Test Demo disk.

For your convenience, this ReRUN disk contains a backup program that

will copy all of the programs for you. You should plan on making a couple

of backup copies of your ReRUN disk and then put away the original in a

safe place. Once you've made your copies, you can always free up disk

space on one of your copies by scratching (erasing) certain programs. See

the article, "Disk Backup," elsewhere in this booklet for further instructions.
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How To Load
Loading from Menu

This ReRUN disk provides menu programs for both C-64 and C-128 users.

These menus will display all of the programs on the disk and let you run

them with a single key press.

To get started, C-64 users should type LOAD "MENU 64",8 and press

the return key. When you get the Ready prompt, the menu is loaded and

you should type RUN to see a list of the programs on your disk.

Commodore-128 users can simply press the shift and run/stop keys to

load and run MENU 128.

Loading from Keyboard

If you do not wish to use the menu programs, follow these instructions.

C-64:

1 To load a C-64 program written in Basic, type:

LOAD "DISK FILENAMES

and then press the return key. The drive will whir while the screen prints
LOADING and then READY, with a flashing cursor beneath. Type RUN and

press the return key. The program wili then start running.

To load a C-64 program written in machine language (ML), type:

LOAD "DISK FILENAME",8,1

Some ML programs will run automatically when they are loaded. If not,

then you should refer to the article in this booklet for exact instructions.

RAD .RADX

DEG

MMS

INS

KMS

MLS

DFR

DCG

GMS

OZS

KGM

LBW

NWF

LBF

MPS

FPS

NSM

PSI

>

< >

or

and

.DEGX

.MMSX

.INSX

.KMSX

.MLSX

.DFRX

.DCGX

.GMSX

.OZSX

.KGMX

.LBMX

.NWFX

.LBFX

.MPSX

.FPSX

.NSMX

.PSIX

X<Y

X>Y

X<>Y

XorY

XandY

Converts the angle X from degree measure to RADIAN

measure.

Converts the angle X from radian to DEGREE measure.

Converts the distance X from inches to MILLIMETERS.

Converts the distance X from millimeters lo INCHES.

Converts the distance X from miles to KILOMETERS.

Converts the distance X from kilometers to MILES.

Converts the temperature X trom degrees centigrade (Celsius)

to degrees FAHRENHEIT.

Converts the temperature X from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees

CENTIGRADE (Celsius).

Converls the weight X from ounces to GRAMS.

Converts the weight X from grams to OUNCES.

Converts the mass X from pounds to KILOGRAMS.

Converts the mass X from kilograms to POUNDS.

Converts the force X, in foot-pounds, to NEWTONS.

Converts the force, in newtons. to FOOT-POUNDS.

Converts the velocity X from feet per second to METERS PER

SECOND.

Converts the velocity X from meters per second to FEET PER

SECOND.

Converts the pressure X from pounds per square inch to

NEWTONS PER SQUARE METER.

Converts the pressure X from newtons per square meter to

POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.

If X equals Y then True (res= I). else Faise (res = 0).

If X is less than Y then True.

If X is greater than Y then True.

If X is not equal to Y then True.

If either X or Y is True (greater than 0) then True.

If both X and Y are True (greater than 0) then True.
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When DFCALC is performing calculations, it will Iry to catch as many mathematical

errors as possible. Some errors caused by calculations may force the computer to crash,

while others may just produce inaccurate results. Syntactical errors {which cause the

premature termination of the program) have, to the best of my knowledge, been ac

counted for.

The following produce an error condition, resulting in a value of 0 for the particular

row/column cell, or an ??error?? flag.

1) Dividing by zero: X/0.

2) Taking the square root {or any even root) of a negative number: sqr(-X).

3) Taking (he CSC or COT of zero: cot(O).

4) Taking the natural log of a number less than or equal to zero.

5) Raising the mathematical constant e to a power greater than 87; exp(87).

6) Using an invalid or illegal operator or operand.

7) Using an operator in an equation where an operand should be {and vice versa).

8) Using a numerical constant outside the range of the computer.

a) Integers (whole numbers without decimal places) must be within the range of

-32768 to +32767.

b) Floating-point numbers, in scientific notation, must be within the range of

+ 2.93873588e - 39 to + 1.70141183e + 38.

Note: A calculation that tries to produce a result outside the legal range of the computer

will result in an 7OVERFLOW ERROR and will definitely crash the program. There's no

simple way !o test for this, so stay away from galactic calculations. Since DFCALC uses

a buffer for each column to keep track of column totals and values for calculations within

a row, it's possible Ihat your field data may inadvertently cause an 7OVERFLOW ERROR.

To help prevent what is intended to be printed as text from being interpreted as a

number, you should precede suspect record-field items with an alpha character, such

as # or P. This will always return a value of 0, since numbers after alpha characters

are ignored.

Table 3. Causes of Error

Directory

Page

1

3

25

27

32

3

34

43

40

56

59

Article

C-128

C-128 AutoMenu

RUN Script 128, Version 2.40

Reminder 128

Gradebook 128

C-64

AutoMenu (64)

RUN Script 64. verison 2.40

Runterm Plus

Turtle-Tutor for Tykes

Construction Set

Disk Backup

Datafile 3.6

Disk Filename

PROGRAMS

MENU 128

RS128

OB.RS128 2.40

C128 CHAR SET

OB.RS NMI

REMINDER 128

GRADEBOOK 128

PROGRAMS

MENU 64

RS64

OB.RS64 2.40

1650 AUTODIAL

1670 AUTODIAL

RUNTERM PLUS

LOGO FOR KIDS

CONSTRUCTION SET

BACKUP

DATAFILE

DFPRINT

DFCALC

DP] SSORT

DP] DOS5.1

DF] MAIL LIST

RP] MAIL LIST

ML] MAIL LIST

DF] INVENTORY

File Type

BASIC

BASIC

ML

ML

ML

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

ML

BASIC i

BASIC

ML

BASIC

ML

ML

BASIC

BASIC

BASIC

ML

ML

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

1

NOTE: All indented file names are loaded from within other programs. Do not load these

as stand-alone programs!

I
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David Bradley, to write autodial-

ing routines that give Runterm

Plus even more flexibility.

C-128 users will be interested

in Reminder 128, a new program

that serves as a useful desktop

accessory to help you keep track

of your appointments. This pro

gram creates a separate file on

disk, so be sure to copy Re

minder 128 to another disk be

fore running it!

Gradebook 128 is a never-be

fore-published classroom man

agement tool for teachers that

received lots of applause as a

bonus program on our March/

April ReRUN disk. It's one of the

best programs available any

where for handling your grade-

keeping and analysis chores.

Education is one of the top

home applications for C-64

users, and we at RUN provide

strong support in this area.

Youngsters will enjoy learning the

basic principles of LOGO pro

gramming with this expanded

version of Turtle-Tutor for Tykes,

otherwise known as Elmer.

For you adventurers in pro

gramming who have lacked the

expertise to create multiple

graphics screens that can be ac

cessed and scrolled at will, take

a look at Construction Set, mak

ing its debut on this ReRUN disk.

This graphics construction tool

gives you the ability to create

high-quality, sophisticated scroll

ing graphics screens for your

own programs.

Productivity Pak II has pro

grams and applications that you'll

be using over and over again.

Not only are the applications of

superior quality, but they're also

those that you are most likely to

use on a daily basis. Further

more, we've included some utility

programs, such as Menu 64,

Menu 128 and Disk Backup,

which will make all of your com

puting activities much easier.

Menu 64 and Menu 128 can be

copied onto your disks for easy

and quick access to your favorite

programs. Disk Backup will let

you make backup copies of your

noncopy-protected disks, such as

this ReRUN disk.

We hope you have fun with

Productivity Pak II, and, as a

wise man once said, "Don't work

too hard!"

Margaret Morabito

Technical Manager

RUN magazine

Please send me back issues of ReRUN

Gamcpak

Summer Edition

Fall Edition

Productivity Pak (Disk only)

. Winter Edition

_ Jan./Feb. 1986 (Disk only)**

_ March/April 1986 (Disk only)**

_ May/June 1986 (Disk only)**

__ July/August 1986 (Disk only)**

Cassette version(s) at $11.47*

Disk version(s) at $21.47

* Prices inrhidr fnnttigr mid lumdling. foreign Air Mnil )ilen.%r itittt U.S. $1.50 prr Urm mid

$25 j>rr subscription. I'refmymrnt only.

** Includes 128 mode programs.

□ Payment Enclosed □ MC D VISA □ A£

Card H

Name

Address

City

Signal ii re

ReRUN • Elm Street •

Slate

Peterborough,

Kxp. Date

Zip

NH • 03458

BEAT THE RUSH!
Please send me:

D 1 year (6 issues) for $89.97

D September/October ReRUN disk for $21.47.*

*Available in October.

Includes programsfor G64 and C-128 (in both 64 and 128 modes).

hire includes postage &handling. Foreign Air Mail filemr add U.S. $1.50 fm item and

$2 5 per subscription. I'repayment only.

□ Payment Enclosed □ MC □ VISA □ AK

Gard# Exp.Daie

Name

Address

City

Signature

ReRUN

State

• Elm Street • Peterborough, NH

1

Zip

• 03458



David Bradley, to write autodial-

ing routines that give Runterm

Plus even more flexibility.

C-128 users will be interested

in Reminder 128, a new program

that serves as a useful desktop

accessory to help you keep track

of your appointments. This pro

gram creates a separate file on

disk, so be sure to copy Re

minder 128 to another disk be

fore running it!

Gradebook 128 is a never-be

fore-published classroom man

agement tool (or teachers that

received lots of applause as a

bonus program on our March/

April ReRUN disk. It's one of the

best programs available any

where for handling your grade-

keeping and analysis chores.

Education is one of the top

home applications for C-64

users, and we at RUN provide

strong support in this area.

Youngsters will enjoy learning the

basic principles of LOGO pro

gramming with this expanded

version of Turtle-Tutor for Tykes,

otherwise known as Elmer.

For you adventurers in pro

gramming who have lacked the

expertise to create multiple

graphics screens that can be ac

cessed and scrolled at will, take

a look at Construction Set, mak

ing its debul on this ReRUN disk.

This graphics construction tool

gives you the ability to create

high-quality, sophisticated scroll

ing graphics screens for your

own programs.

Productivity Pak II has pro

grams and applications that you'll

be using over and over again.

Not only are the applications of

superior quality, but they're also

those that you are most likely to

use on a daily basis. Further

more, we've included some utility

programs, such as Menu 64,

Menu 128 and Disk Backup,

which will make all of your com

puting activities much easier.

Menu 64 and Menu 128 can be

copied onto your disks for easy

and quick access to your favorite

programs. Disk Backup will let

you make backup copies of your

noncopy-protected disks, such as

this ReRUN disk.

We hope you have fun with

Productivity Pak II, and, as a

wise man once said, "Don't work

too hard!"

Margaret Morabito

Technical Manager

RUN magazine

Please send me back issues of ReRUN

Cassette version(s) at $11.47*

Disk version(s) at $21.47

Gamcpak

Summer Edition

Fall Edition

Productivity Pak (Disk only)

Winter Edition

Jan./Feb. 1986 (Disk only)**

March/April 1986 (Disk only)**

May/June 1986 (Disk only)**

. July/August 1986 (Disk only)**

* Prim inrtwle poilngp and handling. Foreign Air MailpUestadd U.S. $1,111 per itimtttld

$2 5 per subscription. Prepayment only.

** Includes 128 mnU programs.

□ Payment Enclosed □ MC □ VISA Q AE

Card*

Name

Address

Cirv

Signature

Slalc

ReRUN • Elm Street • Peterborough,

Ivxp

NH»

Date

Zip

03458

BEAT THE RUSH!
Please send me:

□ 1 year (6 issues) for $89.97

□ September/October ReRUN disk for $21.47.*

*Available in October.

Includes fyrogramsfor C-64 and C-128 (in both 64 and 128 modes).

Prirf includes postage &handling. Foreign Air Mail please add U,S.$U0per item and

$25 per subscription. Prefxiyment only.

U Payment Enclosed D MC □ VISA □ AE

Card* F.xp. Dale

Name

Address

City

Signature

Slate Zip

I

ReRUN • Elm Street • Peterborough, NH • 03458



Productivityforthe Whole Fatnilyi

Word Processing- Database Managment

- Tblecammunimtions»Spreadsheet

Manipulationi Education 40raphm
- Disk Utilities- Desktop Accessory

FqrtheC*64;

* Menu 64 Construction Set*

*• Runscript2.40* v Disk Backup*

- 1650 Autodial* ^ Datafile*

* 1670 Autodial*, *» DFPrint*

* Ruhterm Plus >- DFCalc*

•-Logo for Kids

FortheC-128:

- Menu 128

Runscript2.40*

Reminder 128*

Gradebookl28

♦New program releases created for this ReRUN disk!

any manufacturing defect becomes apparent, the defective disk will be replaced free of charge If returned
repaid mail within 30 days of purchase. Send II, with a letter Specifying the detect, to!

ReRUN t Etm SffMt • Mtftienkjjjh, NH 034SB

tpfacwnetttt wHI not be made it the dislt has been fllfered, repaired Of misused through negligence, dr If It
s signs of excessive wear or It damaged by squlpmem.

6 programs in ReRUN are taken directly from listings prepared to accompany articles In RUN magflzlne.,-
■ win not run under alt system configurations. Use the RUN K flight information included with each article as

guide.

e entire contents are copyrighted 1966 by CW CommunlflatkfliS/PWerbofouflh. Unauthorized duplications, s,

ikm of applicable laws. ■ .

©Copyright 1988 CW Communtceftlons/Peterboraugh

CW tOMMUfUICATIOrWPETtnBOROUGH

Special Edition

PRODUCTIVITY

PAKII
RUN's Most Productive Programs

FortheG64andC-128

New Updates Plus BrandNew Releases!

MENU m RUTSfSCRIPT |1M
INBER m GHRADEBOOK * M

EftU 64 a RUNSCRIPT 165
0 AUTODIAL^ 1670 AUTOD
IAL a RUNTERM PLUS

IX)GO FOR KBDS CONST
RUCTION SET k DISK BAC
KUP m BXXMTLE ^ DFPRIN

T ■ DFCALC m MENU m RUNS
*G128 Mode Programs




